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1 Introduction

Welcome to Prism

What is Prism? It's your complete astro imaging solution

It doesn't matter if you're a beginner or an advanced astro photographer, Prism is the perfect

solution for all your needs. Prism is a comprehensive program, developed over  20 years,  to

control either a portable telescope or a fixed observatory. All of your equipment is controlled in

native mode or through the popular ASCOM interface.

Prism avoids the need to use multiple complex programs. Prism can do it all.

Our  program  has  a  fully  integrated  planetarium  Sky  Chart  which  allows  you  to  plan  your

observations  using  a  wide  range  of  both  star  catalogs  and  deep  sky  object  catalogs.

Capturing CCD and DSLR images is easy with support for most CCD cameras  and Canon

DSLRs. Built in tools like Autofocus and Autocenter make your job even easier.

Prism has a fully automatic observation function that  does  everything for  you,  from  opening

the dome or  roof,  cooling the camera,  auto focusing,  aiming the mount,  auto  centering,  to

capturing the images,  warming the camera,  parking  the  telescope  and  closing  the  roof  or

dome. It will even monitor your weather station or cloud sensor to make sure you get the most

observations possible from your imaging system.

After  taking  the  images,  use  Prism  to  calibrate,  stack  and  process  your  images.

Sophisticated image analysis tools allow easy identification of your best images. Photometry

and asteroid/comet search tools are also included.

 

Polar alignment with King Method is a breeze with Prism and our pointing model capability will

make your mount work so well that you will always be on target.

Prism has a powerful and easy to use language to write your own scripts. These scripts can

then be integrated right into the Prism menu system.
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1.1 System Requirements

Prism requires the following minimum hardware and software configuration.

o A computer 100% PC compatible with the CPU speed of  1 GHz 

o At least 512 MB of RAM. 

o 400 MB of free hard disk space

o 1024 x 768 graphics card with 16 million colors

o Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP. 32 or 64 bit versions.

Recommended system configuration:

o  A computer 100% PC compatible with dual or quad cores and a CPU speed of  2 GHz 

o 4+ GB of RAM

o 10 GB of free hard disk space

o 1368 x 768  or greater screen resolution . Prism is a feature rich program that is best
used on a 1920x1080 screen size or larger.

o Windows 7, 8 or 10

Prism is 100% ASCOM 6 compliant, and ASCOM platform is installed automatically if missing
on your system by Prism installer. The .NET Framework 3.5 is required to install ASCOM 6
platform and 
it is not installed by default in Windows 10. 

Before installing Prism Windows 10 users user should go to "Program and Features", then
"Turn Windows features on or off"  . Once there enable .NET Framework 3.5. Then install
Prism.
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2 Command Reference

This section provides detailed information on each of the many commands available in Prism.
In many cases, video tutorials are available to enable the user to understand how to best use
Prism commands in the real world.
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2.1 Overview

Commands can be accessed through the menus or via the icon ribbon. The following icons
are provided in  the main ribbon menu.

These icons correspond to the following functions:

Open Image

Save

Image Browser

Edit Image Header

Undo

Redo

Contrast/Luminosity

Zoom Out

Zoom In

Enable Magnifier

Connect Camera #1

Connect Camera #2

Connect Camera #3
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Hardware Settings

Establish Link to Telescope Hardware

Centroid

New Chart

Software Settings

Create Flat,Dark and Bias Master Frames

Image Series Calibration/Stacking

Logarithm

Statistics

Crop with Cursor

Digital Development Processing

Automatic Observations

Note: Icons which are not available are grayed out. For example, if there is no image open
then Statistics will be grayed out.
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2.2 File Menu

2.2.1 Open Image

This function opens one or more files whose format is supported by Prism. These formats
include:

·  FITS (transportable) including FITS1D size (used in spectroscopy)

·  CPA  Proprietary lossless compressed image file format unique to Prism

·  ST (SBIG cameras)

· Classic image formats - BMP, TIF, TIFF, IMG, PNG and JPG.

· DSLR formats: RAW, ECR, CRW,CR2 (Canon), NEF (Nikon), MRW (Minolta), RAF (Fuji).
Prism uses the DCRAW software package which supports a very broad range of digital
cameras. See http://www.cybercom.net/~dcoffin/dcraw/ for more information.

Multiple files can be opened at the same time by using the standard Windows convention of
using the SHIFT and CNTRL keys in conjunction with the mouse.

2.2.2 Image Browser

The Image Browser allows you to preview all the images presented in a directory. At the
launch of this function, the following window appears:

http://www.cybercom.net/~dcoffin/dcraw/
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The left side of the window allows you to select the directory you want to explore, while the
right side contains the thumbnails of the images in the selected directory. The  icon buttons
above the directory list provides the follow options:

Select large previews

Switch to detailed list mode

Save list of image files along with details for each image as a text file

Remove file from list

Update list of files when new images added

Flush the image browser cache

Notes

If the directory has never been explored, the browser reads all images and creates a small file
for each directory item that contains all the information. This allows a faster exploration when
subsequently accessing this directory.. These files are stored in the \Browse files folder in 
Prism's main directory.The user needs to be aware that  after exploring several directories,
these files can build up in large numbers. Using the Flush image browser cache buttons will
delete all generated cache files.

 You can also delete any image by selecting it and pressing the DEL key. 

2.2.3 Re-Open

This command displays a list of all recently opened files - a sample list is shown below.
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The user can then simply open the desired file by clicking on it.

2.2.4 Save Image

The Save Image command saves the currently active image into its original location in the
same image format that it was opened with.

Note: If the image has been altered, no save confirmation will be requested.

2.2.5 Save Image as

This command will save the currently active image in the user's choice of FITS or CPA format
as shown in the screen-shot below.
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2.2.6 Export to

This command allows images to be exported in various formats as shown below:

All supported format are well known and documented.

The RAW2 file format is a custom binary file, and allow quick image exchange with other self-
written software. Here is the header structure:  
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 Byte position (or
offset) in file

 Value  Type  Meaning

 0 to 3  0xA12FA785  32 bits
unsigned integer

 Magic number

 4 to 7  0x00000003 or 
0x00000006

 32 bits
unsigned integer

 Pixel type, 3=16 bits signed
integer, 6= 4 bytes IEEE floating
point number per pixel

 8 to 11  Any number >0  32 bits
unsigned integer

 Image width in pixels

 12 to 15  Any number >0  32 bits
unsigned integer

 Image height in pixels

 16 to 19  Any number >0  32 bits
unsigned integer

 Amount of image planes

Then comes the pixel data, line to line, with expected pixel format defined into the file header.

2.2.7 Open User's Folder

This command will open up the Prism directory within the users Documents folder. It provides
a convenient method of organizing and easily accessing image files. A sample is provided
below:

2.2.8 Create New Image

This command will allow the user to create a blank image of any dimensions. Upon initiation,
the following panel appears.
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The user can select the image pixel data type  required. 

2.2.9 Import Image

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.9.1 Import User Defined

This function allows you to import any CCD image in  Prism. The user must provide essential
parameters such as the type of data used, the size and the size of the header.

While  Prism  manages  many  image  formats,  there  are  some  proprietary  formats  not
supported.
If we know the file structure, it is  still possible to load this file into Prism and display/process
this image as a normal image.

The table below  defines  the various pixel data formats:

Data Types Range Size of a pixel Prism Uses
Truncation by

Prism

8-bit unsigned
integer

0-255 1 byte 8-bit unsigned None

8-bit signed
integer

-128 + 127 1 byte 16-bit signed None

16-bit signed
integer

-32,768 To
32,767

2 bytes 16-bit signed None

16-bit integer no
signs

0-65535 2 bytes
Actual / 32-bit

floating
None

32-bit signed
integer

-
2147483648..214

4 bytes
Actual / 32-bit

floating
No, loss of

accuracy for big
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7483647 numbers

Actual / 32-bit
floating

1.5x10-45 ..

3.4x1038
4 bytes

Actual / 32-bit
floating

None

Real / Floating 6
bytes

2.9x10-39 ..

1.7x1038
6 bytes

Actual / 32-bit
floating

None

Double / floating
8 Bytes

5.0x10-324 ..

1.7x10308
9 bytes

Actual / 32-bit
floating

Yes

Upon initiating this command, the following panel is presented.

After selecting the data type, we can then specify the image dimensions and the file header.
The size of the header in bytes is key, so that Prism will ignore the header and start with the
first valid pixel. 
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For pixel sizes larger than one byte, the default  pixel order coding follows the Intel  standard
(Little Endian). The available check-box allows the selection of big Endian byte ordering.

With these parameters entered  the minimum  file  size is  displayed.  If  the size of  the file  to
load is smaller than that calculated by Prism, loading will not occur.

Finally, there are built-in format presets from the drop down box to  use  settings  as  ST4 or
ESO  BDF MiDAS formats.

2.2.9.2 Import XYZ Text Image

This function builds an image from the intensity (also called "surface") of a list of random
points distributed in the image. The intensity (Z axis) represents the height of the points of this
surface. The software performs the interpolation of missing pixels between the points (X, Y) of
this surface.

An input text file provides the X, Y and Z intensities in following format:

 
 5.79687500000000E+0000   6.35546875000000E+0001   6.74050451049805E+0002
 4.90156250000000E+0001   1.16406250000000E+0000   2.28874577026367E+0002
 1.28203125000000E+0001   6.42187500000000E+0000   1.00763307495117E+0002
 4.72031250000000E+0001   1.26398437500000E+0002   1.95437517517090E+0003
 1.27734375000000E+0002   1.02117187500000E+0002   2.04075326843262E+0003
 9.24843750000000E+0001   3.62500000000000E+0001   8.08449807128906E+0002
 2.15156250000000E+0001   4.47656250000000E+0000   1.23992799682617E+0002
 9.42578125000000E+0001   3.90000000000000E+0001   8.51687149047852E+0002
 2.76015625000000E+0001   1.20937500000000E+0002   1.72926179748535E+0003

The first column is X, the second Y and third Z. There is no order between points X and Y.

The software interpolates between the reference points of the file, the value of each pixel of
coordinates (i, j) of the final image.

The following form opens to allow the parameters to be entered.
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There are two methods that can be selected:

Distances Method:

This method calculates for the pixel (i, j) a weighted intensity according to the distances of all
the reference points contained  in the input file. 

Polynomial method (slower):

This method is suitable for most complex surfaces. It requires a sufficient  number  of  points
otherwise the interpolation will approximate.
 
For  each  resulting  image  pixel,  the  software  calculates  the  intensity  the  pixel  by  a  least
squares polynomial approximation.

The degree of the polynomial is automatically determined according to the following table:

3 to 5 points Degree 1

6-9 items Degree 2

Over10 points Degree 3
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2.2.9.3 Data for 2D Plot

This command allows import a text file where each line contains two values. This function is
useful  to  import  a  text  file  containing data in  two dimensions.  This  file  can  be  created  "by
hand" or the result of a previous recording directly from Prism.  Data must be returned in the
form,  where for  instance the file  contains  675 lines,  the first  column are X values,  and the
second are Y values. The last three lines starting with #  are captions  to  be displayed in  the
plot.
  

The last three lines are reserved for the caption: chart title, X-axis legend and Y axis legend. 
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Once the file is opened, the appearance of the graph  can be adjusted using the Adjustments
button.

2.2.10 Get Internet DSS Image

This command allows you to download images of Palomar Digital Sky Survey, which are
available on the Internet. An open Internet connection is required to use this function. At the
launch of this function, the following window opens:
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The top icon adds the target at the specified RA/DEC to the list box, the lower
icon gets the RA/DEC value from the Windows clipboard

The RA and DEC coordinates of the field center to download can be manually entered and
placed into the list box by clicking the upper icon shown above.
Alternatively, they can be set  set by clicking the lower icon shown above if they are available
on the Clipboard. 
Finally, the user can enter a catalog object and click the Lookup button to place the target
object coordinates in the list box.
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The desired field size dimensions ( up to a maximum of30 arc mins.) can be specified.The
download time will be dependent on the field size selected.

Pressing the GO button will initiate the download of the specified DSS image from the
selected online source.

Once downloaded, Prism decompresses as required, displays the image and saves it in the
subdirectory "C: \ Users \ XXXX \ Documents \ Prism \ DssFiles" ( the default User's folder for
Prism). 

It then plate solves the image so it is ready to be used with other Prism functions such as Sky
Charts.

We then have the following result displayed. 
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2.2.11 Batch File Conversion

This function transforms a batch of images of one of the following formats into FITS or CPA
format.

FITS:  International standard format for astronomical images
CPA:  Prism proprietary format (compressed)
Hisis:  Proprietary format cameras Hisis-11 and 22
SBIG:  Format used by SBIG ST-X cameras using the CCDOPS acquisition software.
Free Format: Used defined. Note complete the format type before conversion see[Settings
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free format] .
BMP : Windows Bitmap Format
JPEG: Format JPEG .
T1M proprietary format of 1m telescope at the Pic du Midi Observatory.
APN: format of digital cameras
TIFF: Format TIFF (uncompressed)
PIC: format used by the IRIS software.
.

We must select the starting format before selecting images. The button [Select All] allows the
user to select all the images in the specified directory.

After selecting Next step, the Destination File and Directory appear as shown below.
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On this page we can select the target directory, file type (FITS or CPA) and pixel type
( floating point or integer). Note: floating point format is highly recommended for all operations
in Prism. If storage space is an issue, then use of the CPA file format is your best choice.

The user can also select to have the converted files contrast & luminosity automatically set.
The original files can also be deleted. Note: no confirmation is provided if the delete box is
checked.

The results of the Batch File Conversion are shown on the panel below.
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Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.12 Batch File Rename

This command enables the user to the rename  a group of images.  The starting index can
also be selected by the user.
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On the opening panel, selects the files to be renamed, the new desired name and the starting
value of the index.

Using the data entered on the sheet above get the follow resultant files.
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Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.13 Create AVI File

Creates a new AVI animation ( monochrome or color) from a series of images. The following
form appears:

The icons at the top of the form perform the following functions:
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Add a file or files to the list to be turned into an AVI.

Delete the selected file(s) from the list

Delete all files in the list box

Allows the user to move up or down through the list of files

Sorts the files in the list box

Allows selection of frame rate in AVI

Creates the desired AVI file

The high and low cutoff display values can be selected in the indicated boxes.

2.2.14 Execute Script

This function allows you to run a script. At the launch of this feature, a window opens for
selecting the script to run.

If the script has already been added to the menu you can just click directly on the desired
script.

For more information on scripts see the Prism Scripting Manual.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.15 Execute Script - Debug Mode

This function allows you to run a script while controlling its execution.

At the launch of this feature, a window opens for selecting the script to run,
accompanied by a debug window.

For more information on scripts see the Prism Scripting Manual.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.16 Add Script as Menu Item

A script will be added to the Script Menu list by this command. 

For more information on scripts see the Prism Scripting Manual.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.2.17 Delete Script Menu Item

Script items previously registered as menu items can be removed by this command.

For more information on scripts see the Prism Scripting Manual.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.18 Menu Registered Scripts

This command allows the user to select all scripts which have been registered.

For more information on scripts see the Prism Scripting Manual.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.2.19 Close All Image Windows

All open image windows are closed by this command. The user is asked to save any altered
images prior to them being closed.

2.2.20 Exit

This command closes Prism. If there are any open files which have been altered, the user is
asked if they wish to save the open files. 

Note: Software Settings - Menus offers a switch that will ask the user to confirm their request
to close Prism.
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2.3 Edit Menu

2.3.1 Edit Image Header

This command gives the user access to information about the active image and the ability to
edit much of it. The are 7 tabs available.

General Tab

· Path: Full path where the image is saved.

· Image: Shows the height, width, size on disk as well as image coding (integer / floating
point), and whether it is monochrome ( planes = 1) or color ( planes = 3)

· Exposure time: Including the date and time, the duration of the exposure and the possible
name of the object if it was completed before saving the image. Mid point time parameters
are also calculated.

· Version info: Reference information as too what version of Prism created the image.
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Exposure Tab

· Telescope: The name of the telescope used, its diameter, and it's calculated focal ratio F /
D. This information is automatically populated on image acquisition if the information has
been setup in the Hardware Settings, Camera Acquisition Properties panel.

· Filter: Provides information about the filter used if this information is available. It is
automatically completed on image acquisition if the information has been setup in the
Hardware Settings, Camera Acquisition Properties panel

· TDI mode: Indicates whether the TDI mode was used and if so, the length of the acquisition
time.

· CCD Camera: Detailed information about the camera is shown. If the images were taken
with a camera connected to Prism, most parameters intrinsic to the sensor are filled in
automatically. The conversion parameter is to be completed by the user but can be fixed
through the header settings to the camera setup. The CCD temperature is automatically
filled in for cameras with a temperature sensor. If a focuser was declared under PRISM,
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position its position will be automatically included.

History Tab

This tab displays the history of operations performed on the image with the most recent
operation at the top of the list.

Plate Solve / Photometry Tab
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· RA/DEC: These are approximate coordinates of the image center. The philosophy of the
program is that even if the calibration has been performed, these details are not being
updated. These coordinates are automatically completed the acquisition of the image if the
encoders (or telescope) were connected during acquisition.

· Seeing: This parameter is to be completed by the image user image before saving.

· Air mass / height / Azimuth: these parameters are automatically determined according to
the coordinates and date of shooting of the image. The buttons "copy" used to copy a value
in the clipboard.

· Scale X and Y: these parameters are automatically determined from the focal length of the
telescope used, and the pixel size of the sensor.

· Field X and Y: field size on the image depending on the focal length and the height / width
of the image. This parameter is determined automatically.

· Orientation of the field: Sets the orientation of the sensor. This notion of angle is
described in the tutorial on the orientation of a CCD camera .

· Direct address: The mark is live when directions succeed in the direction NORTH -> East
-> South -> WEST when the user turns counterclockwise (turn clockwise). This
corresponds, when the sensor is virtually straightened, a direction NORTH EAST top and
left. See the tutorial on the direction of a CCD camera .
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· Astrometric / photometric calibration: these boxes are checked if any of these
operations was performed on the image and if the image was saved after the operation. In
the case of a successful photometric calibration, photometric reference values ??used are
indicated.

· Location: Are shown various information about where the image was made. This
information is automatically populated with the acquisition if the information in the header of
the images were completed in the declaration of the camera (Menu: Camera / System or
from the tab "header" of the acquisition panel) .

Comments Tab

· Comments: Ability to write four lines of 256 characters.

· User: Ability to store three variable values ??for the user scripting applications

External Weather Tab
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This tab allows the user to automatically store the information collected from an attached
weather station. Alternatively, it can be manually entered.

Spectrography
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Raw calibration: This information is useful for automatic calibration from a reference
spectrum of neon. This assumes that the calibration is linear. If this is not true, we must adapt
these values ??to make the calibration to succeed. This information is automatically populated
with the acquisition if the information in the header of the images were completed in the
declaration of the camera (Menu: Camera / System or from the tab "header" of the acquisition
panel) .

Spectrograph: Information on the resolution of the network and the name of the
spectrograph. This information is automatically populated with the acquisition if the
information in the header of the images were completed in the declaration of the camera
(Menu: Camera / System or from the tab "header" of the acquisition panel) .

Calibration Information: The check box is checked if the calibration has been performed. In
this case, the calibration parameters are different from zero. The calibration allows a
distortion of the spectrum at approximately 4, which is more than adequate in most cases.

Normalization: If the spectrum was normalized in the sense of adjusting the scale 1 (=
scaling in English). In this case, the extreme wavelengths which allowed the calculation of the
scaling are shown in the window below.

Telluric correction: If water water lines were removed to the spectrum (H 2 O in the
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atmosphere).

 Heliocentric correction: If the spectrum has been fixed rotational motion of the Earth
around the Sun -> heliocentric position in the repository.

2.3.2 Edit FITS File Header

This command is used to view or modify a FITS header of the currently selected image. 
Upon starting this command the following  panel is displayed.
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It displays all the FITS keywords and their respective values for the selected image file. Any
keyword can be selected by using the mouse and left clicking on it.  As shown in in the panel
below, the keyword and its value is then displayed in the lower edit box.

The edit box in conjunction with the Modify button can be used to edit any FITS keyword/value
and new keywords and values can be added using the Insert button. The Remove button will
delete the currently selected FITS keyword entry.

2.3.3 Open FITS File Header

This command allows the user to open up the FITS header of any saved FITS file. Once a
FITS file has been selected the following screen is displayed.
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See Edit FITS File Header for more information.

2.3.4 Undo

This function allows you to cancel the last processing performed on an image. Please note
that this function is not valid for all image operations 

Each image has multiple undo /redo levels. The number of levels available is limited by
available memory.

.

2.3.5 Redo

This command will reapply the last operation to the currently active image. It is often useful to
alternate between Undo and Redo to see the effect of a particular image processing step.
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Each image has multiple undo /redo levels. The number of levels available is limited by
available memory.

2.3.6 Duplicate Image

This function creates a identical copy of the currently active image. If we start with the image
below:

Then after the Duplicate function we will have - 

2.3.7 Crop

Prism provides five different methods of cropping images as described in the following
sections.
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2.3.7.1 Crop with Cursor

This function extracts a part of an image previously loaded and selected. Three sub menus
are available:

Interactive Cursor: When starting this function, a cursor appears. It allows you select the
part of the image to be extracted. The area to be extracted must be defined holding down the
left mouse button. When the correct area is selected, clicking the left mouse button initiates
the crop function. It is possible to cancel the definition of the area to be extracted by using the
ESC key.

The image below shows an area selected by the cursor using the mouse.

The result of the crop is shown below.
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2.3.7.2 Crop by Coordinates

Define the crop coordinates of the lower left pixel and that of the upper right pixel. These
values are entered into the panel shown below.

Clicking the OK button will initiate a crop of the currently active image based on the entered
coordinates.

2.3.7.3 Crop using Window
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The panel above appears after selecting this function. We can then enter what size window
we wish to crop from the active image. After entering the desired values and clicking on OK,
we then have a window presented on the image as seen below.

Once we have the window positioned, a left click of the mouse creates our cropped image as
shown next.
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2.3.7.4 Crop using Center

This command will do a square crop of the center region of the selected image. We first get
the following form.

On the above form, we enter the size of square crop we desire.  Using this example with the
image below 
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we get the following result with dimensions of 900 x 900 pixels.

2.3.7.5 Batch Crop

This function applies a cropping function  to a series of images on disk.. When launched, the
following window appears:
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This window allows selecting the relevant images, and defining the coordinates of the area to
keep, (X1, Y1) being the coordinates of the bottom left corner, and (X2, Y2) are the
coordinates of the upper right corner . The new images are saved in the same directory as
the original and the prefix " d "is attached to the name of the corresponding image.

If we use the file selection shown below.

Then after clicking OK, we get the following information window confirming the creation of the
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new images,with d prefix and with the desired cropped dimensions.

Note: The original images are not altered nor deleted.

2.3.8 Mirror X Axis

This command will reverse the X axis of the selected image. Starting with the image below:
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The Mirror X command will produce the following result:

2.3.9 Mirror Y Axis

This command will reverse the Y axis of the selected image. Starting with the image below:
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The Mirror Y command will produce the following result:

2.3.10 Translation

This function allows you to shift the image in any direction. The image to be treated must first
be loaded and selected. At the launch of this feature, a window opens for entering the
translation to perform in the direction of X and/or Y:

The user can choose either linear or bspline interpolation.  The operation is launched by
clicking the OK button.

With the starting image below.
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The result below was achieved with a X shift of 100 pixels and a Y shift of 200 pixels.
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2.3.11 90 Deg. CW Rotation

This function rotates the active image by 90 degrees clockwise.

Using the starting image below.

90 Deg. CW Rotation produces the result below.
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2.3.12 Rotation

This function allows the user to rotate the active image by any desired angle. At the launch of
this function, the following window opens:

· The fields X Center of Rotation  and Y Center of rotation are used to indicate the
coordinates about which the image will be rotated

· The field Rotation angle is used to specify the angle of the rotation (in degrees)

· The Rotation Direction buttons are used to indicate the direction of rotation
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Starting with the image below.

Leaving the center of rotation at the default image center, and using an angle of 45 degrees
CCW we get the result below.
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2.3.13 Resample

This function allows you to enlarge or reduce the size of an image previously loaded and
selected. Unlike the functions Zoom  In and  Zoom Out , this function physically changes the
image.

In addition, this function is able to interpolate the intensity of new pixels using either linear or
bspline interpolation.

Starting the command we see the following form:

The Resampling factor field sets the image magnification factor: increase  (if> 1) or reduce (if
<1). Note that a real number can be used.The most common factors are 0.5 to bin an image
2x2 and 2.0 to expand an image to two times in each dimension.

If we start with the image below ( 3072 x 2048) and apply the Resampling factor of 2 - 

Then we get the resulting image of 6144x4096 pixels which have been interpolated as shown
below.
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A more powerful version of this function can be found in Resampling (offset).

2.3.14 Resample(offset)

This function is a more powerful version of the Resample function .

Here we are able to specify a different scaling factor for X and for Y. In addition, we can use a
different center point to do the scaling. Finally, we have the option of not changing the image
size.
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2.3.15 Set Canvas Size

This command allows to user to enlarge or reduce the  size of the canvas on which the
image is placed. Upon initiating this command the following form is presented.

The width and height of the currently active image are displayed in the appropriate boxes.

If we now use the following values:

Then this image- 
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Becomes
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2.3.16 Rectangular Fill

This function allows you to replace the pixels within a rectangular area of an image by pixels
of a given value.

2.3.16.1 Fill Inside

This function allows you to replace the pixels within a rectangular area of an image by pixels
of a given value. An image must have been previously loaded and selected. At the launch of
this function, a the cursor appears on the image and allows you to define a rectangular area.
Once the selection is made, the following window appears:
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The field Constant value is used to define the value which will be given to pixels located within
the selected rectangular area.

2.3.16.2 Fill Outside

This function allows you to replace the pixels outside a rectangular area of an image by pixels
of a given value. An image must have been previously loaded and selected. At the launch of
this function, a  cursor appears on the image and allows you to define a rectangular area.
Once the selection is made, the following window appears.

The field Constant value is used to define the value which will be given to pixels located
outside the selected rectangular area.

Application: This command can be used to eliminate artifacts or residuals caused by
operations such as Unsharp Masking on the edge of an image.

2.3.17 Insert Text

This function allows the user to insert the text (single line) at any location in an image. The
presentation menu allows you to set the position, size and font:
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The text to be  drawn is to be defined in the first field of the window. Information imported from
the image header can be added using the three buttons : Date / Time, Exposure time, and
Coordinates.

The text font, size and color along with the background color (rectangle around the text) can
all be specified. Note the background color will be adapted by gray levels for monochrome
images.

The Position buttons allow you to choose where to place the text.

The Overview button shows how the text  will appear.

This is the result of using the screen settings above on a sample image.
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2.3.18 Binning

This command allows the user to reduce the size of an image by an integer factor. Upon
selecting this function, the user is given three options:

Pixel Mean - Each new pixel is the result of taking an average of the neighboring pixels. 

Pixel Median - Each new pixel is the result of calculating the median value of the neighboring
pixels. 

Pixel Sum - Each new pixel is the result of taking the addition sum of the neighboring pixels. 

If we start with the original image below.
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Then we select Binning - Median - We get the following window to select the desired X and
Y binning factors.

 Using x = 2 and y=2, as shown above, we get the following result.
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2.3.19 Change Pixel Type

This function changes the internal storage format of an image.

2.3.19.1 Integer to Floating Point Pixels

Some definitions:

Integer format image: All pixels of the image are coded with 2 byes allowing integer values
between -32,768 to 32,767. If used in  CCD image acquisition, the values obtained are
necessarily positive (0 to 32767) and the negative values are created in successive
processing e.g, image subtraction may provide resulting negative values. The main problem
of such pixel coding is that there is no granularity between two integer values and the image
"saturates" when the maximum pixel value of  32767  is reached. 

Floating point image: The image pixels are encoded with a floating point value and each
pixel is thus assigned  4 bytes (instead of 2 bytes for integer format). This dramatically
increases dynamic range and eliminates many concerns. Historically, this image format has
been avoided due to concerns about hard disk storage capacity and processing time. The
current generation of computers have built-in floating point processors and storage is no
longer a real concern. This format is supported both in CPA that FITS .

This function changes the internal storage format of an image. In this case, we go from
Integer format to Floating Point format. 

The transformation is immediate and the image must be saved if the user wishes to keep this
transformation. The Image Information function can be used to confirm the format change.
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2.3.19.2 Floating Point to Integer Pixels

Some definitions:

Integer format image: All pixels of the image are coded with 2 byes allowing integer values
between -32,768 to 32,767. If used in  CCD image acquisition, the values obtained are
necessarily positive (0 to 32767) and the negative values are created in successive
processing e.g, image subtraction may provide resulting negative values. The main problem
of such pixel coding is that there is no granularity between two integer values and the image
"saturates" when the maximum pixel value of  32767  is reached. 

Floating point image: The image pixels are encoded with a floating point value and each
pixel is thus assigned  4 bytes (instead of 2 bytes for integer format). This dramatically
increases dynamic range and eliminates many concerns. Historically, this image format has
been avoided due to concerns about hard disk storage capacity and processing time. The
current generation of computers have built-in floating point processors and storage is no
longer a real concern. This format is supported both in CPA that FITS .

This function changes the internal storage format of an image. In this case, we go from 
Floating Point format to Integer format. 

The transformation is immediate and the image must be saved if the user wishes to keep this
transformation. The Image Information function can be used to confirm the format change

2.3.20 Copy Image (8bits)

This function copies the current selected  image to the Windows clipboard, in order so that  it
can be  used by another image processing software program.

2.3.21 Paste Image (8bits)

This function creates and  opens a new Prism image using data from the Windows clipboard.
The data on the clipboard can be used within other Windows applications.
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2.4 Sky Chart

2.4.1 New Chart

This function launches the Prism mapping module. It is a very complete planetarium that lets
you view a sky chart for a place and a specific date and, thanks to its many functions, to
prepare your observations. Upon starting this function, the following window opens:

Access to the functions of the module can be done either via the icon bar (located under the
window's title bar), or by the context menu (opened by clicking the right button on the map the
sky). The information on the sky window or the mouse position on the window are provided in
the bottom strip.

Sky Chart Icon Functions

Zoom In and Zoom out - Zooms the display, can also be zoomed via the
mouse wheel

Sky Chart Setup - See Sky Chart Settings for details

Global View of Sky Chart -  View the entire sky on the display
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Search for an Object - Launch the search for an object function

Erase Object Labels - Clear all the labels on the sky chart

Print Sky Chart - Prints out a hard copy of the current Sky Chart display

Set Star Magnitude Display -  Adjust star representation based on
magnitude

Previous Sky Chart View - Displays the prior displayed view of the Sky
Chart

Go to Coordinates - Allows the user to specify a new set of coordinates
for the Sky Chart center

Refresh Sky Chart display - Re draws the Sky Chart

Start/Stop Animation - Starts/Stops animation based on parameters set
on Date and Place tab

Display Ephemeris Table - Provides user with form to generate
ephemeris for Sun and planets

Solar System View - Displays an overview of the solar system
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Set Sky Chart to Telescope Position - Retrieves Telescope coordinates
and sets Sky Chart center to these coordinates

Sky Chart Exploration Mode - Use left mouse click to select new center
point

Sky Chart Identification Mode - Left mouse click on any object will bring up
Object ID form

Sky Chart Zoom Mode - Allows user to select area of Sky Chart to enlarge

Sky Chart Measure Mode - Click left mouse button and drag to measure
distance between objects

Information at the bottom of the Sky Chart window:

· Current zoom factor (1x to 2048x).

· The  coordinates  of  the  mouse  pointer  as  it  moves  over  the  Sky  Chart.  You  can  easily
switch from Equatorial to Alt  Az  coordinates  by pressing the SHIFT key while  moving the
mouse over the Sky Chart.

· The type of coordinates To be displayed.  Choices  include Equatorial,  Alt  Az  ,  Ellicticpical,
Gala

· The number of objects on the Sky Chart.

· Abbreviation for the constellation in which the current Sky Chart is located.

· The displayed field dimensions.

· Mode - for example EQ Sid Tpc means Equatorial view, sidereal tracking and time is set by
the PC.

2.4.1.1 Sky Chart Context Menu

The context menu can be accessed by clicking the right mouse button on the Sky Chart
window. It  looks like this:
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· Center: This allows the user to center the chart on the current mouse position.

· Zoom : This feature lets you choose the size of region being displayed. It can range from
180 degrees to about 7 arc minutes as shown below.
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· Horizon : Change the Sky Chart focus to  North, South, East or West horizons as well as
to the Zenith (mostly for large zooms).

· Slew Telescope to this Point : Will slew an attached telescope to the  point currently
selected on the Sky Chart.

· Sync Telescope to this Point : Sends a Sync command to the telescope mount to
synchronize it to the point currently selected on the Sky 

· Data Connect: Provides the user with several options to connect the Sky Chart with the
current active image.

o Merge Image into Sky Chart - This will embed the active image onto
the Sky Chart.

o Center Chart using Header - The chart will be centered on the
coordinates stored  in the image header.

o Copy RA/DEC to Header - Copies the RA & Dec coordinates into the
header portion of the active image

o Chart set to Header Date/Place - Will use the values in the image
header to set the Sky Chart to the location, date and time contained in
the image header

· Add this point to List of Objects [OBJL]: Will add the current point on the open Sky
Chart to the list of objects to observe [OBJL]

· Send RA/DEC to clipboard: Will copy the RA and DEC coordinates of the current point to
the Windows clipboard for use later.

· Shift to Anti-Solar point: Changes the center point of the Sky Chart to the point directly
opposite from the Sun. This is the point where asteroids are in opposition.
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· Settings: Switches to the Sky Chart Settings window.

· Record Telescope Position to CSV File: Saves the current Azimuth,Elevation, Meridian
Angle, RA & Dec of the telescope to an Excel (CSV) type file for further use.

· Define this Position as Parking Position: Will use the current point coordinates as the
parking position for the telescope.

· Download DSS Image using this point: Will download a DSS image of the field. See Get
Internet DSS Image for details.

· Find Objects Around this Point: Opens the following window to allow the user to search
the area around the current point. In the example below the PGC and NGC catalogs are
searched for objects within 0.1 deg. of M57. 
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· Objects within 2 Arcmin using CDS (Web): Will use the Internet to query the CDS
database for all objects within 2 arc minutes of the current point.

· Add this Point to Pointing Model Field List: Allows the user to add this point to the list of
fields used to create a pointing model.

· Perform High Resolution Copy: Copies a high resolution image of the Sky Chart to the
Windows clipboard.

· Duplicate this Chart: Creates a duplicate copy of the current Sky Chart

· Save this Chart: Saves current Sky Chart

· Sky Chart Legend: Opens a window which shows the symbols used on the Sky Chart to
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represent different object types

·

2.4.2 Load Chart

This function opens a previously saved Sky Chart window. The Sky Chart files are saved in a
proprietary .mapsky format. Upon initiating this function we see all the available Sky Chart
files.

Selecting any of the .mapsky files and clicking open will load the desired Sky Chart.

2.4.3 Duplicate Chart

Creates a duplicate of the selected Sky Chart. If we start with the Sky Chart below.
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Using the Duplicate command we get an identical copy with the file name having a -1 suffix as
shown below.
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2.4.4 Save Chart

This function saves a currently open Sky Chart window. The Sky Chart files are saved in a
proprietary .mapsky format.

2.4.5 New Earth View

This command provide a current view of the Earth from a space vantage point. The opening
screen shows the terminator position on on a global view.
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By moving the mouse over any point on the globe, the latitude and longitude of that point is
displayed on the bottom left hand corner.

The icons on the top left provide the following functions:

Zooms the image in or out

Opens the settings page to specify home location and time. On the second
page it allows the selection of cities and IAU sites to display.

Reverts display to previous view

Refreshes the display

Selects mouse pointer mode which allows the user to move the globe
orientation by clicking and dragging with the mouse.

The user can clip and drag to select an area to enlarge

By clicking a point and dragging to another point, upon releasing the mouse the
distance is displayed on the bottom left corner.

2.4.6 Sky Chart Settings

This function allows the user to setup the Prism Sky Chart module. 

 The following multi-tab form appears.
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The bottom left three  buttons have the following functions:

Save -  Saves the current settings on the open tab to a file

Load -  Loads settings from a previously saved file

Default -  Sets the current values as the default values next time a  Sky Chart is created 

2.4.6.1 Deep Sky

The tab "Deep Sky" is used to select the active catalogs in the chart.
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Prism contains a set of catalogs as follows:

 
· Catalog NGC (New General Catalog) and the Catalog IC (Index Catalog):

Object
Types

Deep Sky Objects : galaxies, nebulae and star clusters.

History
This catalog completes the Messier catalog. Created by JLE Dreyer
(1852-1926) in 1887 (UCS)  and completed in  1895 (IC  I)  and 1907
(IC II). This catalog is very old and can not be fully trusted

Number 13000 objects
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Sky
Limits

No limits  but  some patchy areas  are empty.  However,  the  objects
are mainly at above 0° declination.

Limits on
objects

No specific limit

Designat
ion 

Shown as  NGC followed by the identification number (or IC and the
number in the catalog) from 1 to 4 digits i.e. NGCnnnn or ICnnnn

Prism
Informati
on

Data are shown in the extent available: 
The  size,magnitude,angle  of  major  axis  and  minor  axis.  In
general,  the  majority  of  NGC  objects  have  equivalents  in  other
catalogs; 2 of these equivalents are shown.

Compile
d catalog

This  catalog is   like  all  the  catalogs,  namely  a  compiled  binary  (*
.ccc) file in the main directory of Prism and under the folder Catalog.

· The ABELL catalog:

Object
Types

Clusters of galaxies.

History

First such catalog created in 1958 from the Sky Survey of the
Palomar Observatory.
Using galaxy clusters it is possible to determine the age of the
Universe. Many of these  galaxies are  very faint and require a large
aperture telescope to observe.

Number 2712 clusters

Sky
Limits

Areas north of declination -20°.

Limits on
objects

No specific limit.

Designat
ion 

Has  the  name  ABELL  followed  by  the  number  in  the  catalog:
ABELLnnnn. Examples ABELL51  and ABELL2222.

Prism
Informati
on

Data are shown to the extent possible: 
The size of the cluster and the mean magnitude.

Compile This  catalog is   like  all  the  catalogs,  namely  a  compiled  binary  (*
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d catalog .ccc) file in the main directory of Prism and under the folder Catalog.

· The MCG catalog (Merged Catalog Galaxy):

Object
Types

Morphological catalog of galaxies.

History
It  was  created  from  the  Palomar  Observatory  Sky  Survey
(POSS). Date of 1962.

Number 28904 galaxies

Sky
Limits

Declination between +90° and -33°.

Limits on
objects

Galaxies brighter than magnitude 15.

Designat
ion 

A designation  of  MCG  type  consists  of  a  sequence  of  three
numbers,  with  spaces  or  dashes  between  them;  the  first
number can be negative.
Some  objects  have  a  letter  after  the  numbers  to  avoid
confusion. Names are structured according to areas of POSS
and the last number
 indicates the number of the object on the plate.
 Structure is  MCGsnn-nn-nnn  An example is   MCG +  08-30-
014.

Prism
Informati
on

The coordinates  are  provided by the catalog and so  are  the
equinox 1950.0 coordinates.

The size  of the galaxy, V magnitude, minor axis, major  axis
and tilt angle with respect to North. 
Many objects have their equivalent NGC / IC number.

Compile
d catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary
(* .ccc) file in the main directory of Prism and under the folder
Catalog.

· The catalog UGC (Uppsala Galaxy Catalog):

Object Galaxies catalog.
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Types

History

Made  from  blue  images  of  the  Palomar  Observatory  Sky
Survey  (POSS)  in 1973.  The galaxies  with  a  diameter  of  less
than  1.0'  but  whose  magnitude  is  greater  than  14.5  are  from
CGCG  (Catalog  of  galaxies  and  Clusters  of  galaxies;  1961-
1968).

Numbe
r

12939 galaxies

Sky
Limits

Declination north of -02.5°.

Limits
on
objects

Diameter  limit  of  1.0'  and/or  a  maximum   apparent  blue
magnitude of 14.5.

Design
ation 

A  UGC  type  designation  consists  of  a  series  1-5  digits  -
UGCnnnnn. For example,  UGC11226 and UGC51.

Prism
Informa
tion

The  coordinates  provided  by  the  catalog  and  so  are  equinox
1950.0 coordinates. 

The size of the galaxy,  V magnitude,  minor axis,  major axis
and tilt angle with respect to North. 
Many objects have their equivalent NGC / IC or MCG number.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· PK Catalog (Strasbourg Galactic Planetary Nebulae Catalog of):

Object
Types

Catalog of planetary nebulae.

History Agnes Acker, European Southern Observatory, 1992.

Numbe
r

1143 objects 796 objects found.

Sky
Limits

All sky ( Milky Way exclusions)

Limits
on

No set limits.
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objects

Design
ation 

A  PK  designation  is  based  on  galactic  coordinates.These
coordinates are galactic longitude in  nnn.n and galactic  latitude
of the form Saa.a. The designation is in the form PKnnn.nSaa.a
For example,  PK197.4-06.4.

Prism
Informa
tion

The  coordinates  provided  by  the  catalog  and   are  equinox
1950.0.

The  size  of  the  object  and  a  second  of  arc  equivalent  in
another catalog.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· LDN catalog (Lynd Dark Nebulae):

Object
Types

Catalog of diffuse dark nebulae 

History
Made from  blue and red images from the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey (POSS). Date of 1962.

Numbe
r

1,791 items

Sky
Limits

All sky ( Milky Way exclusions)

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A designation of the type is  NDA.  NDA is  followed by  integers
corresponding  in  the  nebula  number  (up  to  4  digits).  For
example, we see LDN51 and LDN1002.

Prism
Informa
tion

The coordinates  provided by the catalog and so are the Prism
1950.0 coordinates.

The equivalent  from  the  Barnard  catalog  of  dark  nebula,  the
size  of the object in arc seconds the major and minor axis  and
opacity coefficient  :  coefficient  of  1  (slightly  dark)  to  6  (very
dark). In the case where the global cloud may be separated into
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several  parts,  they  are  listed  separately  but  with  the  same
identifier.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The LBN catalog (Lynd Bright Nebulae):

Object
Types

Catalog of bright diffuse nebulae.

History
Made from the blue and red images of the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey (POSS). Date of 1965.

Numbe
r

1,125 items

Sky
Limits

Limitations of the Milky Way

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A  designation  of  the  LBN   type  is  followed  by  integers  of  the
nebula corresponding number (up to 4 numbers).  For  example,
we see "LBN51" and "LBN1002".

Prism
Informa
tion

The coordinates  provided by the catalog and so are the Prism
1950.0 coordinates. 

The equivalent in other major catalogs of nebulae like NGC, IC,
S,  C  and DG,  the  size  of  the object  in  minutes  of  arc  on  the
major and minor axis
A brightness coefficient is  provided: coefficient of 1 (bright) to
6  (barely  detectable);  this  setting  is  zero  for  the  same  two
nebulae and LBN191 LBN844. 
A color code is also indicated 1 to 4: '1' denotes a bright nebula
on blue plate on the red plate; '2' indicates an even brightness on
2 plates;  '3'  a  greater  brightness  on the red plate and '4'  if  the
object is only visible on the red plate.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.
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· The VDB catalog (Van den Berg Reflective Nebulae):

Object
Types

Catalog of reflection nebulae.

History
Made from pictures in blue and red of the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey (POSS). Date of 1966.

Numbe
r

158 items

Sky
Limits

Limitations of the Milky Way!

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A  designation  of  the  type  is  VDB  followed  by  integers
corresponding  in  the  nebula  number  (up  to  3  numbers).  For
example, we meet "VDB51" and "VDB123".

Prism
Informa
tion

The coordinates are from the galactic coordinates. 
Also  indicated: 
The dimensions on the red plate and blue plate. 
A coefficient of brightness is provided:. coefficient of 1 (bright)
to 5 (very weak) 
A color  code  is  also indicated January to  July:  '1'  indicates  a
very blue nebula '2' blue nebula '3' a nebula moderately blue, '4'
intermediate nebula,  '5  a  moderately red nebula,'  6  'red nebula
and '7' a very red nebula.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The ARP catalog (Atlas of Peculiar Galaxy):

Object
Types

Galaxy catalog of peculiar structures.

History Establishes  mainly  from  the  NASA-IPAC  Extragalactic
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Database . Date of 1966.

Numbe
r

338 objects

Sky
Limits

Not evenly distributed.

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A  designation  of  the  type  is  ARP.   ARP  followed  by  integers
corresponding  in  the  nebula  number  (up  to  3  numbers).  For
example, we see "ARP51" and "ARP123".

Prism
Informa
tion

The coordinates are from 2000.0 coordinates. 
The equivalent NGC / IC number is included.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The Sharpless HII catalog:

Object
Types

Catalog of  diffuse HII regions (emission nebulae - spectroscopic
notation = H-alpha).

History Created 1959.

Numbe
r

313 items

Sky
Limits

Limitations of the Milky Way in the northern celestial hemisphere

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A designation of the type is SHII. SH2 followed by a hyphen and
integers in the nebula corresponding number (up to 3 numbers).
For example, we see "SH2-51" and "SH2-123".

Prism The coordinates are from 1900.0 coordinates are those indicated
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Inform
ation

in Prism.
 
The shape  :  a  circular  nebula  (circular),  elliptical  (elliptical)  or
irregular (irregular). 
The structure of a nebula without specific  form ( amorphous) to
a well-formed nebula (filamentary). 
The maximum dimension in minutes of arc.
The  brilliance  of  '1'  for  a  slightly  bright  nebula  at  '3'  to  a
nebulous among the brightest.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The BDN catalog (Barnard Dark Nebulae):

Object
Types

Catalog of dark nebulae.

History Directed by EE Barnard in 1919 (172 first objects) and 1927.

Numbe
r

349 items

Sky
Limits

Limitations of the Milky Way

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A designation of BDN type is B followed by integers in the nebula
corresponding number (up to 3 digits). For example, we see "B2"
and "B333".

Prism
Inform
ation

The  coordinates  provided  by  the  catalog  and  so  are  the
coordinates Prism 2000.0. 
 
The  equivalent  in  another  large catalog of  dark nebulae  (LDN
catalog),  The  size  of  the object  in  arcmin (long axis  and  short
axis  identical)  and  the  opacity  coefficient  :  coefficient  of  1
(slightly dark) to 6 (very dark). In the case where the global cloud
may be separated into  several  parts,  they are listed separately
but with the same identifier.

Compil This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
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ed
catalog

.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The PGC catalog (Principal Galaxies Catalog):

Object
Types

Galaxies catalog.

History Paturel 1989.

Numbe
r

73,197 objects

Sky
Limits

Outside the Milky Way

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

A  designation  of  the  type  is  PGC.  PGC  uses  integers
corresponding  in  the  nebula  number  (up  to  5  numbers).  For
example, we meet "PGC51" and "PGC10021".

Prism
Informa
tion

The coordinates provided by the catalog and therefore Prism are
epoch 1950.0 or 2000.0. 

The equivalent of another large catalog as UGC and MCG . This
includes the size  of the object on the major and minor axis ,  the
angle  of  inclination  relative  to  the  north  and  the  magnitude
overall.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The Veron-Cetty catalog (Active Galactic Nuclei and Quasars):

Object
Types

Catalog of Quasars and active galactic nuclei.

History Catalog  established  by  Verron  and  Cetty  in  1984.  Currently,  11  th

http://www.prism-astro.com/us/help/Menu-Fichier/FICHIER-Nouvelle_fenetre_du_ciel/option_cielprofond.html#UGC
http://www.prism-astro.com/us/help/Menu-Fichier/FICHIER-Nouvelle_fenetre_du_ciel/option_cielprofond.html#MCG
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edition from 2003.

Number
64866 items: 48921 quasars, 876 BL Lac objects  and 15069 active
galaxies.

Sky
Limits

Outside the Milky Way.

Limits
on
objects

The objects are brighter than absolute magnitude -23.

Designa
tion 

The nomenclature is complicated because this  catalog comes  from
the union of  several  catalogs.  The first  letters  are  the  name  of  the
original  catalog.  The  following  figures  are  compared  with  the
coordinates of the type 1950 + HHMMS DDMM. 

Prism
Informati
on

The coordinates provided by Prism are the coordinates 2000.0. 
are indicated as far as possible: 
The redshift z (the minimum value), the absolute magnitude  of the
object and its visual magnitude . In very rare cases, Prism indicates
magnitudes BV and UB .

Compile
d
catalog

This  catalog  is   like  all  the  catalogs,  namely  a  compiled  binary  (*
.ccc) file in the main directory of Prism and under the folder Catalog.

· ESO (European Southern Observatory galaxies catalog):

Object
Types

Galaxies catalog.

History ESO.

Numbe
r

This  catalog  of  galaxies  expands  the   Upsalla  catalog  for  the
Southern Hemisphere.

Sky
Limits

Southern hemisphere outside of the Milky Way

Limits
on
objects

No set limit

Design
ation 

The  galaxies  are  designated  by  two  numbers  separated  by  a
hyphen: eg " 34-12 ESO ".
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Prism
Inform
ation

For  each  of  these  galaxies,  we  get  information  such  as  their
position ,  type  , Hubble classification,  magnitude  in the blue,
and the  the  angle  of  inclination  and  the  dimensions  of  their
major and minor axes .

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· MRK (Markarian galaxies):

Object
Types

Galaxies catalog.

History
Markarian  Observer  from  1967  to  1981  at  the  Byurakan
observatory.  These  galaxies  have  a  moderate  to  severe
continuum in the ultraviolet.

Numbe
r

1525 Objects.

Sky
Limits

Northern hemisphere outside of the Milky Way

Limits
on
objects

Magnitude between 13 and 17.5.

Design
ation 

A designation of  MRK.  MRK type is  followed by integers  in  the
nebula corresponding number (up to  4  numbers).  For  example,
we see "MRK10" and "ARP1200".

Prism
Inform
ation

The coordinates  provided by the catalog and so are the  Prism
1950.0 coordinates. 
For  each  of  these  galaxies,  Prism  indicates  the  absolute
magnitude  ,  the  redshift  (distant  objects)  and the  size  of  the
minor and major axes (in arc-seconds).

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· AM (Madore galaxy Arp-catalog):
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Object
Types

Galaxies association catalog.

History Arp and Madorre in 1987.

Numbe
r

6445 Objects.

Sky
Limits

Southern hemisphere outside of the Milky Way

Limits
on
objects

No specified limit.

Design
ation 

A  designation  of  Arp-Madorre  type  is  AM  tracking  numbers  in
connection  with  the  1950.0  coordinates.  The  designation  is  a
"HHMM + DDM" where the last 'M' represents ten minutes of arc
in declination (always between 0 and 5).

Prism
Inform
ation

The  coordinates  are   provided  by  the  catalog  and  so  are  the
Prism 1950.0 coordinates. 
For  each  group  of  galaxies,  Prism  indicates  the  size  of  the
diameter or the separation of the set and the type S / D to keep:
'S'  indicates  that  the measure is  one of  the group's  separation
major  components  whereas  'D'  is  a  characteristic  diameter  of
the entire group.

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

· The HyperLeda 2003 Catalog:

Object
Types

Galaxies

History

This catalog is a combination between the catalogs Leda (1983)
and HyperCat (2000). LEDA is the richest  extragalactic  catalog
on the position of galaxies evenly over the sky. HYPERCAT is  a
compilation of parameters such as magnitude, radial velocity and
other  galaxy  parameters.The  merging  of  these  two  catalogs
produced  the  most  complete  catalog  currently  available  on
extragalactic  objects.  This  catalog  is  unique  in  that  it  is
constantly  changing,  and  every  astronomer  can  make  their
contribution.
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Numbe
r

3 million objects

Sky
Limits

No  limits  except  an  observation  impossibility  of  extragalactic
objects in the Milky Way (our galaxy).

Limits
on
objects

No specific limit

Design
ation 

Indicate  "LEDA"  followed  by  the  identification  number  must
consist of 7 integers: "LEDAnnnnnnn", where n is an integer from
0 to 9. For example, "LEDA1526369" or "LEDA0000051".

Prism
Inform
ation

The angle of the major axis and minor axis . 
are  indicated  as  far  as  possible;  an  equivalent  in  another
catalog and morphological type . 

Compil
ed
catalog

This catalog is  like all the catalogs, namely a compiled binary (*
.ccc)  file  in  the  main  directory  of  Prism  and  under  the  folder
Catalog.

All these catalogs are in the Catalog directory of main Prism directory and appear in the form
of .ccc files. (Which are compressed files and can not be read with a text editor).

2.4.6.2 Asteroids

The Asteroids tab is used to configure the display of asteroids. The window looks as follows:
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The asteroid database in Prism uses data from the MPC or Lowell observatory. It needs to be
first downloaded and unzipped if necessary  to be in .dat format. Once we have a .dat file we
can then compile the file to create the asteroid database used by Prism.

Prism comes with a precompiled database of asteroids. However, to get the latest list a new
download and compile is recommended. The easiest method is to use the Internet database
tab described below. User defined asteroids can be added using the Orbit and Trajectory
button.

We  click on the check box  Load the Asteroid database in order into to load into memory
the names, numbers and provisional numbers of all displayable asteroids. After loading Prism
the database size as shown below.
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Asteroids are organized into columns of equal size: first the name or designation of the
asteroid, its official number, its particular special type, total observation period and its
parameter U. If U = 0  then this is a finalized position. . If the known position is  less accurate
then the U parameter will range from 1 to 5. A U-value = 1 indicates that the asteroid's
position will be finalized after few additional observations. 

You can perform a fast search for  a particular asteroid using the window provided for this
purpose. If we enter 10593 in the search box we get the result shown below.
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When you click on an asteroid its orbital parameters appear:
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This asteroid can then be added to the list of objects to be observed by using the Add to list
[OBJL] button.

Graphs showing the elongation and magnitude of the asteroid over a specified period of time
can be produced. First we set the value in the field No. of days and then click on the Curve
magnitude/elongation we get the following graphs.
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When we click the OK button we are asked if we wish to add this asteroid to the list of
asteroids which will be displayed on the Sky Chart. Adding asteroids will activate the Selection
tab as shown below.

Selection
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Here we see the list of asteroids which will appear on the Sky Chart. We have the option to 
Remove all or to Remove selected object(s).

 

General

You can display all the asteroids by clicking Display all asteroids .  However, this will take a
lot of computation resources to calculate the position of the asteroids. That is why it is
recommended that the option  Do not recalculate the asteroid positions be used; this
allows the user to pan and zoom the Sky Chart without recalculating the positions of
asteroids. However, be aware that the position will be less accurate than the original
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calculation.

Asterois names can also be displayed by checking the appropriate box.

Sort

One can also choose which asteroids to display on the chart as well specific types of
asteroids: asteroids called  P-type or those type S which are on the MPC critical list. One can
also choose to select the asteroids according to their characteristics such as semi major
axis, eccentricity, inclination and period .
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Internet Database

This tab will allow us to directly download and compile the asteroid database from the Minor
Planet Center ( MPC) using the download link shown. Simply click on the Load and compile
database button.

Compilation

Here we have the option to compile the asteroid database from either the MPC or the Lowell
observatory.
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Check the box at the bottom of the tab selects the  type of .dat file used. Ted Lowell for the
first option  and MPC type for the second. Set the file path to the  .dat file by clicking on File.
Finally, click  Compile to compile the new database to work with Prism. . The number of
compiled asteroids will be indicated in the window Num. of Asteroids. At the end of
compilation the database automatically reloads.

2.4.6.3 Sorting Options

The tab "Sort Options" allows you to select the types of objects that will be presented on
theSky Chart.
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Enable sorting on  magnitude / size & Distance from Earth:

The first section allows the user to select deep sky objects by their magnitude and size. For
example, there is no need to display  very small galaxies for imaged with short focal length 
instruments. Here, the objects being displayed can be limited according to their magnitude
and/or  size. There is an additional option to set limits on distance from Earth which is
particularly useful as to which  asteroids are displayed.

Select object type:

The second window allows a restriction on the type of deep sky objects. The user can select
the specific type or types of objects they are interested in. 

Sort displayed  labels:

The last window shows all the labels that are currently in memory. If you want to delete a 
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label, select the label and click on the Erase label button. 

2.4.6.4 Solar System/Comets

The Solar System tab is used  to configure the display of solar system objects (excluding
asteroids, which are handled by the Asteroids tab).

Show the Ecliptic, the Sun, the Moon, the Planets: The first option enables the display of
best known Solar System objects: Sun, Moon and the planets.It also displays the Ecliptic.
Note: If this option is not enabled, searching for these objects will not be possible  since the
program will not have calculated their positions.
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Show Moon phase as an icon: Displays the illumination of the moon as an icon  on the top
left of the Sky Chart window. By moving the mouse over the icon, the times of moon rise,
meridian transit and moon set are displayed.. This data is displayed briefly on the icon and
consistently on the line at the bottom of the Prism main window.

Enable planet trajectories over   Allows the user to see the trajectory of the selected
planets over the number of specified days. Note the user must select which planets are to be
computed.

Load Comets  This will load the comet database into memory. While Prism comes with a
comet database pre installed, the user should use the Internet database tab described below
to provide the latest comet data.

Quick Search Once the database has been loaded, the user can search for any comet by
entering its name in this edit box.

Comets - Display

This tab gives the user the option to display all comets in the database. User comets can be
added using the Orbit and Trajectory button and then entering the orbital elements of the
user object.
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Comets - Internet Database

This tab allows the user to download,compile and update the comet database in one step.
Simply click on the Update comet database by Internet button.
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Comets - Selection
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This tab shows the comets that have been selected for display and allows the user to remove
any or all.

Comets - Compilation

 In order to create a database file for Prism to use to display comets, the user must first
download  a.dat file. The link on this page will access the MPC server where the comet.dat file
can be downloaded.

Next the comet.dat file is compiled using the Compile button.  The number of comets in the
database is displayed in the box on the right side ( 809 in this example).
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User objects can also be added by using the options at the bottom of the form.
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2.4.6.5 Date and Place

The tab "Date and Place" sets the place and date to be taken into account by the chart
module to display the view of the sky.

· Location:

This part is for initializing the coordinates of observation site: latitude and longitude. For North
America users, the longitude is West so the East box should be unchecked. It is best to
specify the altitude of your observation site, as this improves the accuracy  of the topocentric
positions of the planets

Rather than entering the data manually, the user can Choose a list of sites as the panel
below illustrates.
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Any location can be entered to explore how the sky looks from a location other than the default
geographic site. 

· Time and Date

Normally, the time and date are set by checking the box labeled - Use the local time and date
of the computer. Of course, you can set the time and date desired by manually entering the
information on the form. 

· Moving map parameters (Animation)

These options allow you to animate the Sky Chart. The time increment should be defined as
well as the desired update rate. Then simply click on the Animate  icon  on the Sky Chart  to
start the animation. Clicking the same icon again will stop the animation.

· Fixed Horizon:

The option is enabled if we wish to view the animation with the horizon fixed. Typically, this
might be done for animating an eclipse. To see the motion of an asteroid, it is better to not
enable this option.

2.4.6.6 Stars

This tab allows the user to select what star catalogs will be displayed.
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· Remove all stars

The first option allows the user to remove all the stars from the displayed Sky Chart.

· Bright Star Catalog (BSC)

Enables  the  display  of   BSC  stars   ranging  down  to  magnitude  7.  This  catalog  also
references  the SAO  number,  alphabetical  order  (Greek)  and number  in  the  constellation.
Sorting by magnitude has no effect on this catalog. 
It  contains  9,096 stars  and provides  considerable information on each star.  The file  is  in
compressed form in the catalog directory as BSC.CCC 

In the object identifier,  it  displays  the equivalent  of  the star  (letter,  number,  number  SAO)
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and magnitude.

· Variable stars (GCVS4 catalog)

The  GCVS4  (28,484  entries)  is  a  variable  star  catalog.   In  the  object  identifier,  Prism
indicates both the maximum  and minimum magnitude.

· Double Stars (WDS catalog)

This is the Washington Double Star Catalog. It dates from 1984 and is the successor to the
Index Catalog of Visual Double Stars (1961). It contains all the visual double stars that have
undergone at least one measure as of 1983. The WDS catalog contains 73,610 entries and
is the result of millions of observations.

Prism  gives  the type of  each  component,  the   angle  between  the  two  components,  the
separation and the magnitude of each component.

·  SAO catalog

Catalog of 258,997 bright stars, but with less information about each of them than provided
in the BSC. However, since  many publications define  stars by their SAO numbers, it was
deemed useful to introduce this catalog.

· Hipparcos Stars

 A 118,000 entry star catalog based on observations from the ESA 1993 Hipparcos  space
mission.  It  is  a  star  catalog  which  includes  detailed  information  on  some  stars,  never
obtained  before  :  including  position,  proper  motion,  magnitude,  color,  and  occasionally
spectral  type,  radial  velocity and other  information on the nature of  the  star.  The  catalog
limiting magnitude does not exceed the magnitude V = 13. Today, the Tycho 2 catalog is a
better choice 

Prism displays the majority of this information and includes the important element justifying
the mission: the measured trigonometric parallax.

· Photometric LONEOS Stars

A photometric catalog. 

For each star, Prism displays spectral type,  names known in other catalogs (SAO, BSC or
GSC), magnitude and BV, UB and  RI indices

·  H. Draper catalog
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This catalog , a set of 272,150 stars, is  particularly useful in stellar spectroscopy. 
The information provided by Prism is the spectral type and magnitude of each object . 

A designation can be created from the term HD followed by the number (1 to 5 digits) of the
object.

· UBVRI Landolt

A photometric  catalog  created  from  photometric  observations  using  the  Johnson-Kron-
Cousins system. It is  a catalog of  526 stars  all  located at  or  near  the celestial  equator.  It
was made utilizing about thirty measurements of each star on different nights to validate the
resulting values. The majority of stars have visual magnitudes between 11.5 and 16.  Their
BV color index is  between -0.3 and +2.3. 

In the catalog information about each of the stars  includes  the designation,  RA and DEC,
the V magnitude,   indices  BV,  UB,  VR,  RI and VI,  the number  of  measurements  and the
number of nights of observations. In addition, it includes errors on each of  the magnitude 
measurements  and  color  indices  .  Prism   recognizes  their  photometric  type  in  the
identification  mode  of  objects,  the  number  of  comments  made  on  each  object,  its
magnitude and the V BV indices UB, VR, RI and VI and the number of nights observations.

· Tycho Stars 1

The Tycho 1 reference  catalog   contains  the  precise  position  and  the  proper  motion  of
118,218 stars.  Proper  motions  were derived from  the  Tycho  catalog   and  data  obtained
from  the  Hipparcos  satellite.  The  error  in  the  proper  motion  data  is  about  25  milli-arc-
second per year. The Tycho 2 catalog has superseded  the Tycho catalog 1.

· Tycho Star 2

The Tycho 2 reference catalog  contains  the precise position and  the  proper  motion  of  
2,539,913 stars. This  catalog is  a  preferred reference catalog for  astrometric   positions,  
stellar  motions  and  two  color  photometric  data.  Components  of  double  stars  with
separation down to 0.8 arc-sec are included. This catalog is  based on the same principle
as  Tycho1  but  is  more  complete  and  more  accurate  due  to  more  advanced  reduction
techniques.  The  accuracy  of  the  catalog  is  about  2.5  milli-arc-seconds.  Objects  are
officially designated as "nnnnnn-nnnn TYC-1" but for reasons of space used by catalogs on
the hard drive, Prism uses a type name of Tnn ..... which appears only different numbers of
"0"  and that  does  not  include the "-"  and  the  last  "1".Â  The  last  "1"  will  be  specified  for
objects from the catalog Tycho 1, the latter being referenced in the same way.

Note:

Do not be surprised to see stars of the same name (and therefore the same  stars from two
different catalogs) be  displayed as two stars slightly shifted in the display window on the Sky
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Chart (especially at high  zoom levels). The coordinates from non astrometric catalogs (such
as the GSC) are  less accurate than modern catalogs such as the Hipparcos  catalog.   The
Prism  software is  not  responsible  for  these  minor  shifts  and  the  appearance  of  duplicate
stars. Prism draws the star to the position indicated by the catalog and can in no way make a
rational choice between catalogs. The user must be aware that the two stars are in  fact  the
same one.This is included in the page concerning the General Display tab.

GSC Tab

The GSC catalog contains stars up to  magnitude 16. The GSC stars are only displayed when
the zoom factor is greater than or equal to 16.  If the GSC catalog has been selected, then
control the display of non-stellar  GSC objects (stars of green color) is also possible, in the  
Sorting Option tab. These non-stellar objects are actually bright star artifacts and  galaxies.. 
This catalog is the GSC 1.1 corrected with the ACT catalog (Catalog Astrographic / Tycho) for
more astrometric precision. However, while this catalog is better than GSC1.2,  it is still best
to use the USNO A2.

· Check box Display Filter

For small zoom levels(16, 32 or 64), in order not not display too many stars, it is  possible to
limit  the  limiting  magnitude  of  the  stars  on  the  Sky  Chart.   The   default  maximum
magnitudes are set for best readability.

USNO Tab
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This is another classic catalog of the same type as the GSC. 

The USNO catalogs is not part of Prism butit is available in the form of CDs published by the
US Naval Observatory. 

This catalog is available in several versions:
· SA1, CD 55 million stars regularly distributed over the sky. While  there are stars  missing,

there are enough for an astrometric reduction.
· SA2 is the same as the SA1 but more accurate.

· A1:  covers  the  entire  sky  to  magnitude  20  and  requires  10  CDs.  This  results  in  the
considerable size of 550 million stars.

· A2 is the same as the A1 but more accurate.

Generally these catalogs have two magnitudes, one in the red band and the other in the blue
band. You can view in one or the other of these magnitudes . The location of this catalog can
be set in Star Catalog Path Settings

UCAC Tab

· UCAC 1/2/3 are outdated catalogs and therefore it is  recommended that UCAC4 be used.
The following description of UCAC 4 is from http://arxiv.org/abs/1212.6182

The fourth United States Naval Observatory (USNO) CCD Astrograph Catalog,  UCAC4
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was  released  in  August  2012  (double-sided  DVD  and  CDS  data  center  Vizier  catalog
I/322). It is the final release in this series and contains over 113 million objects; over 105
million of them with proper motions. UCAC4 is an updated version of UCAC3 with  about
the same number of stars also covering all-sky. Bugs  were fixed,  Schmidt  plate  survey
data were avoided, and precise 5-band photometry were added. Astrograph observations
have been supplemented for bright stars by FK6, Hipparcos and Tycho-2 data to compile
a  UCAC4  star  catalog  complete  to  about  magnitude  R  =  16.  Epoch  1998  to  2004
positions are obtained from observations with the 20 cm aperture USNO Astrograph's red
lens, equipped with a 4k by 4k CCD. Mean positions and proper motions are derived by
combining these observations with over 140 ground- and space-based catalogs, including
Hipparcos/Tycho  and  the  AC2000.2,  as  well  as  unpublished  measures  of  over  5000
plates from other astrographs. For most of the faint stars the first epoch plates  from  the
Southern Proper  Motion (SPM)  and the Northern Proper  Motion (NPM)  programs  form
the  basis  for  proper  motions.  These  data  are  supplemented  by  2MASS  near-IR
photometry  for  about  110 million stars  and  5-band  (B,V,g,r,i)  APASS  data  for  over  51
million stars.  Thus  the published UCAC4,  as  were UCAC3 and UCAC2,  is  a  compiled
catalog with the UCAC observational  program  being a major  component.  The positional
accuracy  of  stars  in  UCAC4  at  mean  epoch  is  about  15  to  100  mas  per  coordinate,
depending on magnitude, while the formal errors in proper motions range from about 1 to
10 mas/yr  depending on magnitude and observing history.  Systematic  errors  in  proper
motions are estimated to be about 1 to 4 mas/yr.

Nomad1

Nomad catalog data which is available locally can be accessed using this tab.

Internet Catalog
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This tab allows the user to access the Nomad and PPMXL catalogs. Both of these require an
internet connection to be available.

2.4.6.7 CCD/Telescope

The CCD / Telescope tab is used to configure the display with respect to the CCD camera
and other instrumentation being  used. To display the camera's field of view on Sky Charts, it
is necessary to provide some key parameters..
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Using the above parameters, we see the CCD camera frame displayed on the Sky Chart.
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The following additional options are available.

· Display CCD Field of View - Enables a frame to be displayed on the Sky Map that shows
the area imaged by the selected CCD. The user must either select a camera from the drop
down selection box or use the User Defined CCD function. For cameras with a guiding
CCD, a separate rectangle is displayed showing the position of the guider chip. This is
useful to select guide stars in advance.

· User Defined CCD - This allows the user to define the size of a CCD device that is not in
the predefined list. It also has provision for specifying a guider CCD or off axis guider.

· Camera Angle - Will adjust the CCD camera frame to match the actual camera setup.

· Direct Orientation - TBA

· Use Rotator Angle - This option will automatically adjust the CCD frame as the rotator
changes its position.
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· Telescope Focal Length - This must closely match the actual instrument focal length so
the CCD frame accurately reflects the sky to be imaged.

· Display Circular - This option is very useful for showing the field of an eyepiece. Using the
++ button will bring up a simple calculator to compute the field size.

· Center to Telescope Position - The CCD frame will automatically track the telescope
position on the Sky Chart.

.

2.4.6.8 General Display

The General Display tab allows the user to select a wide variety of options to allow the user to
customize the Sky Chart to better meet their needs.
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· Show constellations - The chart then shows the figures of different constellations. Purple
lines are shown on the chart linking the main stars of each constellation.

· Show constellation limits  - The Sky Chart will display the boundaries and names of the
different constellations. 

· Display RA/DEC  grid - Places a grid on the Sky Chart to allow objects to be more easily
identified. RA grid lines are displayed every 8 minutes and DEC every 2°.

· Display Ecliptic grid - Places a grid on the Sky Chart using the Ecliptic rather than the
celestial equator as a reference line.

In this system, Ecliptical  longitude is measured in the plane of the ecliptic starting from the
vernal equinox. The ecliptical latitude measured .is measured 0 to 90 degrees perpendicularly
from the ecliptic. 

· Display Galactic grid - In this coordinate system, the reference plane is our galaxy, the
Milky Way. The deviation from the celestial equator is high as the galactic plane is tilted
almost 60 degrees. The zero point is also different and it is in the direction of the galactic
center in the constellation Sagittarius, at right ascension 17h42m and declination  -28 ° 55 '.
This is the reference point for galactic longitude of 0 ° to 360 ° with the angle increasing
going East.  Galactic latitude runs from 0 ° at the galactic equator to +/-90 ° at the galactic
poles.

· Invert North / South - The North and South directions of the chart are reversed The North
Pole will be at the bottom of the display.

· Invert East / West - Reverses  the East and West directions in the presentation of the Sky
Chart.

· Realistic Stars - Displays stars in a more natural way. Otherwise stars are displayed using
circular disks of varying size.

· Draw a Horizontal Line - Places a line on the Sky Chart at the specified height in degrees
parallel to the terrestrial horizon.

· Display Azimuthal Grid - In this coordinate system, the reference plane is the local
terrestrial horizon. The azimuth is measured clockwise with North being 0 degrees. Altitude
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is measured from the horizon ( 0 degrees) to the Zenith ( 90 degrees). 

· Display Scale - Provides a reference bar in the lower left corner to provide a reference for
the Sky Chart.

· Split Stars - Stars from different catalogs can have very slight differences in coordinates.
This option displays those stars as separate objects.

· Terrestrial Chart View - Places the Zenith position at the top of the displayed chart.

· Fixed Azimuth/Elevation - Simulates a non motorized mount and fixes on the specified
location.

· Set Display to Black on White - Creates a black on white display image which is easy to
print.

· Show Object Names - Displays the names of deep sky and solar system objects.

· No Star Names - Removes star names and symbols.

· Set Font Size Offset - Changes the font size used to display labels and names.

· Display Skyline/Profile - Will display a horizon profile stored in the file horizon_plat.prf 

· Horizon - Displays a local horizon on the chart and grays out the display below the local
horizon.

· Sky Color based on the position of the Sun - Provides a more realistic representation of
the Sun on the chart. 

2.4.6.9 Satellites

This tab supports various options to display satellites on the Sky Chart.
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The first step is to obtain satellite orbital elements. To do so one must create an account at
Space-Track.org.  To load the satellite database the user just clicks on the Load Satellite
Database check-box.

Using the Lookup Here box, the user can search for specific satellites.

Next pressing the Compile TLE Database button will compile the satellites to make them
ready for display. There are options to display only the selected satellites or all satellites.

The user can specify the number of minutes of motion, if motion is with respect to the Earth
and the range of satellite altitudes.

The selected satellites are displayed with a red square on the Sky Chart as shown below.
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2.5 Image Display

2.5.1 Contrast/Luminosity

This command allows the user to set the contrast and luminosity for the currently selected
image. At the launch of this function, the following window opens:

The image histogram is shown with two sliding set-points. The left slider controls the low cut
off point - all pixel values below this point will be displayed as  black.  The right slider controls
the high cut off point - all pixel values above this point will be displayed as white. The cutoff
values are shown in the two display boxes on the lower left of the panel. 

This button reverses the pixel to display mapping. Black becomes white and white
becomes black. Just like looking at an old style film negative. Presses this button again
undoes the function.

     Prism offers users several palettes and, by using the Edit
button, the ability to define a new one. See Palettes for more info.

These two buttons allow the user to zoom out or in on the histogram to
display the desired level of detail.
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The Presets button opens up to three options: - Stellar
( for most deep sky images), Planetary ( for planets) and Moon ( for Lunar images). These
presets are designed to get the image display close to ideal so the user can then make fine
adjustments.

2.5.1.1 Image Context Menu

A right mouse click over any active image will open up the Image Context Menu as shown
below.

Enhanced Centroid - uses the Centroid function in the Analysis menu.
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Stellar Sharpness Computation - uses the Stellar Sharpness function in the Analysis
menu.

Zoom - Sets the Zoom factor from 1/16 to 16.  The 1/16 ratio compresses 16 image pixels
into 1 display pixel to show a large image on a small display area. The 16 Zoom factor will
enlarge the image so individual pixels can easily be examined

Copy X,Y position to Clipboard - Places the X and Y mouse values on Windows Clipboard
for use by other functions or programs.

Copy pixel value - Places the current pixel value at the mouse position on Windows
Clipboard for use by other functions or programs.

X,Y position as grid center - 

Shift telescope using vector -  This function places a cross-hair cursor on the image and
allows the user to set a starting point and an ending point which will shift the telescope by the
indicated amount.  Upon selection the cursor appears to select a point on the image selected
with a left mouse click. Again the cursor appears to allow the user to drag the vector to the
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desired position on the frame. Once the position is selected, the telescope move is initiated.
Note : for this function to work properly the camera must be oriented to produce a 'star chart'
like image. That is with N at the top, S at the bottom, E at the left side and W at the right side.
Mirror options in the camera acquisition panel can be used to achieve the desired image
orientation. 

Sync Telescope with image center - Sends a sync command to the mount using RA/DEC
coordinates of the center of the image.

Sync Telescope with expected position - Sends a sync command to the mount with the
last slew target coordinates.

Distance - Measures the distance between two points on the image.

Mark RA/DEC or X,Y from mouse position - Places a marker on the image. The user has
the choice of a cross, circle, rectangle or arrow.

Add mouse RA/DEC to [OBJL] list - Adds the current mouse position (RA/DEC) to the list
of objects to be observed: the [OBJL] list.

Get DSS Image at mouse position - This will download a DSS image centered on the last
mouse position..

Close and Delete Image File on disk - Allows the user to close the image and delete it from
the hard drive.

2.5.2 Enable Magnifier

 This function provides an enlarged view on a section of the currently selected image in order
to accentuate detail.

At the launch of this feature, a window opens to display a magnified image (10 times) of the
portion of the image under the cursor:
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2.5.3 Show Grid

This function lets you display a rectangular grid over the image. If a grid has already been
placed on an image, invoking this function a second time will remove it.

The origin starts at the bottom left of the image. The rectangular coordinates X,Y along with
the pixel value are  constantly displayed at the bottom of the image. In addition to the
equatorial coordinates are also displayed  if the image has been plate solved.

A sample image with Grid activated is shown below.

2.5.4 Zoom In

This feature expands a previously loaded image. This is a simple magnification of the image
displayed on the screen (the image file is not modified).

2.5.5 Zoom Out

This function reduces a previously loaded image. This is a simple reduction of the image
displayed on the screen (the image file is not modified).
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2.5.6 Palettes

This command allow the user to select how the currently selected image will be visualized.
Upon selecting Palettes we have the following sub menu:

Here are how an image is displayed in these four options:

Gray scale mapping ( default)
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Pink mapping
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Thermal mapping
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Rainbow mapping

2.5.7 Show Saturated Pixels

The purpose of this command is to show the saturated pixels in an image.

At start-up, the choice is left to the user to define a threshold above which a pixel is
considered to be saturated:
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After clicking OK on an image , the saturated pixels are set to red as shown in the image
sample below:

Selecting the Show Saturated pixels again will terminate the highlighting of saturated pixels.
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2.5.8 Adjust Window

This command adjusts the image window to take maximum advantage of the screen space
available. If we start out with the image shown as below:

Initiating the Adjust Window command will result in:
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2.5.9 Refresh Image

This function will redraw the screen and remove any residual markings.

2.5.10 Pixel Table

This function allows you to view the current value  of a pixel and its surrounding neighbors
within a square area of pixels. The values are displayed in ADU.
 
An image is loaded and selected, and then after selecting this function the following window
opens:

As the user moves the cursor, the values displayed will change. The value in the center of the
table, displayed in blue, is the pixel at the cursor location. The value displayed in red is the
highest value in the table while the value displayed in green is the lowest value. The rest of the
pixel values are displayed in black.
 
The user can select the desired  pixel table size using the selection buttons ( 5x5 to 13x13).

Statistics are provided for the immediate surrounding pixels. These the Gap from the central
pixel to the surrounding pixels and the rms value of the immediate surrounding pixels.

The pixel table can be displayed as a Bayer color matrix of values by using the available
checkbox and then using the SSELECT button to choose the type of matrix.The pixels are
then displayed as shown below.
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Finally, when examining a color image the user can select which color plane to display pixel
values. Below, the blue plane has been selected.

2.5.11 Blink Images

This command allows to user to blink a series of images to detect moving objects. The first
window that opens is shown below.
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The Blink Speed can be adjusted in the edit box shown above.

The images can be plate solved first or registered by checking the Stellar registration box.

The More>> button selects additional options to create a MPC report. 

After clicking OK, we are presented with the image selection window.

In the above window we can select which of the available images we wish to blink. Clicking
on OK button will then register the images and open the blink window.

For more information on using this function refer to the video tutorial on prism-america.com
website.

2.5.12 Complex Image Display Setup

This function selects how Prism displays a complex image such as the result of an  FFT. The
panel opens to show available options:
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The grayed out option is the one currently being used.  

Note: This menu option only appears when a complex image is being displayed.

2.5.13 Print

2.5.13.1 Print Setup

This command allows the user to include the file name and  image size on the printed image
document. The panel below shows those options as a result of initiating this command.

2.5.13.2 Printer Setup

This command allows the user to select the desired printer and all available printing options.
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2.5.13.3 Print

Once the user selects the Print command, the Print Preview shown below is presented.

 If the print looks OK then clicking   will send the image to the selected printer. 
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2.6 Processing

2.6.1 Calibration

2.6.1.1 Create Master Calibration Frames

This command allows the creation of master bias, dark and flat frames. These are essential
to calibrate CCD and DSLR images. Calibration data can be captured using the Observatory
menu command - Capture Calibration Images. 

Upon opening, the following panel is presented:
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File names must comply with a set of rules The following list using this method of numbering
will be combined to create a master file

bias-1.fits
bias-2.fits
bias-3.fits
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bias-4.fits
...
The above will result in master_bias.fits

or 
Dark_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C-1.fits
Dark_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C-2.fits
Dark_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C-3.fits
...

will result in master_Dark_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C.fits

Note, file names like :

bias-1R.fits
bias-2R.fits
bias-3R.fits
bias-4R.fits
...

or

0001-bias.fits
0002-bias.fits
0003-bias.fits
0004-bias.fits
....

will not create any master file.

The following series 

bias-1.fits
bias-2.fits
bias-3.fits
bias-4.fits
...

biasA-1.fits
biasA-2.fits
biasA-3.fits
biasA-4.fits
...

will result into two master bias files

master_bias.fits

and
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master_biasA.fits

The same applies to dark and flat fields images.

To create the bias, select the check box Create Master Bias Image and select the files with
an exposure time of zero. All bias images must all have the same exposure time. If the Master
Bias Image already exists, you can specify its location.  To create the Master Dark and Master
Flat, select the corresponding files. The dark files must be at the same temperature and
exposure time, while the flat files need to have a similar mean level.

Different families of calibration data can be processed at the same time. See the important
hints in the panel above for more details.

2.6.1.2 Current Image Calibration

This function automatically calibrates the current active image by using the specified bias,
dark and flat master files.Upon opening the following panel is presented:

The appropriate Bias, Dark and Flat master files are specified and the OK button is pressed.
The currently selected image will have then been calibrated.
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2.6.1.3 Image Series Calibration/Stacking

The function allows to user the ability to calibrate, cosmetically correct and stack a group of
images. This is a very powerful function that can be used  It consists of a number of tabs
which can perform the following any or all the following functions.

o Calibration ( bias,dark,flat)
o Cosmetic corrections
o Bayer color image calibration
o Sorting images based on FWHM
o Registration of images based on star positions or inter-correlation of images
o Stack images using Sum, Median or Sigma Kappa methods

Files

The first tab allows the user to select the image series to work with. Clicking on the 
button, the files can be selected.
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File names must follow a set of rules. The following list using this method of numbering will be
combined/stacked to create a single file

Ngc4565-1.fits
Ngc4565-2.fits
Ngc4565-3.fits
Ngc4565-4.fits
...
will result in Ngc4565.fits

or 
M77_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C_R-1.fits
M77_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C_R-2.fits
M77_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C_R-3.fits
...

will result in M77_600s_2015-09-15-04h56m00s_-30.2°C_R.fits
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Note that file names like :

Ngc789-1R.fits
Ngc789-2R.fits
Ngc789-3R.fits
Ngc789-4R.fits
...

or

0001-Ngc710.fits
0002-Ngc710.fits
0003-Ngc710.fits
0004-Ngc710.fits
....

will not create any stacked file.

The following series 

Ngc566-1.fits
Ngc566-2.fits
Ngc566-3.fits
Ngc566-4.fits
...

Ngc1480-1.fits
Ngc1480-2.fits
Ngc1480-3.fits
Ngc1480-4.fits
...

will result into two stacked files

Ngc566.fits

and

Ngc1480.fits

The software knows how to cope with image and master files that are different orientations,
because the image header contains a keyword that allows to know what is the orientation of
the images. Supported geometric changes are X mirror and Y mirror. This can happen when
mount does meridian flip and the software corrects for image orientation.
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Calibration

This tab selects the master bias, dark and flat frames to be used to calibrate the selected
images. There is also the option to optimize the flat frame for use with backside illuminated
CCD devices.

The master files must be all in the same folder. In this example, the files are from this folder

G:\OBSERVATIONS\Ht_Vivarais_obs\CCD_Apogee\Master_FNO

The master flat field, bias and dark frame reside in this folder as shown below:

The user will select this folder on the top of the form and then define the master images that
are located only within in this folder. Accessing master images from different folder is simply
not permitted. An error message will be displayed.

Master calibration images are generated from this feature.
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Cosmetic

Here cosmetic corrections to the selected files can be applied. Hot pixels can be removed
and a script file can be executed. Pre scan and over scan areas can also be removed.

In addition, this tab allows blooming on bright stars to be eliminated.

The automatic hot pixel removal is a powerful feature that looks at the dark frame and detects
all bright pixels which can be difficult to remove. Do not  too small a value for Sigma. (Sigma
refers to rms noise of the dark frame.) 
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The "Apply cosmetic scripting file" will enable a procedure to process a script file that
contains all the coordinates of the bad pixels, bad rows and/or columns. 

In this sample the script file hot_pixel.cos contains some rows to fix (not columns in this case
because the image has been rotated by 90° at acquisition)

cicatl 3706
cicatl 2214
cicatl 198
cicatl 182
cicatl 861
cicatl 1028
cicatl 1077
cicatl 3998

To establish this list, and learn the syntax, please see this feature.
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DSLR/Color

Images using a Bayer matrix ( DSLR/One shot color) images can be calibrated using the
check-box here.

Find out the proper Bayer array pattern with the function here. 

Sorting

The selected images can be sorted based on the image FWHM, or image time recording
value using this tab.
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Sorting by time, enables stacking images that are X minutes apart from the first image.

Registration

Here the user can select if the images will be registered and what method will be used.  The
registration computational area can be reduced for stellar images to speed up the registration
process.

Optionally, compensation can be made for image rotation and the registered images can be
saved.

Use intercorrelation algorithm only for non stellar images. Compensate for rotation is usefully
when deep sky images are recorded with a mount that has a poor polar alignment. 
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Stack

Finally, the user can select the method of stacking the images.
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In Action

The process start when OK is pressed and the window below appears, which provides the
progress of the command. The columns are filled in based on the options selected by the
user. 
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The process can be canceled ( see below) as it can take some time depending on  image
size,  CPU power and the type of hard disk type (SSD or non SSD).

At the end of the process, the resulting stacked image is underlined in blue. It is saved into a
"Results" sub folder. If the user double clicks on it, the image will be opened.

Also a folder named "Preprocess" is created which contains the input images that have been
calibrated from the master flat, dark and bias frame. 
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A prefix "t" is added to the image file name. This is image has not been registered.

More on Sigma Kappa

Despite hot pixel correction, and line/column fix, the stacked image will show some artifacts
that are due to cosmic rays impact inside the detector silicon on individual images. This
leaves trails, or fake stars, or other artifacts.   

The idea is to remove those features automatically, because they do not appear on each
single image used to produce the stacked and final image.

The Sigma Kappa stacking method is intended to remove these artifacts automatically. The
parameters to use to make this feature to work properly can be sensitive and several
iterations may be needed to set the parameters correctly.

If the parameters are too weak, very few artifacts will be removed, if too strong then even the
deep sky objects (like galaxy cores) can be affected, and the image quality degraded.

The software has initial parameters and then it changes them by performing an iteration
process, so that it only affects a required percentage of the total number of pixels in the
image.

At least 5 images of the same object are required so that this function can work  properly.
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Start with parameters above, and if more pixels need to be fixed increase the 0.02% to 0.03%
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The result is below, all artifacts have been removed, and the image quality  remain
untouched. This avoids the manual process of individually fixing the artifacts. 

The XXXXXXX-_sigma.fits image shows how and where the artifacts have been spotted and
removed. 

This image help to figure out whether the input parameters where effective, and that none of
the desired images object has been negatively affected by this function. This is a series of 29
images. 
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Note : this feature is very memory consuming.

2.6.2 Sky Background Gradient

2.6.2.1 Create Flat from Image

This command allows to user to create a synthetic flat and apply it to the currently active
image. This can be very useful is a flat calibration image is not available.

The image is contrast enhanced to highlight vignetting in the corners.
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Upon initiating this function we are shown the following screen.

It is recommended that automatic placement be selected. The next screen allows the
selection of the number of points, the threshold and border width.
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Next, we are shown the image with points superimposed

The cursor allow the selection  of points to be removed. Once satisfied with the location of
points, hitting the ESC key will move to the next step.
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Here we select what degree polynomial will be used to compute the synthetic flat.  Generally,
a higher order will improve results at the expense of more computing time.

The following screen is then displayed to show the completion of processing.

The final result is shown below.
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Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.2.2 Remove Sky Background

This command allows for easy removal of the sky background in a user's image. It is
recommended that bias and dark calibration be performed prior to using this function.

The image below shows evidence of vignetting ( contrast has been exaggerated).
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Upon starting this function the following window opens.

Using the default values and clicking on OK we then see.
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The synthetic flat is then applied to the original image. The result is shown below.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.6.2.3 Remove Sky Background (Zonal)

Sometimes sky background removal (ie flat field removal or sky background process) does
succeed in removing  all the sky background fluctuations. 

The next image depict the issue where a complex shaped sky background non uniformity
remains.

This feature aims at removing this sky background non uniformity, even if this is complex
shaped and with large object occupying the image frame.

Use this function to get the sky background level at the place where the sky is the brightest
(red square). 
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The median value is around 12800 ADU. This can not be achieved automatically because the
image structure can be complex, and an object can extend in most part of the image.   

We use this data 12806 (as 13000) into the threshold parameter to input, and we leave the
window size to 50 pixels (it give the subscale of the correction, if too large, the correction will
not be accurate, if too small, it can affect the image too deeply) .

A new image is created, that is the sky background variation. 
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Then if this image is subtracted to the original image, and here is the result : 
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The sky background variation is totally gone, and really flat. Optimum sky background removal
can be optimized by changing the "window size" and the "threshold" to get different correction
strengths.

 

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.6.3 Cosmetic Corrections

2.6.3.1 Control Panel

This feature allow to remove manually all image defects like single pixels, bad columns, and
rows.

A control panel appears, as well as a red cursor on the image to define the pixel, column or
row to fix.
Fixing process is achieved with neighborhood pixels, and interpolation algorithm.
The action group box defines what kind of action will be performed on the image when the
user click the left button of the mouse.
It is advised to use the magnifier window to spot precisely the defective pixel, row or column. 

Possible operations are pixels repair, column repair, line repair...
Crop area (2D) allows to repair a large area of pixel with 2D interpolation.
Each action has it own settings on the right defining the way it is performed. For crop zone,
Crop area (pixel) is 1 for a single pixel, 2 for a 2x2 pixel block, and so on. 
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If the image is a color image, the "Color Planes" get enabled and allow to repair only a given
layer.

Each time an action is performed (left mouse click on the image), an action item is added to a
list, with parameters
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This list of action or command, can be saved as a text file, each line being a command, and
can be used to process/repair another image the same way, or to be used into the main
calibration work-flow (see Image Series Calibration function). The next list is an example (see
here for more information)

Fill 1533 1712 1
Fill 1586 1563 1
Fill 1488 1567 1
Fill 1344 1480 1
Cicatc 1514
Cicatl 1679
Fill 1261 1598 1
Fill 1272 1564 1
Fill 1680 1503 1
Fill 1775 1954 1
Fill 944 1434 1
Fill 873 1649 1

If "Find Automatically" button is pressed, it will find all the bad pixels where their level is higher
than noise sigma time a factor that can be entered by the user. 
Also it can find bad columns the same way with it own parameters.

Do not put a figure that is too low, otherwise too much bad pixel will be detected.
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Once achieved, the list of command to fix bad pixels and bad columns is being added to the
action list according to the findings by this feature.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.3.2 Fix Bad Columns

This function will repair bad columns that sometimes occur on CCD devices. The image
below shows a weak bad column. Often the bad columns are much more noticeable.
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Upon starting this function, the window below opens asking us for the threshold value to use.

After pressing the OK button, Prism then repairs all bad columns by interpolating the affected
values. The result below shows the column has been repaired.

2.6.3.3 Fix Star Blooming

CCD cameras which do not have anti blooming gates will bloom on bright stars. The image
shown below was taken with a QSI532 camera which does not have anti blooming gate
protection. It is an extreme case of blooming.
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The Fix Star Blooming  function allows the user to remove most or all of the effects of
blooming on CCD images. Upon starting the following window opens.
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It is best to choose a blooming threshold which is a few thousand ADU below the 16 bit limit
as some cameras will never reach the full 65535 ADU level.

After using the function the image is now displayed with red areas marking where blooming
has been removed.

Clearly there are still residual blooming effects remaining. By running the function again we
obtain.
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This shows the remaining blooming effects have been removed. By using the  Refresh Image
function, we now have the completely de-bloomed image.
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2.6.3.4 Execute Cosmetic Script

This command will prompt the user to select the cosmetic script file to open. Once opened it
will then execute the scripted operations in order to fix cosmetic defect into the image.
This is used also by the image series calibration function.

This list of command can be generated by the cosmetic removal control panel

Here is a sample of the file :

Fill 1533 1712 1
Fill 1586 1563 1
Fill 1488 1567 1
Fill 1344 1480 1
Cicatc 1514
Cicatl 1679
Fill 1261 1598 1
Fill 1272 1564 1
Fill 1680 1503 1
Fill 1775 1954 1
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Fill 944 1434 1
Fill 873 1649 1

Here are the more important commands - this not case sensitive-

Fill X Y PixNb [R] [G] [B]

Repair defective pixel(s) using surrounding pixels 
X : X pixel coordinates
Y : Y pixel coordinates
PixNb : Pixel number to fix, 1 = single pixel, 2=2x2 pixels block,
3=3x3 pixels block 
[R] [G] [B] : are optional, for color images a command like "Fill
120 150 1 R B" will only fix 1 pixel into the Red and Blue image
layer

___________________________________________________________________
________________________

Cicatc X [R] [G] [B]

Repair defective column, width=1 pixel only 
X : X defective column position
[R] [G] [B] : are optional, for color images a command like "Cicatc
120 R B" will only fix Red and Blue image layer bad column

___________________________________________________________________
________________________

CicatL Y [R] [G] [B]

Repair defective row, width=1 pixel only 
Y : Y defective row position
[R] [G] [B] : are optional, for color images a command like "CicatL
1210 B" will only fix Blue image layer bad column

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.4 Image to Image Math

This function allows the user to perform various mathematical operations on the currently
active image and another  selected image. The following sub menu shows the available
options:
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Add - This option allows the addition of a selected images to the currently active image.. Each
pixel  of the currently active image will have an intensity equal to the sum of the pixel values in
the active image plus the pixel values in the selected image. The images to be added must
have the same size and the same data format. 

Subtract - This option allows the subtraction of a selected images from the currently active
image.. Each pixel  of the currently active image will have an intensity equal to the difference
of the pixel values in the active image minus the pixel values in the selected image. The
images to be added must have the same size and the same data format. 

Division - In this case the currently active image is divided by the selected image. Each pixel
 of the currently active image will have an intensity equal to the result of dividing the pixel
values in the active image by the pixel values in the selected image. The images to be added
must have the same size and the same data format. 

Multiplication - This option allows the currently active image is multiplied by the selected
image. Each pixel  of the currently active image will have an intensity equal to the result of
multiplying the pixel values in the active image by the pixel values in the selected image. The
images to be added must have the same size and the same data format. 

Image Convolution -In this case the currently active image is convolved with the selected
image. Each pixel  of the currently active image will have an intensity equal to the convolution
of the pixel values in the active image minus the pixel values in the selected image. The
images to be added must have the same size and the same data format. 

2.6.5 Constant Math

This function allows the user to perform various constant arithmetic operations on the
currently active image and another  selected image. The following sub menu shows the
available options:

Add Constant - This command allows the used to add a constant value to all pixels in the
currently active image.

Multiply by Constant - All pixels in the currently active image will be multiplied by the
selected constant value.
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Power - Each pixel in the currently active image are replaced by  the original pixel value
raised to the selected exponent value. Using a power constant of two will square all pixel
values. Note this last option is only available in Prism Pro or Advanced editions.

2.6.6 Assemble / Mosaic

This function allows the user to automatically assemble a mosaic image from a group of
images.

As an example lets assume we have taken the four lunar images as shown below:

Clearly they all cover the Clavius crater with varying sizes and degrees of overlap. When we
start this function we see all the available images below the mosaic grid.
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Next we drag and drop all the images starting into the upper left corner. This is shown below:
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After pressing the assemble button we see the completed mosaic image shown below.
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2.6.7 Add Noise

This function adds a specified amount of noise to an image. The noise can be either Uniform
or Gaussian in nature. Once the type of noise is selected, the user specifies the RMS value of
the noise to be added.

2.6.8 Filtering

This command allows the user to apply  a filtering function to the currently active image. The
choices are listed in the sub menu below:
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Gaussian - This filter is similar to a mean filter and also smooths the image. The user selects
the FWHM factor to be used  - higher values will result in a greater smoothing effect. While a
mean filter puts an equal weight on the central and surrounding pixels, the Gaussian filter puts
a greater weight on the central pixel and less on the surrounding pixels.

High Pass - This function allows the user to apply a high-pass filter to the current active
image. At the launch of this feature, a panel opens to allow for setting the filter power level
(from 1 to 4)

The filtering operation starts as soon as the OK button is clicked. The result of this filter is to
enhance contrast in the image and a sharpening of image features. This filter is very effective
with images that have a good signal / noise ratio such as images of the Moon and planets. It
be used several times in an iterative manner on the image to get the desired result.

To  bring  out  a  fine  detail,  it  is  necessary  to  enhance  a  pixel  compared  to  its  closest
neighbors.To this end, a convolution matrix is used with some negative coefficients. Using the
weighted intensities negative coefficients will have the opposite  effect  of  averaging.  The fine
details will be highlighted.

There  are  an  almost  infinite  number  of  high-pass  filter.  However,  in  general  we  choose
reasonable coefficients and dependent on the strength of  the filter.  Furthermore,  to  obtain  a
linear filter, we must divide the result by the sum of the coefficient matrix.

A high-pass filter will cause edge effects - in the case of  a  3  x 3  matrix (which is  the most
common), it will on the first and last rows and columns.

Prism  provides  4  different  high-pass  filters  whose  filtering  action  increases  with  the  Filter
power number:

Filter power 1 2 3 4
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Filter
coefficients

-1 -3 -1

-3 55 -3

-1 -3 -1

-1 -3 -1

-3 40 -3

-1 -3 -1

 

-1 -3 -1

-3 30 -3

-1 -3 -1

-1 -3 -1

-3 20 -3

-1 -3 -1

The above table shows that the filter # 4 will have a very large effect on the image while  the
filter # 1 will have very little.  It's important to understand that  filter # 1, creates less noise out
but also highlights the less detail.   It  often takes  2 or  3  test  filters  before reaching the ideal
result.

Low Pass - This function allows the user to apply a low-pass filter to the current active image.
At the launch of this feature, a panel opens to allow for setting the filter power level (from 1 to
4).

The filtering operation starts as soon as the OK button is clicked. The result of this filter is to
reduce contrast in the image and provide a smoothing of image features. It be used several
times in an iterative manner on the image to get the desired result.

To bring out a fine detail, it is necessary to enhance a pixel compared to its closest
neighbors.To this end, a convolution matrix is used with some negative coefficients. Using the
weighted intensities negative coefficients will have the opposite effect of averaging. The fine
details will be highlighted.
There are an almost infinite number of high-pass filter. However, in general we choose
reasonable coefficients and dependent on the strength of the filter. Furthermore, to obtain a
linear filter, we must divide the result by the sum of the coefficient matrix.

A high-pass filter will cause edge effects - in the case of a 3 x 3 matrix (which is the most
common), it will on the first and last rows and columns.
Prism provides 4 different high-pass filters whose filtering action increases with the Filter
power number:

Filter
power

1 2 3 4

Filter
coefficients

1 3 1

3 20 3

1 3 1

1 3 1

3 15 3

1 3 1

t

1 3 1

3 10 3

1 3 1

1 3 1

3 5 3

1 3 1

This shows that filter # 4 will have a very large effect on the image while the filter # 1 will have
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only very small effect.

Median - This filter replaces each pixel in the currently active image with  the median of  the
central  pixel  and  it's  surrounding  pixels.  Like  other  statistical  filters,  the  user  users  the
following panel to select the type of mask and it's shape.

The median filter reduces the noise in an image and does retains image detail  better  than a
mean filter.

Erosion - This filter performs an erosion filter function  on the current active image. 

This is a statistical filter that acts on a pixel area to be defined. At the launch of this feature, a
window opens for selecting the type of mask to use and the size of the matrix convolution to
apply:
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The central pixel of the defined n x n pixel area takes the minimum value based on the type of
mask defined. This has the effect of eroding the objects in the image. 
The filtering  processing starts as soon as you click on the OK button. 

Dilation -  This filter does the reverse of the Erosion file. It expands image features. At the
launch of this feature, a window opens for selecting the type of mask to use and the size of
the matrix convolution to apply:

Simple Gradient - This filter can compensate for a gradient present in a monochrome or
color image. Upon being selected the panel below allows the user to select the direction of the
gradient.

Rotational Gradient - At the launch of this feature, a window  below opens for selecting the
angle of rotation , the radial offset and center coordinates ( X , Y ).
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Selecting OK will then start the filtering process.

Direction Gradient - 

*****The following filters are only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of
Prism*****

Extract Contours

This filter will generate contours of equal flux. It is not useful for stellar images but can be
used with nebula, planetary and moon images. The sample below shows the use of the
Extract Contours filter on a Moon image. ( Note taken from the French version of Prism.)

Upon selecting this function we have the following panel displayed:
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In this panel we can select the options to use with the Extract Contours filter. First we can
adjust the FWHM used. Next we can select using a Gaussian filter to limit noise to minimize
false contour detection. Finally, we can adjust the Threshold factor and Binary threshold to
refine the accuracy of edge detection. As always, we suggest you start with the default values
and experiment to get optimum results.

High Adaptive 

This is a high pass filter with adjusts the filter strength based on the SNR throughout the
image. So Instead of doing a high  pass filter with one convolution matrix 
throughout the whole image, it uses 5 convolution matrices and uses the 5 matrices
according to local 3x3 statistics in the image to process the pixels.
The higher the SNR (signal to noise ratio) at a given 3x3 pixel area, the stronger the filter
which will be applied at that part of the image.

Selecting this filter opens the following panel:
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Selecting the parameters will have the following effect:

For example if  70 and 18 are used as above , then

if Local SNR <=70 and >70-18=62 : filter #5 (stronger) will be applied
if Local SNR <=62 and >62-18=54 : filter #4 will be applied
if Local SNR <=54 and >54-18=36 : filter #3 will be applied
if Local SNR <=36 and >36-18=18 : filter #2 will be applied
if Local SNR <=18 : filter #1(weakest)  will be applied

 
Low Adaptive 

This is a low pass filter with adjusts the filter strength based on the SNR throughout the
image. So Instead of doing a low  pass filter with one convolution matrix 
throughout the whole image, it uses 5 convolution matrices and uses the 5 matrices
according to local 3x3 statistics in the image to process the pixels.
The higher the SNR (signal to noise ratio) at a given 3x3 pixel area, the stronger the filter
which will be applied at that part of the image.

Selecting this filter opens the following panel:

Selecting the parameters will have the following effect:

For example if  70 and 18 are used as above , then

if Local SNR <=70 and >70-18=62 : filter #5 (stronger) will be applied
if Local SNR <=62 and >62-18=54 : filter #4 will be applied
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if Local SNR <=54 and >54-18=36 : filter #3 will be applied
if Local SNR <=36 and >36-18=18 : filter #2 will be applied
if Local SNR <=18 : filter #1(weakest)  will be applied

User - This function allows the user to apply a convolution filter from a previously saved
definition file( .mat format). The file is in ASCII format, must contain the following information:

· First line: the half-width of the convolution matrix (1 to a 3x3 matrix to a 5x5 matrix 2, etc.)

· Lines  2 to  N-1:  whole coefficients  matrix  with  in  one  line  of  the  matrix  line  per  file.  The
coefficients must be separated by a blank.

· Last line: real coefficient, by which the resulting image pixel values will be divided by

· Last line: the constant value to add ( as a final step) to all image pixel values

An example format of a file containing a convolution matrix:

1 
1 -1 1 
-1 9 -1 
1 -1 1 

1 
0

At the launch of this filter, a file selection window opens to allow the selection the
file containing the desired convolution matrix which will be applied to the selected
image. Once opened, the filter is then immediately applied.

2.6.9 Logarithm

This command applies a logarithm transform to the current active image. This will have the
effect of compressing the dynamic range of the image so it can be better displayed by the
computer monitor's very  limited levels of display.

2.6.10 PLUG-IN Processing

Allows the user to create their own image processing function.  To do this  the user  must  to
program the function using either DELPHI or C ++. The example code provided below will do
a  log base 10 processing on all pixels of the active image.

Using the appropriate  compiler, compile the project to create a DLL. This will then need  be
loaded  into the Release32 directory of Prism with  the name ImageProc.dll.  The function can
then be launched when PLUG-IN Processing is  selected.  Note:  there is  only  one  PLUG-IN
function allowed.

A few other notes:
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o The image requested by Prism must satisfy the type TComplete_Image: Dimension size
X,  size Y,  the data type,  a  pointer  pointing to  the corresponding memory values  to  the
pixels  of  the  image,  the  number  image  planes,  the  threshold  table  and  the  type  of
visualization.

o The image type is an integer that is defined in the constants for comparison.
o Pointer types must be defined in the data types.
o The number of planes is set to 1 for  monochrome images or 3 for color images.

Note:  the plug-in  function can then be supplemented.  It  is  sufficient  to  retrieve  the  values,
possibly put  in  a  table,  transform  and replenish pointer  values  based  on  new  values.  This
approach avoids the use a script  which results  in  much slower  in  execution than compiled
code.

C/C++ SAMPLE

file :  ImageProc.h

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////

// __stdcall to be used by Delphi and VB

// If you add any procedures don't forget to update 

// ALSO the .def file !

#define  PA_SmallInt  3
#define  PA_LongInt   4
#define  PA_Single    6
#define  PA_Byt       2
#define  PA_Compl     11
#define  PA_NullType  0 
#define  PA_BitMap    0 

#define  Monochrome_Planes 1
#define  Color_Planes      3
#define  B_plan            3
#define  V_plan            2
#define  R_plan            1
#define  Plan1             1

//  Modification

typedef unsigned char  uchar;           // 8  bit unsigned
typedef unsigned short ushort;          // 16 bit signed
typedef unsigned int   uint;            // 32 bit signed
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typedef struct tcomplete_image

{

  int           SizeX,SizeY ;
  int           TypeData    ;
  unsigned int  *Image      ; 
  int           NbrePlan    ;
  long double   SeuilHaut[2],SeuilBas[2];
  int           TypeVisuComplexe;
  unsigned int  IndexVisuCube   ;

} TCOMPLETE_IMAGE;

__declspec(dllexport) int __stdcall ExecProc_DLL(TCOMPLETE_IMAGE Image);

////////////////////////////////////END  OF
FILE  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////

file : ImageProc.cpp

#include "ImageProc.h"

#include <math.h>

__declspec(dllexport) int __stdcall ExecProc_DLL(TCOMPLETE_IMAGE Image)

{

  int   i,j,k;
  float Value;
  unsigned int   ligne; 
  unsigned int   *p;
  unsigned int   *z;
  float          *v;

  if (Image.NbrePlan==1) 

  {

   

   for (j = 0; j < Image.SizeY; j++)

   {

   p      = Image.Image + j;
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   for (i = 0; i < Image.SizeX; i++)

   {

     // Get Pixel value at j col, i row

  ligne = *p + i*sizeof(float);

 v     = (float *)ligne;

     Value = *v;

     if (Value>0) 

      Value=(float)log(Value);   // The image processing function

     // Set Pixel value

     *v=Value;

   }

   }

  } 

  else

  {   // Color image

   for (k = 0; k < Image.NbrePlan; k++)  

   {

   z      = Image.Image + k;

   for (j = 0; j < Image.SizeY; j++)

   {

   p      = (unsigned int *)*z + j;

   for (i = 0; i < Image.SizeX; i++)

   {
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    // Get Pixel value, at j col, i row, plane k 

    ligne = *p + i*sizeof(float);

v     = (float *)ligne;

    Value = *v;

    if (Value>0) 

     Value=(float)log(Value);   // The image processing function

    // Set Pixel value

    *v=Value;

   }

   } 

   }

  }

  return(0);

}

//////////////////////  END  OF
FILE ////////////////////////////////////////////////

___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

DELPHI SAMPLE

file :  ImageProc.dpr

library ImageProc;

uses
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  SysUtils,
  Classes,
  main in 'main.pas';

{$R *.res}

exports

 Execproc          name   'ExecProc_DLL';

end.

//////////////////////  END  OF
FILE ////////////////////////////////////////////////

file :  main.pas

unit main;

{$ALIGN 8}

interface

(*

 This UNIT shows how to implement a custom based image processing routine
that is applied to the image.
 PRISM pass the images information that is always coded as a 32 bit float
per pixel.
 Do  not  try  to  allocate  or  desallocate  image  data  here  (Image.Image
pointer), otherwise it will crash.
 Don't change Image.SizeX or SizeY variables.

*)

Uses math;

Type

    TCompleteImage=record

     SizeX,SizeY        : Integer;
     TypeData           : Integer;
     Image              : Pointer;
     NbrePlan           : Integer;
     SeuilHaut,SeuilBas : array[0..2] of Extended;
     TypeVisuComplexe   : Integer;
     IndexVisuCube      : LongWord;

    end;
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Function  Execproc(Image: TCompleteImage):Integer; stdcall;

implementation

const

      MaxCCDX=30000;
      MaxCCDY=30000;

      PA_SmallInt= 3;
      PA_LongInt = 4;
      PA_Single  = 6;
      PA_Byt     = 2;
      PA_Compl   = 11;
      PA_NullType= 0;
      PA_BitMap  = 0;

      Monochrome_Planes=1;      
      Color_Planes     =3;
      B_plan           =3;
      V_plan           =2;
      R_plan           =1;
      Plan1            =1;

Type

      TLig_Single=array[1..MaxCCDX] of Single;
      PLig_Single=^TLig_Single;

      TImg_Single=array[1..MaxCCDY] of PLig_Single;
      PImg_Single=^TImg_Single;

      TTab_PImg_Single=array[1..MaxInt div SizeOf(Pointer)] of PImg_Single;
      PTab_PImg_Single=^TTab_PImg_Single;

Function  Execproc(Image: TCompleteImage):Integer; stdcall;

Var i,j,k : Integer;
    Value : Single;

begin

  If Image.NbrePlan=1 then
  begin
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   For j:=1 to Image.SizeY do
   For i:=1 to Image.SizeX do
   begin

    // Get Pixel value at i col, j row

    value:=PImg_Single(Image.Image)[j][i];

    (*  for instance ...

    If value<16383 then value:=value+32768;

    value:=(value-16383)*2;

    *)

    If Value>0 then    
     value:=log10(value);   // The image processing function

    // Set Pixel value

    PImg_Single(Image.Image)[j][i]:=Value;

   end;

  end

  else

  begin   // Color image

   For k:=1 to Image.NbrePlan do
   For j:=1 to Image.SizeY do
   For i:=1 to Image.SizeX do
   begin

    // Get Pixel value

    value:=PTab_PImg_Single(Image.Image)[k][j][i];

    If Value>0 then     
     value:=log10(value);   // The image processing function

    // Set Pixel value
    PTab_PImg_Single(Image.Image)[k][j][i]:=Value;

   end;

  end;

  Result:=0;

end;
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End.

//////////////////////  END  OF
FILE ////////////////////////////////////////////////

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.11 Correct for Optical Distortion

This function is able to measure and remove the optical distortion from images. It is only
effective on stellar images.

The images formed by an optical system will exhibit geometric distortion. Two of the best
known distortion types are barrel and pincushion. In astronomical imaging, distortion
especially affects short focal length instruments, or telescope equipped with wide field
correctors. 

We can visualize the distortion as a kind of scale of change in the image. The center of the
image (optical axis), is  defined where the distortion is zero, and the 4 edges of the image are
where it is the greatest. 

The formula that expresses distortion is a radial polynomial, where r is the distance from the
center of the pixel, and R the new position from the center, and yield like this :

R(r) = a1*r + a3*r3 +a5*r5 + ....

The purpose of this function is to find a
1
,a

3
,a

5
 .. and to flatten out the image from optical

distortions  

The next image comes from a 400mm f3.5 that embeds a 4'' field corrector, and has a some
distortions. Removing optical distortion is important for assembling images to increase the
field of view. 
Distortion is generally not visible by eye.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distortion_(optics)
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Here is the setup panel to run this function. Please select the appropriate catalog according to
the field of view. Try and tests may be used. The function will match star from the image with
a star catalog that is distortion free.
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All stars till the corners should be used for modeling the distortion, at least up to two corners.
Allowable residual pixel has be set to 0.8, so it will not use stars that have residual larger than
0.8 pixel compared to the model.

Those stars are red flagged (residuals in pixels are mentioned just below the star number in
the next image). 
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The next plot is the R(r) with computed coefficients (X axis is the r distance from center). The
image here has 22 pixels of distortion in the corner, if no distortion would be there, the plot
would be flat. 
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The output log gives all the details

Extract reference stars from catalog :  RA= 05h06m33s DEC=-03°33'26''

Extract from catalog : 2565 reference stars, catalog = UCAC 2/3/4

Extract stars from image..

Quick star extraction completed, found 11373 stars, starting advanced extraction....

Number of stars extracted from image : -> 7.11 sec

Number of brightest stars limited to: 120 for field-catalogs matching.

Compare star from image to sky map...

Centroiding validation, degree : 4, star used : 80

110 stars after test, 120 before test of centroid...

Plate solving succeeded, Focal length : 1487.0mm, RA Residuals : 1.79", DEC Residuals

: 1.54"

Number of stars for plate solving : 99

Center coordinates, Xc=2048 Yc=2048   RA/DEC =05h06m33.075s  -03°33'29.28''

Number of stars for undistortion computing : 110

          

Number of iterations : 3 number of kept stars for performing computations : 105

Degree value 1 : -0.00099937861416589 (0.999000621385834)

Degree value 3 : 9.58461538946277E-010

Degree value 5 : 2.26384993896785E-017

Distortion residuals : 0.358 pixels

          

Undistortion factors to apply :

Degree value 1 : 0.00100836414518152 (1.00100836414518)

Degree value 3 : -9.70603040114919E-010

Degree value 5 : -1.77559938328931E-017
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By looking closely at the edge of the image, it has been corrected from distortion, like it was
stretched back, since the corners are the farthest from the center, the effect is really visible.  

If the last image is used as input of the function, the R(r) plot is flat and no distortion is no
longer visible (the Y scale is +/- 1 pixel !).
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Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.12 Digital Development Processing (DDP)

This powerful feature allows the user to apply an  image processing algorithm called Digital
Development Processing, which is a non-linear filter. This algorithm helps bring out details in
both bright areas that the dark areas of deep sky images . For more details on the algorithm,
the reader may refer to the following site:

http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~rt6k-okn/its98/ddp1.htm

At the launch of this function, the following window opens:

http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~rt6k-okn/its98/ddp1.htm
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The before and after DDP images are shown. The user can drag the small window over the
image to examine different parts to see the effect of the DDP algorithm.

The  gamma  and  sharpness  factors  are  individually  adjustable.  The  display  can  also  be
adjusted using the two vertical sliders on the bottom right. Alternatively, auto contrast can be
selected.

Once the desired result is achieved, clicking the OK button will initiate the processing.
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2.6.13 Unsharp Masking

This function performs an unsharp mask filtering operation on the current active image. To do
this a Gaussian filtered image is subtracted from the original image. Since the Gaussian filter
blurs an image, the net result is to enhance the fine detail in the original image. Upon opening
the following panel is shown.

 

A small preview window shows the before and after effects of the Unsharp Mask operation.
The user can use the mouse to drag the preview window to any area of interest on the image.
The preview image display can be adjusted with the vertical sliders on the bottom right side.
Alternatively, the Auto Contrast box may be checked so that the display is automatically
adjusted.

By adjusting the Gaussian factor and the Sharpness Amplification Factor the desired
improvement in image detail can be achieved.Of course, there is a tradeoff - improved
sharpness at the expense of noise and 'ringing' effects. 
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2.6.14 Van Citter Deconvolution

This command allows the user to deconvolve an image using the Van-Citter algorithm. By
extracting or defining a point spread function(psf), the algorithm can 'undo' the blurriness in
the image due to atmospheric turbulence and imperfect tracking effects. 

We are first asked if we want to use a psf from the image itself.

Selecting this option will display a cursor over the image to allow us to select an unsaturated
star so it's psf can be calculated. After selection, the star FWHM for both X and Y is displayed. 

After clicking on the OK button we are asked how many iterations should be performed.
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Once OK is selected, the deconvolution proceeds and green status bar is displayed in the
bottom left of the image panel.

If we wish to specify the psf parameters directly, the after selecting No to Use PSF extracted
from image, the following panel is displayed.

As in the previous case, once OK is selected, the deconvolution proceeds and green status
bar is displayed in the bottom left of the image panel.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.15 Lucy-Richardson Deconvolution

This command allows the user to deconvolve an image using the Lucy -Richardson
algorithm. By extracting a point spread function(psf) from the image, the algorithm can 'undo'
the blurriness in the image due to atmospheric turbulence and imperfect tracking effects. 

We are first asked if we want to use a psf from the image itself.

Selecting this option will display a cursor over the image to allow us to select an unsaturated
star so it's psf can be calculated. After selection, the star FWHM for both X and Y is
displayed. 
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After clicking on the OK button we are asked how many iterations should be performed.

Once OK is selected, the deconvolution proceeds and green status bar is displayed in the
bottom left of the image panel.

If we wish to specify the psf parameters directly, the after selecting No to Use PSF extracted
from image, the following panel is displayed.
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As in the previous case, once OK is selected, the deconvolution proceeds and green status
bar is displayed in the bottom left of the image panel.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.6.16 Wavelets

This  command  performs  a  wavelet  transform  function  on  the  currently  active  image.The
result is  a series of "layers"  which each have a different  scale of  image detail.  An example
below shows the different layers:

It is clear that the first wavelet layer (upper left) contains the details of the image which have a
dimension less than 1 pixel in size. This is more like noise. The second wavelet layer (upper
middle) contains image details of about 3 pixels in size. The third wavelet layer  (upper  right)
contains  image  details  of  about  6  pixels  in  size.  Similarly,  the  remaining  layers  contain
features  of  increasing  size.  The  wavelet  method  is  very  similar  to  the  Unsharp  Masking,
where we extract the details of the image that we wish to amplify. By contrast, using wavelets
the user can now have access to a series of image details at different  scales.  By acting on
these layers,  it  can  amplify  different  sized  features.  It  is  even  possible  to  remove  certain
layers and in particular the first layer which contains  90% noise and only 10% of  the useful
signal. Obviously, removing this plan, the final image will have a slightly  'fuzzy'  appearance
as we remove the 10%  which contains the very fine detail. . But this disadvantage is largely
compensated by the ability to amplify the other layers without being too limited by rising noise.
Upon selecting this command he following window appears:
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The above allows us to select the number of desired layers and the type shape we want  to
use. The next panel presented is:

Now we are able to use the wavelet filter in real-time to optimize the detail in the image. When
we are satisfied with the result, pressing OK will complete the process.

2.6.17 Fourier Transform - FFT

This function performs the Fourier transform ( FFT) of an monochrome image to transform it
to the Fourier space (frequency / phase) where each pixel is  stored in the form of a real and
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imaginary component each of which is stored in 32 bits floating point format.

The FFT requires a square image with each dimension equal to a power of 2  (32x32 pixels,
64x64 pixels, 128x128 pixels, 256x256 pixels, ...). The software will offer to window the image
if required to convert it to the largest square image with with each side equal to 2 N̂.

Each result  pixel  occupies  64 bits  (2x32)  of  memory space as  the result  of  an  FFT  is  an
image composed of complex pixels. 

All pixels have a real part  and an imaginary part  of  the formÂ ,  with  i  (imaginary
symbol) i.

The details of an image corresponding to a  frequencies present. 

If we start with the image below.
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After running the FFT we get the following result.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.6.18 Process AVI File

The purpose of this feature is to process AVI stream files from planetary objects, like the Sun,
the Moon and the solar system planet. It allows automatic image selection based on best
sharpness and auto-stacking the image once the best images are found.  
Prism's goal is to make this process as simple as possible.
When the function is selected, the AVI file must be selected. Depending on the AVI stream file
format,  on the fly AVI file conversion can be achieved.

Upon loading, this control panel appears. Buttons available are  meaningful, and allows for the
creation of a processed image quite quickly.
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Step #1 : select and area where sharpness will be computed. This is for selecting the best
image of this series - the least affected by seeing effects. 
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Step #2 :  This series has 910 frames, say 300 frames will be kept for further stacking (30%
of the input frames number, as chosen by the user). Click "Best of selection" button, it will
scan all the frames and will sort them from the best to the worse, and will tag the first 300
frames. 
 

The software prompts whether you want to stack them after selection (it also include
registration using FFT inter-correlation method).

http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~amir1/PS/fft.pdf
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The frame range can set set here :

Selecting best images then starts and can be canceled if desired :

At the end of the process,  the 300 best frames have a check-box:
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Then registration and stacking is started. Both the DX and DY image shifts are reported :
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Below is the result of 300 stacked frames. The image is now ready to be further processed
using unsharp masking, or wavelet processing.  This is now possible as the signal to noise
ratio has been significantly increased.
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"Frame as current image" will convert the current frame to a single standard image
"Save selected frames" will save all the selected frames into image file where format is
defined by "Output Image Format" and the name and output folder below.
"Select Bayer array" sets the array pattern to be used for Debayering RAW color video files.
 
"Stack selection" will register and stack selected images (manual selection). Registration is
not carried out if Stack, No auto registration" box is checked.
"Select files" allows you to select multiple AVI files and process them as a batch of files.
"Remove redund." will check that one frame and the next one are not the same, if so the
redundant frame is discarded.

"Quick stack (small gaps)" allows you to select the window where registration processing
will occur, otherwise the entire image is used. This is to improve registration speed in doing
computation only inside a smaller window. An area with details is required, do not use sky
background as this area.

"Remove Flat from image" allows you to remove a Flat Frame from all the images before
registration and stacking. It is advised to use a master flat field that has the same exposure
and gain used with the camera. The master flat frame is performed from an AVI sequence,
and processed using a simple stack where "Stack, No auto registration" is enabled, and
using the "Stack selection"  button.
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2.7 Stack

2.7.1 Normalize Mean

This command applies to a series of images, and multiplies each of them by a coefficient so
that all images have the same mean value.
. 
This is very useful when stacking images.
 
The mathematical principle is as follows: the software calculates the mean value of each of
the images, and then normalizes all the images to the same background level by means of an
appropriate multiplier. The reference image is the first image in the dialog box. At the start of
the function, the following dialog box appears:

The icon      allows you to select the directory where the images are located. Note that all 
images must have the same prefix and must be numbered consecutively. . The first image is
used as the reference image and will not be changed.

The check-box on the form adds the  prefix  SMean to the processed images. 

The result of the process is shown in the window below.
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2.7.2 Normalize Background.

This command applies to a series of images, and multiplies each of them by a coefficient so
that all images have the same background value.
. 
This is very useful when stacking images.
 
The mathematical principle is as follows: the software calculates the background level of
each of the images, and then normalizes all the images to the same background level by
means of an appropriate multiplier. The reference image is the first image in the dialog box. At
the start of the function, the following dialog box appears:

The icon      allows you to select the directory where the images are located. Note that all 
images must have the same prefix and must be numbered consecutively. The first images is
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used as the reference image and will will not be changed.

The check-box on the form adds a prefix to the processed images. .

2.7.3 Stack Operations

This command allows the user to stack a group of pre registered images using a variety of
methods. When initiated, the form shown below opens

Median Stack

This option stacks the selected images and calculates the median value for each pixel.

Select Files to Process - Allows the selection of the desired files to stack.

Mean Stack

In the case of a Mean Stack, the following panel is displayed. The mean value of each pixel
across the selected images is calculated. 
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Normalize Sum  Allows the user to normalize the sum by dividing the resultant image by the
number of images stacked.

Subtract value from All Images  This option allows a specified value to subtracted from
each image pixel value before creating the mean value.

Select Files to Process - Allows the selection of the desired files to stack.

Minimum/Maximum/Standard Deviation  Stack

Here the user has three choices of stacking method.

· Minimum Stack - The minimum value of each pixel across the selected images is
calculated.

· Maximum Stack - The maximum value of each pixel across the selected images is
calculated.

· Standard Deviation - The  standard deviation value of each pixel across the selected
images is calculated.

Select Files to Process - Allows the selection of the desired files to stack.
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2.7.4 Batch Register and Stack Images

This command allows the user to register a group of images to a selected reference image.
The registered images are then stacked and a simple mean sum image created. The
registered images are not saved.

Shift/Registration Type - Defines how the images will be registered

Additional Shift - Allows the user to enter a known shift rate

Working Area - Sets how much of the image area is used for alignment between images

Display Plot of Shifts - Option to see a graphical representation of computed image shifts

Reference Image - Image to which the rest of the images are aligned. May be the first or
highest quality image in a set

Select Files to Register wrt Reference Image -  Balance of image files to register 

2.7.5 Batch Register Images

This command allows the user to register a group of images to a selected reference image.
The registered images are saved with the prefix Registered_ in the same directory as the
original files.
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Shift/Registration Type - Defines how the images will be registered

Additional Shift - Allows the user to enter a known shift rate

Working Area - Sets how much of the image area is used for alignment between images

Display Plot of Shifts - Option to see a graphical representation of computed image shifts

Reference Image - Image to which the rest of the images are aligned. May be the first or
highest quality image in a set

Select Files to Register wrt Reference Image -  Balance of image files to register 

2.7.6 Sigma-Kappa Stack

The Sigma-Kappa stack method combines the noise performance of sum stacking with the
artifact rejection ability of median stacking. The images to be stacked must first be registered.
The opening window for this function is shown below.
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On this page we select the images we wish to stack along with some key parameters.
Normalization will do a full background and mean level normalization on all images prior to
stacking the images.

First parameter is K second is B  if A is the Std dev of the pixel(ij) in the stack then the pixel is
removed if AxK > B. or Ax1.8 > 100 in the example above.    Cyril Fix up labels for K & B

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.7.7 Drizzle Stack

Drizzle stacking is a method of  adding images  in  a  way that  creates  a resulting image will
have better resolution than each of the source images. The source images must be spatially
shifted relative to each other.

This  is  a  very powerful  function,  which adds  individual  images  from  an optical  system  that
produces low resolution images because the focal length is too short  or  because the pixels
are  too  large.  The  goal  of  Drizzling  is  to  add  these  images  without  losing  their  original
resolution, taking advantage of the fact that they are under-sampled, shifted from each other
and in sufficient numbers. The advantages of this technique are:

· The resolution can be doubled.

· Resulting image can be still used for astrometry and photometry.

· Produces high resolution images without sacrificing the final signal to noise ratio.

· Is capable of removing defective pixels or cosmic rays.

· Provides very good correction of  images with geometric distortion.

The images must be calibrated first and must have the same sky background level. This can
be done using  Normalize Background.

After starting the function, the following window appears:
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· Shift/Registration Type

· Automatic  Translation and Rotation -  Uses  stars  and best  with  images  where  image
data is rotated with respect to the reference image.

· Automatic - Uses stars and best when images only require translation

· Inter-correlation - Uses FFT techniques and recommended for planetary images

· Manual - Uses the cursor to specify shifts.

· Additional Shift -  This is the known shift in X and Y direction if available.

· Working Area - Specifies the area within the image to do computations to determine image
shifts. Smaller regions will accelerate the stack process.

· Display Plot  of  Shifts  -  Will  generate a graph showing the pixel  shifts  used to  create a
super pixel in the resulting image.

· Reference Image -  This is the first selected image. This is the image from which all other
images will be realigned.

· Select  Files to  Register  with  Reference  Image  -  The list  of  files  to  be  used  with  the
reference image to create the final Drizzle stack image.

 
·  Valid pixel fraction : This value is very critical.  If this value is 1, we return to the classical

algorithm of registration and addition. One must choose the smallest possible value so as
not  to  degrade  the  quality  of  the  final  image  and  value  as  great  as  possible  to  have  a
uniform coverage of the super pixel equivalent. The choice must be typically equal to  (1.0 /
effective resolution improvement factor). It is best to try values between 0.5 and 0.7.

·  Resampling factor: It gives the scale of the image that will be created.

The following images  illustrate the advantage of  drizzle  processing.  The  image zoom  has
been  deliberately set to a high level to show the advantage.

First we use  regular stacking:
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Now with Dizzle Stack:
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Notes: The final image is in 32-bit floating point format.  

 For more information :
 http://www.stsci.edu/ftp/science/hdf/combination/drizzle.htmlhttp://www.stsci.edu/~fruchter/
dither/dither.htmlÂ http://www.stsci.edu/instruments/wfpc2/Wfpc2_driz/wfpc2_driz.html

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.7.8 Moving Object Stack

The purpose of the function is to stack images with shifts related to  the motion of  a  moving
object such as an asteroid or comet.

As a sample let's consider images of a comet recorded with an amateur telescope.

Here the information about the comet at the time it was recorded. The images were captured
at IAU W97 using a 370 mm  F4.55 telescope,  STL6303 CCD  camera and a Pangea Astro
Nova 120 DirectDrive mount.

Geocentric distance (ua) : 5.2088

http://www.stsci.edu/ftp/science/hdf/combination/drizzle.html
http://www.stsci.edu/~fruchter/dither/dither.html
http://www.stsci.edu/~fruchter/dither/dither.html
http://www.stsci.edu/~fruchter/dither/dither.html
http://www.stsci.edu/~fruchter/dither/dither.html
http://www.stsci.edu/instruments/wfpc2/Wfpc2_driz/wfpc2_driz.html
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Speed (arcsec/hour) : 38.355
Angle (PA) : 116.46 °
Magnitude: 20.4
RA speed : 34.4 arcsec/hour  DEC : -17.1 arcsec/hour

This is a quite fast moving object, and also quite faint

A single 180 sec  exposure can show the object, but this is pretty difficult to see, impossible
to measure, and signal to noise is very low.

If seven 180 sec. exposures are stacked using the image  stars to align the images, the
stacked image shows the comet as a streak as the comet has significantly moved during the
21 minutes of accumulated exposure.
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The Moving Object Stack can overcome the issue. The user can either enter the name of the
object (here 327P for a comet or 9811 if an asteroid). Alternatively, we can enter the object
motion; its speed and angle.

In the form below, we select the seven comet images. Selecting Save Image Result will
create a stack of these images. The number of images must be odd, and the middle frame
will serve as a reference image . With our example of seven images, the fourth image will be
used as the reference image.
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Note that If 21 images were selected in the input box and the Number of Image to Stack was
set to 7, then 3 stacked images would be generated. 

The images must be calibrated using the flat, dark and bias master frames. Also, the image
headers must contain the proper focal length, pixel scale, and approximate RA/DEC position.
If the image capture process did not automatically append this information, the the image
series should be first plate solved using Plate Solving Image Series.

Plate solving parameters are important, and allow the images to be registered  with respect to
the comet motion
It can be useful to try to plate solve a single image to verify  that plate solving is working
properly.

The image result goes into a special folder (here it is  ...\Add_result
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\adc_t327P_VANNESS-4.fits)

The resultant stacked  image of the comet 237P is shown below. It is clearly visible now and
does not trail. This image is plate solved, and astrometric measurement of the moving object
is now possible.

A high contrast view even  shows  a tail (at 8h and 4h directions)
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The position of the comet can be derived very accurately now : 

18h55m49.039s +03°42'36.66''

0237P         C2015 10 05.05443 18 55 49.04 +03 42 36.7                      W97

______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Here is a sample output log file of this function : 

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-1.fits

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-2.fits

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-3.fits

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-4.fits

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-5.fits

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-6.fits

Loading : t327P_VANNESS-7.fits

327P/VanNess, Object found : Angle -> 136.6°, Speed (arcsec/min) -> 1.572

 

Shifts and add reference image : t327P_VANNESS-4.fits

Number of stars for computing image shift : 128

Image : t327P_VANNESS-1.fitsGeometric shift wrt image reference Dx=-2.30 DY=0.59

pixels, RMS=0.07 pixels

Number of stars for computing image shift : 128

Image : t327P_VANNESS-2.fitsGeometric shift wrt image reference Dx=-1.03 DY=0.24

pixels, RMS=0.06 pixels
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Number of stars for computing image shift : 128

Image : t327P_VANNESS-3.fitsGeometric shift wrt image reference Dx=-0.24 DY=0.08

pixels, RMS=0.04 pixels

Number of stars for computing image shift : 128

Image : t327P_VANNESS-5.fitsGeometric shift wrt image reference Dx=0.12 DY=-0.07

pixels, RMS=0.04 pixels

Number of stars for computing image shift : 128

Image : t327P_VANNESS-6.fitsGeometric shift wrt image reference Dx=0.85 DY=-0.78

pixels, RMS=0.07 pixels

Number of stars for computing image shift : 128

Image : t327P_VANNESS-7.fitsGeometric shift wrt image reference Dx=1.18 DY=-1.12

pixels, RMS=0.09 pixels

 

  

Astrometry of the Image : t327P_VANNESS-4.fits

Extract stars from image..

Quick star extraction completed, found 2979 stars, starting advanced extraction....

Number of stars extracted from image : -> 1.67 sec

Number of brightest stars limited to: 80 for field-catalogs matching.

Centroiding validation, degree : 2, star used : 30

41 stars after test, 80 before test of centroid...

OK, Astrometry validates focal length = 1687.01 mm

Scale = 1.10 "/pixel

Angle PA = 136.61° moves ("/min)=1.57

Photometric calibration, reference magnitude : 13.19, reference flux (ADU) :

264391.52, Error : 0.00%

X center = 1024 Y center = 1536   RA/DEC=18h55m43.392s   +03°42'25.06''

  

 

Date and astrometry reference image : t327P_VANNESS-4

Current image : t327P_VANNESS-1

Astrometry shift Dx=-11.10 DY=10.06 pixels, time shift : -10m 24s

 -> Shift sum dx=-13.40 dy=10.66

  

Current image : t327P_VANNESS-2

Astrometry shift Dx=-7.40 DY=6.71 pixels, time shift : -06m 56s

 -> Shift sum dx=-8.43 dy=6.96

  

Current image : t327P_VANNESS-3

Astrometry shift Dx=-3.71 DY=3.37 pixels, time shift : -03m 28s

 -> Shift sum dx=-3.95 dy=3.45

  

Current image : t327P_VANNESS-5

Astrometry shift Dx=3.68 DY=-3.33 pixels, time shift : 03m 28s

 -> Shift sum dx=3.80 dy=-3.40

  

Current image : t327P_VANNESS-6

Astrometry shift Dx=7.38 DY=-6.68 pixels, time shift : 06m 56s

 -> Shift sum dx=8.23 dy=-7.46

  

Current image : t327P_VANNESS-7

Astrometry shift Dx=11.08 DY=-10.03 pixels, time shift : 10m 24s

 -> Shift sum dx=12.25 dy=-11.14

  

Save : G:\OBSERVATIONS\Bob-scope\PreProcess\Add_result\adc_t327P_VANNESS-4.fits

 

End of function

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.8 Color Imaging

2.8.1 RGB Combine

This function combines three monochrome images representing red(R), green(G) and
blue(B) together to create a color image. The images to be processed must have already
been registered and be open in Prism. The images are selected in sequence using the form
below.

Once all images have been selected, a color image is then prepared.

2.8.2 LRGB Combine

This function combines four monochrome images representing luminance(L), red(R),
green(G) and blue(B) together to create a color image. The images to be processed must
have already been registered and be open in Prism. The images are selected in sequence
using the form below.

Once all images have been selected, Prism will then create a  color image.

Hamza Touhami
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2.8.3 Split Color Planes

This function splits a color image into three separate monochrome images. If we start with
the following image.

Then after using this command Prism will create the following three images.
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These three images correspond to the red, green and blue image data contained in the
original color image.

2.8.4 Convert to Black and White

This function converts a color image to a monochrome image.Starting with the image below.
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After running this function we get the following result.
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2.8.5 Adjust Saturation

This function enables the user to adjust the amount of color saturation in a color image. The
following panel is presented when this function is executed.
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The location of the preview window on the image  can be dragged by the mouse. It can also
be scaled by the zoom controls in that located below the right window. 

In the above example, the saturation is reduced to 50% of it's original value. Clicking OK will
apply this to the entire image.

2.8.6 Color Hot Pixel Removal

This command allows the user to remove hot pixels from a Cauterized monochrome image.
The following panel opens to allow the user to select the desired parameters.
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2.8.7 Translate Color Planes

 This function allows you to manually readjust the color planes relative to each other to
optimize the appearance of stars in a color image. It can also be used to compensate for
atmospheric refraction effects in planetary images.

 The input window allows a shift in x and y for each of the color planes.

2.8.8 Auto Translate Color Planes

This function automatically adjusts the color planes relative to each other to make the
sharpest image possible. This function works as well on specific objects like stars as
extended objects like planetary images. The operation is performed and the computed shifts
are applied to the active color image.A separate window displays the shifts used as shown
below.
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2.8.9 Swap Color Planes

This command allows the user to swap color planes. The sub-menu that opens allows a
selection to be made as to which planes will be swapped.

2.8.10 Turn Raw Bayer Image into Color

Creates an RGB image from a monochrome image which utilized a Bayer matrix. and
knowledge of the Bayer pattern. Upon selecting this function the user selects which method of
interpolation to be employed via the sub-menu as shown below.

Next we need to select the type of Bayer matrix used to create the image. Type #2 is the most
commonly used.
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For the DSLR image shown below, 

this function will create the color image shown below.
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2.9 Fourier

Note: This menu only is visible when the active image is a complex image. Note: This
function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.9.1 Inverse FFT to Real Image

This function will convert a complex image created by the Fourier Transform - FFT command
into a real image using the inverse FFT function. The resulting image pixel values are  the
magnitude the complex inverse FFT result, the phase is discarded.

2.9.2 Inverse FFT to Complex Image

This command computes the inverse FFT of a complex image. The result is a complex
image type.

2.9.3 Butterworth Filter

This is applying a Butterworth filter to the image : complex image, with same height and width,
and multiple of 2 like 256x256 or 512x512, .... 

The filter is defined as following :

r is the distance from the image center, i.e for a 512x512 image, X=256 and Y=256. The user
inputs the a and k parameter. All pixels of the image are multiplied by H(r,a,k).

Effect of the filter on the image can be seen after using an inverse FFT  to go back to the
spatial domain.

Keep in mind that zero frequency is at the center of complex Fourier image. 

2.9.4 Bandpass Filter

This is applying a Bandpass filter to the image : complex image, with same height and width,
and multiple of 2 like 256x256 or 512x512, ..... The filter is defined as following :

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Butterworth_filter
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r is the distance from the image center, i.e for a 512x512 image, X=256 and Y=256. The user
inputs the f1 and f2 parameters, as pixel from the FFT image. All pixels of the image are
multiplied by H(r,f1,f2).

Effect of the filter on the image can be seen after using an inverse FFT to go back to the
spatial domain.

Keep in mind that zero frequency is at the center of complex Fourier image. 

2.9.5 Wiener Filter

This is applying a Wiener filter to the image : complex image, with same height and width, and
multiple of 2 like 256x256 or 512x512, ..... The filter is defined as following :

X,Y are image coordinates from the image center Xc and Yc, i.e for a 512x512 image, Xc=256

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_deconvolution
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and Yc=256. The user inputs the sx, sy and noise parameter. All pixels of the image are
multiplied by H(x,y).

Effect of the filter on the image can be seen after using an inverse FFT  to go back to the
spatial domain.

Keep in mind that zero frequency is at the center of complex Fourier image. 

2.9.6 Autocorrelation Product (unnormalized)

This performs Auto-correlation Product of the current image where (no normalization is
performed) :

Real part of the new pixel(x,y) = (Real part of the old pixel(x,y))² + (Imaginary
part of the old pixel(x,y))²
Imaginary  part of the new pixel(x,y) = 0

2.9.7 Intercorrelation Product (unnormalized)

This performs Inter-Correlation Product of the current image with another image, both images
must be complex image type, where (no normalization is performed) :

2.9.8 Intercorrelation Product (normalized)

This performs Inter-Correlation Product of the current image (image1) with another image
(image2), both images must be complex image type, where (normalization is performed) :
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2.9.9 Complementary

The function Complementary  multiplies the imaginary part of a complex image pixel by -1 ,

which creates  the conjugate complex pixel value.The complex conjugate of  is 

the complex number is  .

2.9.10 Complex Image Modulus

This performs Modulus of the current complex image where :

Real part of the new pixel(x,y) = square_root ( (Real part of the old pixel(x,y))² 
+  (Imaginary part of the old pixel(x,y))²  )
Imaginary  part of the new pixel(x,y) = 0

2.9.11 Convert Complex Image to Floating Point

This converts a complex image, that has 2 planes of data, one is real part, the other is
imaginary part into a single plane floating point image, according to the display setting in this
menu.
It can convert the complex image into an only real part image, imaginary part image, modulus
image, or phase image.
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2.9.12 Convolution

The function Convolution allows the convolution of two complex images of the same size. In
the Fourier space, this is implemented by the  multiplication of  the respective complex pixels
of two images to form the resultant complex image .

Multiplication in Fourier space is equivalent to a convolution in the spatial domain. This feature
allows for advanced convolutions without edge effects (without loss of information at the
edges of the image).

The Convolution command offers the user two choices:

Gaussian - Uses a  generated 2D Gaussian image as the second image. Upon this
selection, the user is presented with a dialog form to specify the FWHM in both X,Y directions
- as shown below.

The FWHM is expressed in pixel, keep in mind that 1 pixel FWHM will result into a very wide
Gaussian convolution in the spatial domain, whereas a 341 pixel wide Gaussian convolution
will result into a very small Gaussian convolution in the spatial domain.
If the image is 512x512 pixels, if X Fhwm=256 it will attenuate by 2 the largest frequency of
the image. Keep in mind that zero frequency is at the center of complex Fourier image. 

Using Another Image - Allows the user to select another complex image from a a list of
open images 
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2.10 Analysis

2.10.1 Statistics

2.10.1.1 Global Statistics

This feature provides some statistical information on an entire image previously loaded and selected.

Using the following image as a sample:

On starting this function a window opens providing various statistical information on the whole image:
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This panel shows all the statistical properties of the image:

o   Mean (average) of all pixel values.

o   Median of the image pixel values

o   Minimum and the maximum of the image and their position in the image.

o   Root mean square is indicated just below.

o   Flux of the total image.

o   Quadratic mean.

o   Total number of pixel of the image.

o   Entropy of the image: Entropy is the average amount of information per pixel on the assumption

that all pixels have the same probability or importance. It is a measure of  "intrinsic" information
signal including the image detail.

o   Gain S / B² = Average / Standard Deviation  ̂2: In a picture, the noise is random and follows a

normal distribution. The signal to noise ratio can then be defined as the ratio between the average
intensity and standard deviation measured according to the above relationship.

o   Gain 2S / B² = 2 * Gain S / B².

The user has the option of copying the computed statistics to an Excel spreadsheet. Prism will create a
new spreadsheet in the User's Folder named after the currently active image.
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2.10.1.2 Window Statistics

This feature provides statistical information on a rectangular area of the currently active
image. After starting the function, select a rectangular area on the image using the left mouse
button and dragging the mouse.. A window opens provides various statistical information on
the selected area of the image:

This panel shows all the statistical properties of the image:

o   Mean (average) of all pixel values.
o   Median of the image pixel values
o   Minimum and the maximum of the image and their position in the image.
o   Root mean square is indicated just below.
o   Flux of the total image.
o   Quadratic mean.
o   Total number of pixel of the image.
o   Entropy of the image: Entropy is the average amount of information per pixel on the

assumption that all pixels have the same probability or importance. It is a measure of 
"intrinsic" information signal including the image detail.

o   Gain S / B² = Average / Standard Deviation  ̂2: In a picture, the noise is random and
follows a normal distribution. The signal to noise ratio can then be defined as the ratio
between the average intensity and standard deviation measured according to the above
relationship.

o   Gain 2S / B² = 2 * Gain S / B².
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The user has the option of copying the computed statistics to an Excel spreadsheet. Prism
will create a new spreadsheet in the User's Folder named after the currently active image.

2.10.1.3 Annular Statistics

This feature provides statistical information on an annular area of the currently active image.
This zone is located between two circles of defined diameters.After starting the function,
select the size of the annular area of the image to be covered by the analysis.

After clicking on the OK button, a cursor appears and allows the user to select the point on
the image to measure. The following result appears after the left mouse click occurs.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.1.4 Local Statistics (mouse)

This feature provides statistical information on an small rectangular area of the currently
active image. The following form appears:
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The user can select the X and Y window size as well as the conversion factor used by the
camera that created the image.

By holding down the SHIFT key, the mouse can be used to select image area to calculate the
statistics as shown in the panel above.Releasing the SHIFT key freezes the statistical display.
The results can be saved to a file using the options at the bottom of the panel.

2.10.1.5 Collapse Image wrt Line/Column

This feature allows each pixel of a rectangular area determined by the sum (or median)
values ??of the pixels on the same row (or column) of the area. At the start of the function, the
image being previously charged and selected, the following window opens:
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The values ??X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 are the coordinates of the points which define the rectangular
working area. (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) are the coordinates of two respective corners of the
rectangular area. The point (1,1) is at the bottom left of the image.

If the check box Use median statistics is selected, then the median of the pixels is used,
otherwise, an average of the pixels is employed.

If the check box Sum/Median parallel to the vertical direction is checked, then each pixel of the
area is replaced by the median (or average) of the pixels on the same column. Otherwise, the
value of ??each  pixel is replaced by the median (or mean) of the pixels situated on the same
row.

This function is very useful to work with  spectrograph images. The image below is a  a
sample spectrograph image.

After applying this function we get the following result.
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Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.2 Centroid

This function calculates the centroid of the selected star using a Gaussian model.

When initiated a set of red cross-hairs will appear over the active image. The cross-hairs
allow the user to select the star for analysis.

Once a star is selected by a mouse click, the following report is generated.
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The images of the star modeling are shown in the above window. The Degree specifies the
degree of polynomial used for the modeling process. Iterations indicate how many cycles of
a least square algorithm were needed to compute the result. The Window radius is the size
of the window used. It can be changed by editing the indicated value and running the centroid
function again.

The values in the next section give the precise center of the star and its FWHM values.  The 
Flux and Signal/Noise ratio is also provided.

The Observ- Calc is a measure of how well the star modeling matches the actual star
image.

2.10.3 Graphs

2.10.3.1 Vertical

This function will allow the user to create a graph of pixel values along a vertical line cut
through the active image. Upon opening the following panel appears.
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The user is asked to hold down the SHIFT key and use the mouse to select where the vertical
line is placed on the image. The image below illustrates this process.

The Vertical graph panel displays the values of the pixels along the selected vertical line.
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Save Allows the displayed graph values to be saved as a .txt file

Send to static graph Will open up a new graph window as illustrated below. 

Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.3.2 Horizontal

This function will allow the user to create a graph of pixel values along a horizontal line cut
through the active image. Upon opening the following panel appears.
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The user is asked to hold down the SHIFT key and use the mouse to select where the
horizontal line is placed on the image. The image below illustrates this process.

The Horizontal graph panel displays the values of the pixels along the selected horizontal line.
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Save Allows the displayed graph values to be saved as a .txt file

Send to static graph Will open up a new graph window as illustrated below. 

Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.3.3 Diagonal

This function will allow the user to create a graph of a diagonal line through the active image.
Upon selecting this function, a cursor appears over the active image as shown below.
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The user can use the cursor to select the starting point for the desired diagonal line.By
clicking the left mouse button and dragging the cursor while holding down the left mouse
button, the end point will be selected. The following illustrates such a selection.
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Releasing and clicking the left mouse button again will then display  a static graph of the
selected diagonal line.
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Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.3.4 By Coordinates

This function will allow the user to create a graph of pixel values along a line through the
active image. This line is defined by two sets of user defined X,Y coordinates. 

Upon opening the following panel appears.
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After entering the desired coordinates, clicking OK produces the following graph.

This graph can be adjusted by using the Adjustments button. See Static Graph Adjustments
for more details.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.3.5 Diagonal Bottom,Left - Top,Right

This function will allow the user to create a graph of pixel values along a diagonal line cut
through the active image form the bottom left corner to the top right corner. Once initiated, we
get the following type of static graph.
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Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.3.6 Diagonal Top,Left - Bottom,Right

This function will allow the user to create a graph of pixel values along a diagonal line cut
through the active image form the top left corner to the bottom right corner. Once initiated, we
get the following type of static graph.
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Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.3.7 Static Graph Adjustments

Many Prism functions use static graphs to display information. All of these graphs offer the
user both the ability to make changes to the graph presentation as well as save the graph in
various formats. These capabilities are accessed using the Adjustments button as shown on
the graph below.
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When the user presses the Adjustments button a series of tabs become available as seen
below.
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Scale X,Y Axes

This tab allows the user to adjust the scaling of the graph's  X and Y axes  in order to provide
a more useful representation of the displayed data. It is recommended that the user use the
automatic settings to get an initial display that can then be optimized.

General
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This tab ( shown above)  allows the user to change the graph legends, title and background color. It
also allows the user enable the X & Y axes grids( crossings).

Graph Scales

This tab allows the user to adjust the frequency of labels and to select different colors for the
graph elements.

Input-Output

This tab, as shown above, enables the user to save the graph data to a file. It also allows the
user to load a previously saved data-set. These files are in simple text file format.

Curves
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Graphs can be tied together points or simply points themselves. This tab allows the user to
select the type of points. Note the Point Size must be > 1 to see the different point shapes.

Save

Here we can save the graph as an image file (jpg, bmp or gif)  to the clipboard or to disk. The
file can also be printed. 

Maths
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This tab allows the user to perform simple math operations on the graph. First the operator
type and constant value is specified. Then the Add OP button will add the 'operator' to the
calculation list. After all operations are on the list, the Calculate button will process these
operations on the graph.

2.10.4 Histogram

This command provides a histogram of the active image.

2.10.4.1 Global

This function will calculate and display a histogram for the entire active image. A sample
histogram is shown below.
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The arrow keys move the histogram plot along the X axis ( pixel values) while the zoom in and
out buttons change the scale on the X axis. The X axis values can also be manually entered
along with the desired step size.

The Log Scale Y axis is very useful to better visualize the histogram since the distribution of
data is very often non linear in nature.

The Create Plot button will create a static graph of the linear values as shown below.
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Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.4.2 Window

The Window version of the Histogram command allows the user to display a histogram of a
selected portion of the active image. Upon being initiated, a cursor appears which enables the
user to define a rectangular region of the image as shown below.
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After it is defined, pressing the left mouse button will display the histogram - see below.
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The arrow keys move the histogram plot along the X axis ( pixel values) while the zoom in and
out buttons change the scale on the X axis. The X axis values can also be manually entered
along with the desired step size.

The Log Scale Y axis is very useful to better visualize the histogram since the distribution of
data is very often non linear in nature.

The Create Plot button will create a static graph of the linear values as shown below.

Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

2.10.4.3 Coordinates

The Coordinate version of the Histogram command allows the user to display a histogram of
a selected portion of the active image. Upon being initiated the panel below appears which
allows the user to enter the desired coordinates to define the region of interest.
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Upon pressing the OK button the histogram of the defined area appears as illustrated below.

The arrow keys move the histogram plot along the X axis ( pixel values) while the zoom in and
out buttons change the scale on the X axis. The X axis values can also be manually entered
along with the desired step size.

The Log Scale Y axis is very useful to better visualize the histogram since the distribution of
data is very often non linear in nature.

The Create Plot button will create a static graph of the linear values as shown below.
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Using the Adjustments button a wide range of customization and saving options are available.
See Static Graph Adjustments for more information.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.5 Plate Solving

2.10.5.1 Single Image

This function allows the user to plate solve a single image. As a result the coordinates of the
image center are determined and the image can then be explored to determine the
coordinates of any object of interest displayed on the image. 

Starting with the image below.
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Starting this function we see the window below.
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On the top of the panel we enter the approximate center of the image. This is followed by the
focal length of the telescope used along with the pixel size (in microns)  of the CCD camera
used to capture the image. We then specify which catalog to use along with the maximum
number of reference and image stars. If the image is tilted with respect to North being at the
top, then the tilt angle can also be entered.

If desired, the Calculation Status can be displayed. the computation form hidden and the
Camera Header default values updated.

After clicking on OK, w see the following result.
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This window displays the key results  of  the platesolve including the coordinates,  calculated
focal length, residuals and number of stars used. The image is also displayed with the stars
used shown in green.
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2.10.5.2 Image Series

This command allows the user to plate solve a series of images. The following window
opens:
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First we must select the group of images we wish to plate solve. This is done by pressing the

  button. 

Next we need to define the parameters for the plate solve. After pressing the Define Plate
Solving Parameters button we have the following panel:
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Here we enter the image information just as shown in the Single Image command and then
press OK. 

We can now  enter the desired Plate Solving Degree and then press Start Process.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.5.3 Plate Solve from Unknown Position

This command allows the user to find the coordinates of an image by searching over a sky
area of several degrees. While it does not plate solve the whole image, it does determine the
coordinates of the image center.
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If the position of the images is unknown by more than  a few degrees  and an Internet
connection is available then the Find Telescope position with ASTROMETRY.NET command
is a better choice. Otherwise, this command will yield results much faster.

In both cases an image must be open to start the process of finding the center coordinates.

After starting this command, the following window is displayed.

In this case, the image header provided the rough image center coordinates, telescope focal
length and image pixel size. If these values were not in the image header, the user must enter
them manually. Note that the telescope focal length is critical and errors in focal length are the
reason most searches fail.

Catalog selection can be tailored to the field of view of the image with GSC-ACT being more
suitable for wide field images while UCAC 4 being better for narrow fields of view.
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After clicking the OK button, Prism will search for a match to the active image up to the radius
specified. If successful the following window is displayed.

It is recommended that the user do a 'sanity' check on the results by verifying the computed

focal length is close to that used to capture the image.

2.10.5.4 Plate Solve with Astrometry.Net

This command enables the user to plate solve an image without any knowledge of where it is
located in the sky, pixel size or focal length used. It is powered by the Internet based
Astrometry.Net service. In order to use this service, you must have registered and obtained
an API key. The link to register for this service can be found in the Astrometry.Net tab in 
Software Settings. 

The results of a typical Astrometry.net plate solve can been seen below. Note the annotated
image below is a jpg image returned by Astrometry.net. It should not be confused with the
original FITS image.
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2.10.5.5 Object Measurement

This function allows the user to do an  astrometric measurement of any object in an image.
Typically, this is done to create a report for the Minor Planet Center (MPC). The image must
first be plate solved to use this function.

Upon starting this function a cursor appears on the image to mark the object of interest.

Upon selecting the desired object, the Centroid result window opens.
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After clicking on OK, the MPC parameter window opens.
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This window allows the user to define the output file which will be sent to the MPC and all the

relevant/required MPC header information.

After completing the MPC form and clicking on OK the Output window is updated with the

selected object observational information.
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Looking at the actual MPC file ( test.dat) we see the object is in the report formatted as

required by the  MPC. 
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Additional objects can be added to the report by repeating the Object Measurement function.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.5.6 All Stars Measurement

This command will extract all stars in an image, display them on the image and then create a
list of all stars along with their x,y and stellar coordinates.

The image below illustrates how the extracted stars are displayed on the image.
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The next result is a list of all stars and their astrometric position.
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The two icons at the bottom of the window allow the user to save the list or put the list on the
Windows clipboard.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.5.7 Settings

Allows the user to setup two key  parameters associated with plate solving.

The first setting allows the user to select the type of Centroid used: either Enhanced or 
Barycentric.

The next setting option is the Window Measurement size. The following screen is displayed to
allow the user to change this parameter.

2.10.6 Photometry

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.6.1 Automatic Calibration

This feature does a  photometric calibration of the active image. It is not necessary to select
reference stars, the software does it automatically.RECOMMENDED 1st Step:
properly complete the header of the image to be calibrated

It  is  not  necessary  that  the  image  header  be  complete  to  perform  an  automatic
calibration.However,  this  is  recommended  in  order  to  avoid  having  to  enter  the  settings
manually every time. The header of the image to calibrate should contain:

o RA/Dec of the approximate position of the image center.
o The focal length of the instrument.
o The pixel size of the sensor.

The easiest way to add this  is  to  use the Edit  Image Header  command or  to  Single Image
plate solve command.

When starting the function we have the following window.  The file  header  info  has  provided
the key information needed
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After selecting OK we get the following status window.
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Prism then displayed the stars it has identified in the image along with their X, Y coordinates
and the photometric residual for each.
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Selecting OK Prism then displays all the identified stars and their magnitudes.

2.10.6.2 Measure Star

This function allows to measure the magnitude of a star located on an image in which a
photometric calibration has been performed previously with the function Automatic Calibration
function.

When starting this function, a cursor appears, so the user can select the star for which a
photometric measurement will be performed. 
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Then simply click on the star, and the following window opens:

From the above example see the magnitude of the selected star is 14.05 +/- .09. The signal to
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noise ration is 30.48.

2.10.6.3 Position/Extract All Stars

This function allows to measure the magnitude of all the stars (and one-time items) of an
image previously photometrically calibrated using Automatic Calibration.

When launching the function, the software automatically finds all the stars in the image and
calculates their magnitudes. The calculation can be relatively slow if there many stars in the
image. When the calculation is completed two windows open, indicating the magnitudes of
the stars graphically (on the image itself) and in textual form.

First the graphical display on the original image.

Next the list showing all the stars found, their X,Y position, FWHM(x,y), Magnitude,Flux and
Signal to Noise Ratio. This list can be saved to disk or the Windows clipboard using the icons
at the bottom of the form.
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At the bottom of the list (shown below), Prism shows the number of stars found, background
level in ADU and the estimated sky background in magnitudes per arcsecond squared.

Prism also generates three graphs of the data. The first shows the distribution of stars by
magnitude. In the graph below we see that the sample image has captured almost all stars to
magnitude 17. Thus, this could be considered the limiting magnitude of the image. 
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The next graph shows the Full Width Half Max (FWHM) distribution of stars with respect to
stellar magnitude.
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Next we see the relationship between SNR ( signal to noise ratio) and magnitude. It is
presented on a logarithmic basis for greater clarity.
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2.10.6.4 Batch Photometry

This function allows the user to photometrically analyze a series  of images. This is tailored
for asteroid photometry ( rotation curves) and exoplanet transits. It can also be used for
conventional variable star analysis.

Once this function is selected, the following panel is displayed.
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In the above panel we select whether our target object is fixed or moving. We also specify the
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photometry radius for the object and the sky background. Next we specify how many stars to
use to compute the reference value for each image. We can later change this by right clicking
on any reference star (outlined by a red circle) to remove it from the list of reference stars
used.  Any star can be added as a reference star by right clicking on it and using the
displayed option. The target object is outlined in yellow.

On the panel above we select a reference image which must have been plate solved along
with the list of objects we wish analyze. The plate solve parameters used on the Input file list
can be adjusted using the Plate Solve Parameters button. Finally, we can select the
magnitude color.

After pressing the Start button, all files are loaded and then registered. The stars from the
reference image are then extracted, all images are processed and the following result panel is
displayed.
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All of the stars with green squares have been photometrically analyzed. Selecting any via a
left mouse click will display a graph of it's photometry.
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Right clicking on any point on the above graph provides the following options:

Returning to the main Result panel, we have a range of options:

Display - This opens up a panel to adjust the brightness and contrast of the image being
displayed.

Save as JPG - - Saves the image to a JPG file.

RMS - Opens the panel below to display a graph of rms variability versus magnitude. Outliers
from the main grouping are likely variable stars of some type.
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Save - Saves the photometry results as a .phot file to allow reopening later.

Load - Opens a previously saved .phot file for review.

Save(Text) - Saves the results in a text file for analysis by other programs.

Below these options the user can select information from either SIMBAD or CDS databases.
Right clicking on any star in the main panel gives us the following options:

Selecting the Information option with with the CDS option gives a vast range of data. In the case of this
series , Wasp 25B was the target object. Selecting Information for this object gives us:
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2.10.6.5 Load previous photometric analysis

This function loads a previously generated photometric analysis. The file type must be .phot.

2.10.6.6 Sky Background Magnitude

This function will calculate the sky background level ( ADU and magnitudes per arcsecond2)
for the currently selected image. Note: this image must have been previously photometrically
calibrated using the Automatic Calibration function.

The result of the calculation is shown below.
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2.10.6.7 Settings

This command sets the window size to be used in photometric functions. This is shown
below.

2.10.7 Asteroids/Comets

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.7.1 Find Asteroids/Comets

This command detects asteroids and comets by looking at a series of images taken of the
same sky region, spaced out over time. A minimum of three images are required - four
images will often result on better detection of fainter targets.

The following screen opens to allow the desired images to be selected. Note it is highly
recommended to leave the option Multithreading computation selected as this process is
CPU intensive.
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IMPORTANT
The way the files name is set is very important. This function can analyze image from one
complete night with different fields. 
Say 3 fields with 3 exposures have been recorded, 3 fields are field #19, then field #20 and
field #21. Each field has an exposure at different time of the night.

It must be named this way :

Field #19 has 3 exposure, and has three images tAster19-1, tAster19-2 and tAster19-3.
Those three fields will be used to find asteroids. 

And so on with the other fields.

The files must be calibrated from flat, bias and dark frames, otherwise a lot of false
objects can be detected.
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Also at least 3 images of the same field is required, other error will be issued.  

Having selected the desired image files, the next step is to review/modify the available
parameters.

The first group are the Stellar Search parameters. Here the main choice is the Sigma value
above the background noise level. As explained on the screen a  lower value will detect fainter
sources but will result in more false detections.

Next we have the Asteroid Search parameters. The parameters shown below, assist the
software in determining value objects. Confirm by blinking and Save blink files are
recommended options.
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Next we have the Astrometry parameters. These determine the catalog to be used and image
orientation.

Finally, we have the MPC ( Minor Planet Center) parameters. This consists of the MPC site
number, the prefix to use for detected objects and the starting index. In addition, the message
header for emails to MPC is also included.
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Once we have setup all parameters the software will begin processing the images. The
Asteroids Search display screen opens to show progress. Once an object has been found  it
is displayed in a small animation box. The user can select whether this is a Valid or Non Valid
detection.
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Once all the potential detections have been reviewed, the results window provides a complete
report. Within that report is the information that is needed to send to the Minor Planet
Center(MPC).  
This information, as shown below, can be copied to the clipboard using the button at the
bottom of the form and then pasted onto an email to the MPC. 
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In addition, two graphs, shown below,  are generated showing the speed of the detected
objects and their speed and their speed over the ecliptic.
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2.10.7.2 Check Blink Images

This function allows the user to re validate previously blinked asteroid/comet images. To use
this command, the Find Asteroids/Comets function must have been used to generate the
required blink files.
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Below we see the directory listing after running the Find Asteroids/Comets function.

The files we will use in this function are the FITS files in the blinkfiles folder.
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Upon starting this command we select the desired blink files as shown in the screen below.
Note that more than one group of blink files can be selected at a time.
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After pressing OK we see the screen below. Here we can indicate which blink sequences are
valid or not.
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After going through the selected blink files, a report window creates the data ready to be sent
to the Minor Planet Center (MPC).
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2.10.7.3 Stack Blink Images

This will stack blink images generated from the Find Asteroids/Comets function. 
The sub folder blinkfiles contains the generated image files used for confirming object.
Sometimes a faint comet exhibits a tail that cannot be detected on individual images, the
purpose of this feature is to stack the blink image files with the proper shifts.
If three exposure per field have been recorded, blink will go by three images.
The three yellow file shows asteroid #1, the green file is asteroid #2 and so on. The software
will stack the images by three for each object. 
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The user needs to select the blink files that needs to be stacked.

This is very fast because, the image header contains the shifts due telescope pointing errors
and by the asteroid/comet motion in the sky. So this is a special stack process.

Let's see an example, with this object, recording at three different time, this is object #40 from
field 21. The object is moving quite fast (depending on the time between exposures)  
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Once the 3 blink images are stacked, this is the result, the object is still sharp, whereas the
star background is trailed. The object signal to noise ratio has increased.

2.10.8 Show Asteroid and Comet Over Image

This function will display the location pf asteroids and comets on an image. The image most
have been previously plate solved using Plate Solving Single Image or equivalent.

After initiating the function all known asteroids and comets are overlaid onto the user image. 
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Below is a more detailed look showing the asteroid on the image and the associated label.

2.10.9 Four Corners Reduction: Quick Collimation Check

With a large image (as shown below)  it can be difficult to easily inspect the 4 corners to
check for optical problems such as coma and vignetting). This function takes a portion of the
image in the five zones as shown below.
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The result is shown below.
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The advantage is that one can easily visually inspect the four corners and center of an image
of a glance.This allows for a quick assessment of  the quality of the collimation/optical
defects. The image below which was created with this function shows collimation and tilt
issues with a Celestron C-14 telescope and an SBIG  STL-6303 camera.
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2.10.10 Measure Field Tilt Curvature

This function allows the user to evaluate the tilt and curvature of the image plane. To use this
function we need to have a minimum of  five images taken on both sides of focus.

It is recommended that 11 or more images be used in this function. This would mean taking
five images on one side of focus, one image near focus and then five more images on the
other side of focus. The images taken must save the focuser position in order to be used.

The recommended shift in focus( in microns) between images is ~ 25 times F/D where F is
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the focal ratio and D is the telescope diameter in mm.

When we open this function the following screen is displayed.

The first window allows us to define the image files using the   button.

The next windows allow us to specify the parameters to use. In most cases the default values

will work well.

After selecting the image files and pressing OK we see the Output window start to display

results.
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Upon completion, the following windows are displayed

First we have the numeric results giving us the slope and curvature at the four corners and

center of the image plane.
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Next a graphical representation of the slope or tilt across the image plane.
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Finally, a graphical representation of the curvature across the image plane
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Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.10.11 Check Optical Collimation

This command can assist the user in verifying the collimation of their telescope. This function
is best used with an image taken in good seeing conditions.

It is also best to image a field crowded with stars using an exposure time of about 30s Be
sure the image not affected by tracking errors, otherwise this jeopardizes this function.

Starting with the image below we initiate this command.
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This is an image from a F3.5 and 400mm Newtonian telescope with a field corrector.

First we are given a range of parameters to use.
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In most cases, the default values will work well.

The output log window displays information about the process
 

Number of final stars : 39982

X tilt : -0.21 fwhm pixel per image width
Y tilt : -0.20 fwhm pixel per image width
Mean curvature radius (times CCD diagonal length) : -2922
Mean curvature radius (Pixels) : -16928798

It says 39982 stars have been extracted, and from that the following maps where built.

It gives the tilt as pixel fwhm variation across the field in X and Y direction, with lower values
being better.

The curvature radius of the is also large, ~3000x the diagonal of the CCD. 

All the stars are modeled with three parameters, Angle, FWHM major axis, FWHM minor axis.
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The first image map gives the mean FWHM (FWHM major axis + FWHM minor axis) / 2  of all
the stars in the field. The center has a different color than the color at the edges, meaning
stars are smaller in the center than at the edges. 
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By moving the mouse across the image, it displays the value of the FWHM according to the
X,Y position in the image. This is visible on the left corner of the main software window.

at X=1883 and Y=1728 pixels, the FHWM is 3.01 pixel while at the edge FWHM is close to 3.5
pixels, so the variation of FWHM across the image is quite good.

The color scale can be changed by adjusting the image cuts ( display thresholds) using the  
Image display | Contrast Luminosity command. 
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5 = red and 2.5 will apply a black color.

to this (3.8 to 2.8 pixels) that is better.

The next plot gives the ratio between the major axis of the FHWM and the minor axis of the
FWHM of the star according to its position over the image. If the stars are round all across the
field it would report 0% everywhere.

On the bottom right, the star are elongated by 19% and on the top left by 30%. An elongation
of 19% is not easily visible to the eye, whereas 30% is. So the stars are rounder on the
bottom right of the image than on the top left.
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Looking at the top left of the  image, this something that one can see.  The mean elongation is
30%
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Compared at the bottom right of the image which is much better.  The red line indicate the
direction of the major axis of the FHWM and the white number is the FHWM axis ratio.
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The last plot shows the map from the angle of the major axis of the FWHM with respect to the
X axis.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.10.12 Measure Distance

This command allows the user to measure distance (X,Y) on an open image. If the image is
plate solved then the stellar distance will also be displayed. Once we start this function we
see a cursor displayed on the image, as shown below.

We use a left mouse click to select the start point of the distance measurement. Then we are
able to extend a line to the desired end point of the measurement as shown below.
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Another left mouse click will initiate the measurement. The result shown below includes the
stellar distance between the two image points since this image had been previously plate
solved.
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2.10.13 Quality Check

This command allows the user to check the quality of a series of images, sort them by
different parameters ( Date/Time, FWHM, Elongation etc.) and then exclude specific images.

NOTE:The images must have a focal length in their image header in order to be processed.

The first window allows the user to select the image files to be checked. It also allows a
portion of the image to be used to speed up calculations. The image exposure times can be
used as the X axis of the graphs generated. 

The first step is for Prism to read all the selected files into memory. The window below shows
the list of files used in this example
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The window below shows the results of the analysis.

The columns are as follows:

· Name - File name of each image

· Date - Time - The date and time the image was recorded.

· FWHM - The measured Full Width Half Maximum ( seeing estimate) of each image. Given
in both units of  arc seconds and pixels.

· Elongation - Measured % elongation of image stars.

· Angle - Direction of elongation in degrees

· No. of Stars - How many stars were found and measured on the image

· Mean - Mean value of the image in ADU

· Sky background - Measured sky background level in ADU

· BG Noise - Noise level in ADU of the Sky Background

· Mer. Angle - The hour angle of the telescope when the image was taken in hours of RA.

· Elevation - Telescope elevation in degrees when the image was taken.

· Temp - Temperature of the CCD camera when the image was taken

· Foc - Position of the focuser in mm when the image was taken.

· Filter - Filter used with the image 

By clicking on any of the column labels, Prism will sort the images based on the column
chosen. For example, in the above window the images have been sorted by FWHM.

Any image can be selected by checking the box to the left of the image name.  After clicking
OK, the selected images will be renamed and have .out appended to their file names.
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Pressing the Save Data button will write out a text file showing the results. This text file is
shown below. It is written in the same directory as the directory of  images being analyzed.

Prism will also generate a series of graphs to display the results in graphical form. These are
shown below.
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2.10.14 Stellar Sharpness

This command will calculate the sharpness of the image. When we select this command we
are given two options:

The first option will calculate the sharpness of the entire image. For large sensors and/or
dense star fields this can take many seconds. 

The second option will only use the central 512 x 512 region of the image to do the sharpness
calculation. This can be more meaningful if the image has aberrations(coma, astigmatism) on
the outer portions of the image which can lower the sharpness estimate.  

Upon completion, the following panel is displayed.
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Note that the FWHM is displayed in pixel units while the seeing estimate is displayed in arc
seconds. A seeing estimate will be calculated if the plate scale of the image is known
otherwise ???? will appear in the Seeing field.
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2.11 Observatory

2.11.1 Cameras

2.11.1.1 Camera Acquisition Panel

This panel allows the user to interact with a connected camera. Once a camera is
connected, the following panel opens.

It shows the name of the CCD camera within the tab( STL-6303 in panel shown). The
exposure time and binning factors can easily be set in the fields shown. The Link check-box
will make sure  the binning factors in X and Y are always the same.

The user can select the number of images and a delay between exposures if desired.  It also
allow the image acquisition to be repeated a specific number of times or indefinitely. The Long
exp and Short exp buttons allow a quick preset  of the exposure time and binning factor.
These values are set in the Header/Options section of the Camera Acquisition Panel
described below.

Camera Sequence
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The Camera Sequence button opens up the following panel. It can be used as a quick method
of taking a series of exposures. The Add button will create a new line to allow adding
additional exposures. Note that the telescope will not be moved during the sequence and the
user must start guiding prior to initiating the sequence if guided exposures are desired. More
complex sequences are best handled by Automatic Observations.

Guiding CCD Tab

If the camera is equipped with an internal guide CCD or an attached external remote guide
head then the second tab is shown. All the same functions which are available to the imaging
CCD are also available to the connected guiding CCD device with the except of temperature
control.
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Camera File Tab

This tab allows to user to set the directory where CCD images are stored and the file name
that will be used. 
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 This button allows the user to browse the computer directories to select where the
images will be saved.

Generic name sets the prefix for the saved images. The prefix is followed by the index
number to denote the specific exposure.

Night folder will create a new folder within the default user folder ( Documents/Prism) where
the images will be stored.

The Auto write to disk check-box causes the acquired images  to be saved otherwise they
will be deleted upon the acquisition of a new image. The Save button allows the user to
save the last acquired image. 

Window

This panel allows the user to specify what portion of the CCD sensor will be acquired. 

· Full frame acquires the entire CCD array.

· Half window acquires the central one half of the CCD matrix
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· 3/4 window acquires the central three quarters of the CCD matrix

· 1/4 window acquires the central one quarter of the CCD matrix

· Set window allows the user to use the cursor to graphically select the desired portion of the
CCD sensor

· X1,Y1,X2,Y2 values, which define the window, can be edited by the user to select the
desired region

Camera Tab

This panel provides the user with access to several options which are specifically related to
the camera being used.
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Camera CCD Temp

This panel gives us access to the CCD temperature sensor and allows the user to select a
desired temperature for the CCD camera. The G buttons will produce a graph of CCD
temperature and/or cooling power.

The Fan Off check-box allows a user to turn off the fan. Caution should be used in turning
off the fan as it can affect and potentially damage the CCD camera. 
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Sample graph of CCD temperature over time.
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Camera Filter Wheel

This tab will only appear if the CCD camera has an embedded filter wheel. The user can
select the desired filter by clicking on the list of available filters. The selected filter will be
highlighted and once the selected filter is in position, it will be indicated.

The names of each filter can be changed by entering them into the filter name box and then
clicking on the Apply Filter Name button.
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Camera Options

Here the user can select from a list of available options.

· Erase image on readout will replace a previously acquired image with a newly acquired
image.

· Mirror X, Y allows the user to mere the data acquired from the CCD matrix.

· 90° rotation will rotate the data acquired from the CCD sensor.

· Enable overlay grid will place a cross-hair pattern on top of the CCD image. This pattern
can be easily removed using the  Refresh Image command.

· Switch off display during exposure will turn off the computer display while the CCD camera
is exposing to avoid stray light ruining the exposure
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Camera Guiding

Here the user can control the guiding options associated with this camera. Note that if the
user wishes to use an internal guider/remote guide head then the Guiding CCD tab must first
be selected.

· Calibrate is the first function to perform. Once completed, the guider is ready for use.

· Start will start the guider running. A new window will then open showing how well the
telescope is tracking.

· Stop will terminate the guider and no further corrections will be applied to the mount. 

· AO calibration allows the user to calibrate an AO device if available.

· Sharplock Cal. will calibrate a on axis Sharplock device if available.
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Camera Info

This tab displays the download speed of the camera and the camera driver information.
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Night Log

Here the user can add comments on the observing run.
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Prism will also add information about the files saved as shown below.

The user can copy this data to the Windows clipboard and use it with other applications.

Header

This tab has two functions: Set header and Options which are described below.
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Set Header

Here the user can setup information about the telescope and observer. The focal length of the
instrument used should be accurate to +/- 5% or better to enable plate solving of images. By
checking the Enable auto mirror setting box, Prism will automatically rotate images after a
meridian flip.
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Header - Options

This window allows the user to set the exposure time and binning factor for the two preset
buttons: Short Exp and Long Exp.
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2.11.1.2 Autoguiding

Autoguiding is used to compensate for irregularities that occur in most telescope mounts as
well as refraction effects during imaging sessions. It requires some sort of imaging device to
capture images of a chosen guide star and a method of sending the computed corrections to
the telescope mount.

To use autoguiding in Prism, one of the following options is required:

· An SBIG camera with internal guide CCD. These cameras  have a built-in  autoguiding
sensor in addition to the main sensor for image acquisition. 

· A dedicated CCD camera with a single sensor. The guider uses a portion of the main
sensor which can then not be used for image acquisition.

· A WebCam  type camera (  DirectShow)  The guiding takes  place  in  a  window  of  the
image captured by the WebCam. The WebCam can not be used for any other purpose
than guiding.

The concept of autoguiding  is simple: after having calibrating motion along both the RA and
DEC axes, the guider takes successive exposures of a guide star and calculates the motion
of the guide star between exposures. It sends corrections to the telescope mount to bring the
guide star back to its original position. It is best to have the guider sensor aligned with the RA
and DEC axes rather than at some arbitrary angle. This minimizes the work of the autoguider
and leads to superior results..

The autoguiding commands  can be sent  to  the  telescope  mount  either  by  a  set  of  relays
within one of  the CCD  cameras  or  via  software directly to  the mount  itself  via  the ASCOM
PulseGuide method.
Check carefully  how  the  guiding  corrections  are  being  sent  to  the  mount.  Some  ASCOM
mounts  can have the ability  to  accept  guiding corrections  directly.  Alternatively  many  CCD
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cameras  a guiding port which can be connected to the mount.

It is up to the user to select which device will do the job. If ASCOM PulseGuide capabilities are
not desired (and the camera has a cable connection to the mount), then on  Hardware setup
screen (see below)  check the indicated box.

If  a  dedicated device is  going to  be used,  like the Shoestring USB  interface,  or  a  Starlight
Xpress AO, the screen below is where to set it up 
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If a cable goes from the CCD camera guiding port to the mount then check this box shown on
the screen below and disable ASCOM PulseGuide guiding capability as discussed above. 
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On  telescope  device  connect,  please  check  closely  what  device  takes  care  of  applying  
guiding corrections to the mount.  When you connect  the equipment  using Establish Link to
Telescope Hardware, the summary page shown below confirms your selection.
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Also on camera connect, a message can be displayed indicating whether the camera guiding
port is taking care of guiding corrections.
It is very important to know which device does this task, otherwise, confusion may arise when
multiple devices support this function.

As for the guiding camera, there is two types. If the main camera has an embedded guiding
CCD like the SBIG or Chungara cameras, then it will display two tabs:  one tab for  the main
CCD and the other tab for the guiding CCD. This is shown on the screen below.
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For other systems, a secondary camera has to be attached and the second camera must be
enabled and connected.

Another  panel  will  be created,  holding the guiding  CCD.  The  screen  below  shows  that  no
guiding device has been attached and/or  calibration has  not  been completed.  Thus,  guiding
will not be possible (see red message).
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In order to be able to autoguide  we first must calibrate the guider. To start this process press
"Calibrate" Button. This should be carried out only once, unless the guider camera is rotated
manually.

Calibration works for a given setting of the binning, and X/Y mirror parameters. These same
parameters will be applied when guiding. 
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If your guiding camera has no shutter, you can select a master dark frame to correct for hot
pixels. This dark frame must have the same binning and X/Y mirror settings as the calibration
settings to be used. Exposure time is taken from the camera panel, and has to be from 1 to
5s

The RA/DEC move time must be enough to have significant motion of the star within the field
of the guiding imager but not too large, otherwise the star used for  calibration will  disappear
from the guiding CCD field of view.

After OK is clicked, an image is displayed (and corrected from the dark frame). Select a bright
star located nearby the center, and then click to this star (with the red cursor)
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The telescope will move RA+ for the selected duration ( 20 seconds in the above example),
and another exposure will be captured. Now click on the same star as was  selected on the
original image. If the star has disappeared, the RA move time is too large or the speed is too
high for guiding. 
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The process will be repeated 5 times with different motions
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The calibration completes, and displays this plot, showing motion vectors. The calibration can
fail, if :

· the direction of the 4 motions is inconsistent (because the star was not the same, or mount
mechanics have problems

·  the length of the motion is too short, in that case check the guiding speed, or that if a cable
is used, it is tied from the camera guide port to the mount

· the square does not close because of  DEC backlash is too large.  
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Once calibration is achieved, do not rotate the camera, otherwise calibration cannot be used.
If  your  mount  returns  its  RA/DEC  position  by  software,  the  calibration  will  be  corrected
forDEC  changes,  and  even  better  if  your  German  mount  return  its  side  of  pier,  it  will  be
corrected for Meridian flips.

If rotator is used,  a correction is also performed accordingly. 

Next, take an exposure with the guiding CCD and be sure stars are present.
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Then, press "Start" and guiding process will start. 
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Next a window is displayed, where many parameters can be entered. Default parameters are
usually suitable, but can be changed according to telescope focal length.
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If you calibrated one side of pied and your mount does not return the side of pier information to
Prism by software, you will have to a check appropriate box.

The  advanced  tab  contains  parameters  for  users  doing  spectroscopy  guiding  on  a  fixed
position, or based on a slit.
Also AO (SBIG or StarLight Xpress) devices are  supported.
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When the above form is completed and OK is pressed, guiding is then started. Note: the user
may have to select a star if the "Try to find guiding star automatically" is  not checked and
in this case a small window is used as requested by the user.
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Now exposure can be started with the main CCD, as auto-guiding is pending.

The status form below is displayed, showing  the guiding quality :
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Area 1 : is  the RA error (even if the camera is  not  oriented RA/DEC  with  X/Y),  the distance
between dashed yellow line and the bold white horizontal line is one pixel. 
Area 2 : is the DEC error
Area 3 : is the star flux, monitoring clouds passing by
Area 4 : is the 2D error, the square is one pixel.

When the plot is  red, it means that  the main CCD  is  carrying out  a  guided exposure (open
shutter)

If the "More>>>" button is pressed, an lower panel is displayed.
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Here more information is  displayed on the  info  tab,  such  as  time  applied  for  RA/DEC
correction, and accumulated time.

The "Controls" tab allows the user to change the aggressiveness of the RA/DEC correction
and also exposure time. 
The more the aggressiveness is close to 1, the more the system is prone to oscillations, the
closer to zero, the less effective are the corrections.
Warning  :  seeing  effects  can  change  the  guide  star  position,  so  it  is  important  to  avoid
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correcting  for  seeing  effects.  A  guide  star  exposure  of  greater  than  3  seconds  and  an
aggressiveness of .8 or lower will minimize the impact of seeing on your guiding.

The "DEC" tab below allows the user  to  control  the way the DEC  axis  is  controlled,  and to
compensate for systems that have DEC backlash.

The "Calculation" tab below show some statistics  when the main shutter  of  the camera is
opened (when curve is red) about the RA/DEC error, and the overall guiding error.
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The "Display" tab below sets the Y scale for the plot and other settings.

Advanced plot can be achieved also to debug any tracking unexpected error.
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To stop auto-guiding, press the "Stop" button
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. 
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2.11.1.3 Connect/Disconnect Camera #1

This function establishes a connection to Camera #1 which is normally the primary imaging
camera. Prior to initiating a connect, the camera must first be setup using the Hardware
Settings menu item.  Once a connection is established, the Camera Acquisition Panel will
open allowing camera options to be selected and exposures taken. Upon the connection
being made this menu item will change to Disconnect Camera # 1.

Note: Any camera can be used as an autoguider.

2.11.1.4 Connect/Disconnect Camera #2

This function establishes a connection to Camera #2 which is normally the secondary
imaging camera. Prior to initiating a connect, the camera must first be setup using the 
Hardware Settings menu item.  Once a connection is established, the Camera Acquisition
Panel will open allowing camera options to be selected and exposures taken. Upon the
connection being made this menu item will change to Disconnect Camera # 2.

Note: Any camera can be used as an autoguider.

2.11.1.5 Connect/Disconnect Camera #3

This function establishes a connection to Camera #3 which is normally the tertiary imaging
camera. Prior to initiating a connect, the camera must first be setup using theHardware
Settings menu item.  Once a connection is established, the Camera Acquisition Panel will
open allowing camera options to be selected and exposures taken. Upon the connection
being made this menu item will change to Disconnect Camera # 3.

Note: Any camera can be used as an autoguider.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.1.6 DirectShow Camera Control(DMK/DFK,ZWO...)

PRISM can control DirectShow by allowing lots of features. The difference between a CCD
camera and a Directshow camera, is the ability of a DirectShow camera to send many
frames per second (video frame rate ) where as a CCD camera sends a single frame on
request. Directshow cameras include Imaging source cameras, ZWO camera, Skyris
camera, Basler, and many more.

The purpose of these cameras is to acquire a stream of images from the Moon, Sun, or Solar
system planets, in order to select the best frames and stack them up. This process creates a
superior image which minimizes the effects of the atmosphere.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DirectShow
http://www.theimagingsource.com/en_US/
http://www.celestron.com/browse-shop/astronomy/astroimaging-cameras/series/skyris
http://www.celestron.com/browse-shop/astronomy/astroimaging-cameras/series/skyris
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Main tab, video stream recording

Please be sure, before starting the panel, to have camera driver installed and to verify the
camera runs properly using the manufacturer supplied software.

To start this function we select the DirectShow Video option in the Observatory menu.

The panel below shows the list of available DirectShow cameras.

When you click on the camera's name, the window below appears. The items and controls in
the window depend on the specific camera as this window is generated by the the camera
driver software and not by Prism.   
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The main tab (shown below) allows the user  to record a video stream. The user can set the
output path, and the base name of the file, here "Moon" and  Prism will create files such as 
"Moon-1.avi", "Moon-2.avi".
The image histogram show how the pixel intensities are distribute. The  grayed region, means
that no pixels had that value,so in the histogram below  there are no values below 11 ADU.
The DirectShow camera provides 8 bits of data per pixel, so from pixel data ranges from 0 to
255 ADU. 
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The exposure time and the gain can be controlled also by pressing the  "Change exposure"
button. The exposure control panel can be different than that shown below depending on the
specific camera.
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It is very useful to see where the saturated areas are in the image.If  "Show saturated areas"
is checked, then the saturated areas turn black and can be easily seen (see the arrows in the
image below)
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To record a video stream file (that is an AVI file), the output folder has to be set as well as
family file name ("Moon"), and  a limit on capture time. If the last parameter is not set, the user
will have to start and stop the exposure sequence by pressing the Capture and Stop buttons.  

After recording, the output file resides where selected by the user. Be sure to have enough
space on the hard disk, as these recordings are very disk consuming (close to Gb each). 
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Guiding tab

It is possible to guide using a DirectShow camera, although it is usually not as sensitive as a
regular CCD camera.
Since there is no way to get pixel size automatically for a DirectShow camera, it is advised
(but not mandatory) to manually enter information like pixel size, telescope focal length, and
diameter.

Prism must be connected to the telescope mount and equipment, and an autoguide interface
must be recognized and working. The autoguide device can be a port on a CCD camera that
is connected to the mount, or an ASCOM compliant mount Pulseguide connection.

The arrow on the DirectShow camera image below shows the star that will be used for
guiding First a calibration procedure must be initiated. This is only needed the first time it is
being used.
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Press "Calibration"

It is advised to find the star automatically, but the star needs to be alone in all calibration
frames., If as the calibration method moves the mount and if another bright star appears, the
system can be confused and select the new brighter star.
In that case calibration will fail.
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In the above form we select calibration time. The challenge is to use as a long enough time to
get significant motion, but not too much or else the star can leave the field of view and the
calibration will fail.

The scope will move in the following sequence: RA+, DEC+, RA- and DEC-.  At the end of
each move, the field is imaged and the position of the guide star is recorded. 

Red squares are placed on the image, as shown below, to show the result of each of the
calibration moves. A window then reports the results. Note that if the cancel button is pressed
the calibration process will cease. 
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At the end of the process, the plot below is displayed, showing result of each move. This
should be as close as possible to a closed parallelogram. The main issue is often DEC back
lash, and insuring point #1 (starting position) and #5 (ending position) as  close together as
possible.
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If calibration fails, (and a message will be displayed). This can occur if the mount has a large
DEC back lash, there is no motion in one direction, the calibration time too short, or another
star entered the field of view which led to inconsistent results.

Once a successful calibration has been achieved, then the next step is to to setup the guiding
parameters by pressing "Startup guiding". Note that in most cases the default parameters
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can be used.

For DirectShow guiding, keep the minimum star level (ADU) lower than 50 because
DirectShow cameras have a limited dynamic range from 0 to 255. The value must be  above
the background level.
A large value for "Max pixel shift for move (pixels)" should also be used, so that the software
can pick up the star even if there is large motion This is ok since the field  of view of of most
DirectShow guide cameras is quite large and guiding uses full frame of the camera..

There is a more complete help section about this form, because this is the same form used
for regular CCD camera guiding. 

The guiding process starts, and guiding errors are displayed on a special form  as shown
below. More information on guiding can be found in the CCD camera section.
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Misc and Real time tabs

These two tabs are commonly used to check  mount tracking performance.  To use this
capability, a star must be used. First we look at the Misc. tab.

"Enable Periodic Error with two plots" will create two plots where the X and Y positions of
the star are plotted.
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"Reticle FHWM" will allow measurement of the star's FHWM. Note that if star drifts too much
the measurement can stop.

Here the plots that are created in as the measurements occur: X and Y star position. These
plots can be used for assessing mount performance.
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The Real time tab, also does a star position measurement, but uses the intrinsic frame rate of
the camera. If the camera can do 130 frames per second, the measurements are done at
130 times per second assuming the CPU can support this frame rate.

There is no data displayed, data result will be displayed when the "Enable measurement (all
images)" will be unchecked. 

Using a 3x3 median will remove all hot pixels from the image (warning this is CPU
consuming). The  exclude centroids at distance more than X (here 15 pixel) option  will
disregard any measurement that is more than X (15) pixels away from the first measurement.

Advanced centroiding can be used (FHWM fit) otherwise a basic barycentric centroid is used.

At the end of the measurement time, the following plots are displayed; a raw plot of X&Y, a
plot minus the sidereal speed offset, and  amplitude FFT spectral plots to see if there are
some fast oscillations due to the telescope drive system.
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The output file from these measurements are automatically named, and goes into the folder
defined by the user in the main tab.

This is a text file with first column is time (zero is measurement starting time), second
column is X position and last column is Y position.
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2.11.2 Establish Link to Telescope Hardware

This command connects all the observing hardware components to Prism. Cameras are not
connected by this command and must be connected using Connect/Disconnect Camera #1,
#2 or #3.

Upon a successful connection a summary window is displayed  showing the components
now available.
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Important : Once defined, all telescope devices (telescope mount, guiding device, focusers,
external filter wheels, dome ....) connect at the same time, with a single click. The CCD
camera  connects as a separate standalone device.
This means that if a device does not connect, all the other will not connect. If one device fails
in operation, all other devices are disconnected also.

Finally, you must have selected a telescope mount to be connected. Trying to connect only
one piece of equipment such as a focuser without also selecting a telescope mount is not
allowed. So a telescope mount must be assigned.. If you do not have one, you can always
use the ASCOM telescope simulator.

2.11.3 Focuser #1 Control

Focuser #1 which is setup in the Hardware Settings section, is controlled by this command.

This function is only active if Focuser #1 has been connected by using the Establish Link to

Telescope Hardware or the corresponding icon has been selected.

Upon being opened, the following panel appears.
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By selecting the Update Positions button, the panel below opens. 
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Here the user can record various Focuser #1 positions ( in mm) allowing them to be
quickly recalled on the main focuser panel. For each desired  index position, a description
is entered along with the focuser position in mm. Pressing Update Table will update the
data shown in the table.

The    icon will minimize this window while still keeping  this function active and thereby
saving screen space. 

2.11.4 Focuser #2 Control

Focuser #2 which is setup in the Hardware Settings section, is controlled by this command.

This function is only active if Focuser #2 has been connected by using the Establish Link to

Telescope Hardware or the corresponding icon has been selected.

Upon being opened, the following panel appears.
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By selecting the Update Positions button, the panel below opens. 
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Here the user can record various Focuser #2 positions ( in mm) allowing them to be
quickly recalled on the main focuser panel. For each desired  index position, a description
is entered along with the focuser position in mm. Pressing Update Table will update the
data shown in the table.

The    icon will minimize this window while still keeping  this function active and thereby
saving screen space. 

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.5 Filter #1 Control

Filter Wheel #1 which is setup in the Hardware Settings section, is controlled by this
command.

This function is only active if Filter Wheel #1 has been connected by using the Establish Link

to Telescope Hardware or the corresponding icon has been selected.

Upon being opened, the following panel appears
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2.11.6 Filter #2 Control

Filter Wheel #2 which is setup in the Hardware Settings section, is controlled by this
command.

This function is only active if Filter Wheel #2 has been connected by using the Establish Link

to Telescope Hardware or the corresponding icon has been selected.

Upon being opened, the following panel appears

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.7 Dome/Shelter Control

This function allows the user to control a dome connected to Prism. The following window is
displayed.
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The panel displays positional information(azimuth)  on the telescope and the dome. Several
functions are provided.

§ Reset Az will reset the Azimuth value to 0.
§ Synchronize moves the dome azimuth to match that of the telescope
§ Apply will move the dome to the the value specified in the input box to the left of this

button.

The dome can be parked by selecting one of the cardinal direction buttons (N,S,E,W) or the 
User button. The parking position for this button is set by the field immediately to its right.

Using the Activate auto track box will slave the dome to the scope position. Otherwise , the
user can specify how often to check the dome synchronization and what is the maximum
difference value before the dome moves.

By checking the Rotate dome on telescope slewing, the dome will move in the optimal
direction to position itself to match the telescope azimuth at the end of the slew.

The Open and Close buttons will open and close the dome shutter. Emerg. Stop  will stop
all dome motion ( shutter and rotation).

Finally, Parked telescope, Emerg. close and Comm. provide status indications.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.11.8 Field Rotator/Derotator Control

The rotator must be declared using Hardware Settings. A connection is then established with
Establish Link to Telescope Hardware. 

Once the connection is established, a control window appears as follows:

This window recalls the current position of the rotator. To move the rotator, provide the value
of the desired rotation and part click the Apply button . The Zero button takes the rotator back

to the home position that has been defined. The   icon minimizes the window without
closing it to save space on the screen.

The first check box adjusts rotator on the paralactic angle at the end of a slew to a new
object. This is useful for alt az mount systems. 

The second check box will rotate by 180 ° on a meridian flip by a German equatorial mount.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.9 GPS Control

The GPS function gives the user the ability to attach a GPS device to Prism. It can then be
used to add the users' site to the database of locations or to very accurately update the PC
clock. This is especially useful for occultation projects.

When the GPS Control page is selected the following panel opens.
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The COM port must be setup in the Hardware Settings page. After clicking on the Enable link
to GPS we see the following display.
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The above panel shows the Latitude, Longitude and elation of the current site. It also
calculates mean values to remove the error present in individual GPS readings.

The Satellites tab is shown below.
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It shows which satellites are being received and their position in the sky.

The last tab, MNEA-0183, displays the actual strings of GPS sentence data being received
from the GPS itself. This is shown below.
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The displayed GPS time can be used to manually or automatically update the PC clock. Note
that if the Adjust time is selected, this will only work correctly if Prism has been run in
Windows Administrator mode or UAC is not active.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.10 Focusing Actions

2.11.10.1 Manual Focusing

This feature allows a manual focus on a star. It can be either achieved with a digital focuser or
a fully manual focuser.

First, perform an exposure, 5s, with a field that has some stars, and select a bright star close
to the image center. Be sure not to select a star that is saturated when focused.
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The focus must be close to what you expect. If the star look like a donuts then it will not work.

It is strongly advised to provide the proper focal length in the CCD camera setup panel,
otherwise the hints that are generated will be incorrect.

Binning factor has some importance here, and if binning 2x2 is used to pick-up the star,
binning 2x2 will be used by this feature.

Having clicked on this menu item, a red cursor will appear to allow you to select a star:

The window below appears, and measures the star size (major and minor FHWM, and HDF),
using a small 75x75 pixel window. Once again, if the previous image used to spot the star has
2x2 binning, 2x2 binning will be used by the feature.

The plot shows the these quantities, and the goal is to get as low a figure as possible. The
best achievable value will be seeing  and focal length dependent.
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Also displayed is the mean star FHWM (Full width at half maximum) expressed in pixels (2.01
pixels in the example above), and in arc-seconds in the lower number. This value will only be
valid the correct focal length has been entered in the CCD setup panel.
These values plotted over time, and the higher the curve goes, the better as the Y axis is
flipped compared to a conventional plot. 
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The digital focuser can be used. Move by small increments, say F/3 increments can be 0.03
mm, at F/6 can be 0.07 mm

If the telescope is completely unfocused, one must start with a 3x3 binning and achieve the
best possible focus. Then return to the 1x1 binning. 

The first window (top left) gives the image of the magnified star in a square of 50 pixels per
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side and the red cross over top of it allows easy identification of the star which is being
focused. This can be useful when you have two very close stars. It is still advisable to avoid
choosing two very close stars for fear of seeing the red cross pass from one star to the other
as focusing progresses. 

The rectangle under the top left windows locates the star with respect to the whole surface of
the CCD. 
This can be important for instruments that have strong drift and can help to watch where the
star is located and to ensure it does not come to close to the edge of the CCD edge.

Erase Graphic: This button deletes the three graphs to the right: major FWHM axis, Minor
FWHM axis, and the HDF.

Reset Diagnostics : Clears the diagnosis tab data (i.e Advanced tab). 

Pause: Used to pause data acquisition grab from the camera (passing clouds).

No advice: Prevents hints from being displayed That said, they can be very useful.

Stop: closes the focusing menu. One can also use the conventional top right close icon.

2.11.10.2 Spectral Line Focusing

This feature allows a manual focus on a slit. Before using this feature, you must  acquire  an
image with a spectra, with the dispersion axis along X axis of the camera.
Take an exposure (2 to 5s), and select this function from the menu. A cursor will be displayed
and user then uses  it to select a line that ito be used to perform the focusing. 
Make sure not to use a line that is saturated. The software will compute the X axis FWHM of
this line.
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 If the previous image used to image the line used 2x2 binning, then 2x2 binning will be used
by the feature.

 Next the window below is displayed , with continuous acquisitions, and the computed FWHM
of the line is displayed. 

The idea is to slowly move the focuser  either manually or by digital control and watch how the
 FHWM changes. It should be as low as possible. A plot  (red curve)  is  displayed where if  it
goes up, it is better.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

· When  the  development  is  considered  correct,  just  click  on  the  button  [STOP].  The
software then offers to display the curve of variation of the FWHM of the line over time.

2.11.10.3 Automatic Focusing

This command allows the user to automatically focus Camera #1 or Camera #2. It requires
the user to have a focuser attached to the camera which will be focused.

Prior to starting this function, an image of 1- 20 seconds duration must be taken with the
camera. It is suggested to use an exposure time greater than 3 seconds to allow seeing
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effects to average out.

Upon starting this function a cursor (set of red lines) appears on the image. This allows the
user to select the star to be used for focusing. It is important not to select a star that is
saturated or likely to become saturated during the focusing process.

Prism will adjust the exposure time automatically if the selected star becomes saturated.

The screenshot below shows the red cursor lines on the image being used to select the
focus star.

Prism then asks us to accept this star and the associated integration time. It then opens the
form below.Here we can specify both the range of focuser motion and the size of the focuser
steps which will be used during automatic focusing.

For most applications, the default values will be usable. By pressing the Optimaum step or
Optimum gap buttons, Prism will create the optimal number of focus iterations.
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Prism will now take successive exposures and measure the size of the selected star.

At the conclusion of the focus iterations, a graph is generated showing the focus distances
and a polynomial curve that best fits these points.
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 It also computes the optimal focal point and moves the focuser to that position.

Selecting the Quit button terminates the function.

2.11.10.4 Direct Auto Focusing

This command allows the user to specify a range of magnitudes for star which will be
automatically focused. It also allows the user to specify the distance to search for the star,
exposure time and binning factor. 

In addition, the catalog to be used can also be selected. The user must select which focuser
and camera will be used during this process.

These options are shown on the form below.
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Once the options are set, the Start button is pressed to initiate the routine. 

First Prism will search for a suitable and once found will slew the telescope to that star. It will
then initiate the Automatic Focusing routine and focus the selected camera.

After completion it will ask if the user wishes to return to the previous coordinates. 

2.11.11 Capture Calibration Images

CCD and DSLR images all need to be calibrated using dark, bias and flat fields in order to get
the best possible imaging results. This group of menu items allow the capturing of calibration
data. 

The actual calibration of this acquired data is handled the Calibration section withing the
Processing menu.

2.11.11.1 Bias

This command captures bias frames for later use to calibrate image data. The first window
that opens is shown below.
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This panel allows the user to select the last used window( portion of the CCD sensor) size or
the full image. For most users the Full image is the appropriate selection.

Next the main panel opens as shown below.
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Here we can specify the where to store the bias frames (Path) along with the number of
images, the generic file name and a desired delay between exposures. We also have the
option to append the CCD temperature and date to the file name. The Clear Log simply clears
out any entries in the log window.

The CCD camera options tab is shown below.
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On this form we can specify the binning factors to be used along with mirroring and rotation
options. We can also specify the exact window size. Note the window size shown is correct
in order to capture the active CCD pixels. 

The Statistical Computations area specifies the portion of the CCD image to do the required
calculations. In most cases this will be the full CCD dimensions. 

Finally, the Statistical Methods area selects whether the acquired image should be retained. 

2.11.11.2 Dark

This command captures dark frames for later use to calibrate image data. The first window
that opens is shown below.
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This panel allows the user to select the last used window( portion of the CCD sensor) size or
the full image. For most users the Full image is the appropriate selection.

Next the main panel opens as shown below.
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Here we can specify the where to store the dark frames (Path) along with the number of
images, exposure time, and the generic file name. We also have the option to append the
CCD temperature, exposure time and date to the file name. The Clear Log simply clears out
any entries in the log window.

The CCD camera options tab is shown below.
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On this form we can specify the binning factors to be used along with mirroring and rotation
options. We can also specify the exact window size. 

The Statistical Computations area specifies the portion of the CCD image to do the required
calculations. In most cases this will be the full CCD dimensions. 

Finally, the Statistical Methods area selects whether the acquired image should be retained. 

2.11.11.3 Flat

.This command captures flat fields for later use to calibrate image data. The first window that
opens is shown below.
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This panel allows the user to select the last used window( portion of the CCD sensor) size or
the full image. For most users the Full image is the appropriate selection.

Next the main panel opens as shown below.
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Here we can specify the where to store the flat fields (Path) along with the number of images,
the generic file name and min/max exposure time. We also have the option to append the
filter name and date to the file name. Sidereal tracking may be stopped to minimize stars
appearing in the image. 

 The Clear Log simply clears out any entries in the log window.

The CCD camera options tab is shown below.
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On this form we can specify the binning factors to be used along with mirroring and rotation
options. We can also specify the exact window size. Note the window size shown is correct
in order to capture the active CCD pixels. 

The Statistical Computations area specifies the portion of the CCD image to do the required
calculations. In most cases this will be the full CCD dimensions. 

Finally, the Statistical Methods area selects whether the acquired image should be retained. 
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2.11.11.4 Time for Flat Fields

This function calculates the ideal time to take sky flats based on the specified Sun elevation at
the default observing site. Clicking on the Computations button produces the results shown
below.

The first time is that for dawn flats while the second is for dusk flats.

2.11.12 Telescope Status

This function opens the Telescope Status panel. It provides the user with a wide range of
information about the telescope pointing and general operational status.
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2.11.13 Telescope Controls

This command opens the Telescope Control panel which appears as shown below:
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This form allows the user to set speeds, make moves, check pointing, park/unpark as well as
set limits and check motor status.

2.11.14 Pointing Model

The creation of a pointing model requires six steps.

1. First we need to decide whether we want to create a pointing model for the whole sky or
separate models for each side of the meridian. Note: If using a German Equatorial mount,
it is usually better to create separate pointing models for the East and the West side of the
the meridian.

2. Next, we must define the area of the sky the pointing model will cover. This is the range of
hour angles with respect to the meridian and the range of Dec values.

3. Then an array of target points (Hour angle/Dec angle) are created covering the selected
sky area. This matrix of points must be dense enough to provide accurate pointing but not
so dense as to take an extraordinary amount of time to image. Typically, the number of
points is between 50 and 200.  

4. Prism then slews the telescope to each target point, takes an image, plate solves it and
determines the actual center of the image.

5. It then creates a list of all the created target sky positions along with the actual sky
positions and the distances between the two values.

6. Finally, Prism allows the user to take the list values calculated in Step 5 to compute a
pointing model. It is stored in a file type .cor. The pointing model can then be used to
dramatically improve the telescope mounts' pointing accuracy.

The first five steps are handled by the Scan Fields for Pointing Model command while the final
step is completed using the Compute Pointing Model command.

Once the user is satisfied with the created model(s) they can be used by selecting the
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resulting correction files (.cor)  in the Pointing model tab of Hardware Settings.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.14.1 Scan Fields for Pointing Model

This command allows the user to create a list of fields which are then imaged and the
difference between the expected star positions and actual star positions are then computed.
On initiation the following screen is displayed.

There are a number of key parameters to setup before creating the list of fields to be imaged. 

§ The Max/Min meridian angle sets the range of RA values on either side of the meridian
that fields will be created.
§ Similarly, the Max/Min DEC values set the range of Dec values to be used.
§ The min. elevation value acts to eliminate any proposed field below the specified

elevation value.
§ The Meridian angle gap specifies how many hours of RA between fields and the Dec

gap specifies the field spacing in Dec.
§ The Delay after slew allows for mount settling time. 
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§ The user is also given the option to do the whole sky or just the East or West side of the
meridian. German equatorial mounts are often best modeled using separate East and
West pointing models.
§ The Camera to be used along with exposure time and binning factor can be specified

as well.
§ The star catalog should be specified based on the CCD camera field of view.
§ Options allow for the fields to be imaged randomly rather than in a sequential fashion

and Save images will save all images for later use.  
§ The number of stars used in plate solving can also be selected. There is also the option

to try neighboring fields should plate solving fail.

Once the desired values have been entered, clicking on the Create fields list button will create
a list of field coordinates to be imaged. A sample set is shown below. 

A warning message will be generated if the user creates very few or a very large number of
target fields.
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Creating a new Star Chart will shown the distribution of the created fields. This is best seen in
a Global sky view as shown below.

Additional fields can be added by using the Add field button. 

By specifying new parameters and clicking on the Create fields button, the user has the
option to delete all existing fields and replace them with the new computed fields.

Selecting the Startup button will start the process of slewing to each field, taking an image
and the plate solving it. The user can watch the scan progress on the Sky Chart - the field
indicators will change from aqua to red after the field has been imaged.

The field indicators can be erased from the Sky Chart at any time by selecting the [OBJ] List
function and deleting them.

The output of this function is a text file showing the desired and actual coordinates for each
field. This resulting file can then be processed by the Compute Pointing Model menu item to
create a functional pointing model.
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2.11.14.2 Compute Pointing Model

Having created a file of target/actual positions, this command will then create a pointing model
that will be used by the telescope model to greatly improve it's ability to slew directly to any
celestial target.

Upon selecting this function the following window is displayed.

In order to create a pointing model we must first load a set of results from the Scan Fields for
Pointing Model function.

These icons shown  allow the user to Load, Save and Delete a list of
scan fields values. Note the Delete function only deletes all values on the screen, no file
values are deleted.

After opening a file of values, we see then displayed as shown below.
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The Add, Modify and Delete buttons can be used to edit the data values/entries. 

The Compute tab allows the user to specify which error components should be included in
the pointing model computation. Often it is useful to add one additional component at a time,
press the Compute button and see if it improves the residual result.

It is important to verify the correct Latitude is being used or the results will be erroneous.

The results of the modeling computation can be seen below. 
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The Plots tab allows to user to create a set of graphs which provide insight into the nature of
the mount pointing errors.

The Map of Errors tab graphically shows the relative size of the errors before modeling. The
zoom factor scales the errors for visual display.
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By selecting the With Pointing Model box, we can see the improvement in mount pointing
errors as shown below.
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2.11.15 Telescope Tools

2.11.15.1 Periodic Error Measurements

This feature gets the data that is going to be used to analyze your the periodic error of your
mount. 

Aim the telescope at a star located just past the meridian and near celestial equator (DEC=0).
 
First, grab an exposure of  5 to 10 seconds and then initiate this feature. A red cursor will be
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shown so that you can select the star to be used.  

Important : please orientate your CCD camera so that the image displays X axis aligns
with RA  and Y axis aligns with the DEC axis.

This is best done with a mount hat is properly polar aligned.

 If the previous image used to select the star has 2x2 binning, then 2x2 binning will be used by
the function. Be careful not to use a star that is saturated.

Then the window below will be displayed. Here we see  position of the star  computed with an
X-Y accuracy of 1/100 of a pixel and the position of the star displayed and recorded over time.
 

Star size is displayed but will not be used.
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 You should record for at least 4 times the worm rotation time. If the mount worm rotation
period is say 240 seconds, then you should record for at least  960 seconds in order to get
reliable data. The longer the better.

When you press STOP, the plots shown below are displayed. 
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Once you have stopped the recording and exit this function, Prism will prompts you as to
whether you want to analyze the recording with the PEC analysis feature .
In that function, all the linear drift will be removed and an in depth analysis will be performed.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.11.15.2 PEC Analysis

This function allows the user to analyze the performance of their telescope mount.
Specifically it quantifies the periodic error in the mount.

Acquisition of Periodic Error Data

Here we will use the Periodic Error Measurements command to gather the required data to
measure the periodic error. First adjust the position of the CCD camera so that the sensor is
aligned with the sky. Typically, the X axis of the CCD is aligned with the RA axis  and the  Y
axis will be aligned with the Dec axis. Set the exposure time to 5 sec and make a full-frame
acquisition, then go to the Periodic Error Measurements menu item. Prism will then  then ask
you to choose a star. Select one that is bright  but not saturated and as close as  possible to
the CCD center. The star, for instance, can has just passed the Meridian in order avoid a
Meridian flip as the telescope passes the Meridian. Once the periodic error data has been
captured and saved, the PEC Analysis function can be used to quantify the periodic error
associated with the telescope mount.

Analyzing Periodic Error Data

Upon starting this command the following window opens:
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On this panel we need to provide some key data to allow the PEC analysis to be useful and
accurate. 

§ Pixel Scale - Sets the scaling factor for the saved data, it is the number of arc seconds
per pixel in the data acquired.

§ Declination - The Declination of the star used to acquire the PEC data. You can use
zero if close to the celestial equator.

§ Estimated curve period (arcsec or sec of time )  - Define the approximate period of
the periodic error of the mount in arcsec or in seconds of time according to the
checkbox on the right side. It does not need to be accurate.

§ Toggle time seconds - Change the unit of the Estimated curve period  either second
of time, or arcsec. This is very important.

§ Apply Scale - If checked then results will be in arcseconds (amplitude error) else
displayed in pixels

§ Proceed to remove slope - Will automatically remove a sidereal tracking component
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error.

Once the parameters are setup, pressing the Load curve button will load the PE data and
display it on a series of graphs.

Here is an example of raw PEC measurement, where X axis is the time, and Y is horizontal
position of the star within the CCD camera expressed in pixels

This function allows the user to analyze the performance of their telescope mount.
Specifically it quantifies the periodic error in the mount.

For this example, the dataset acquired above is from with a G11 mount with a 2500mm focal
length telescope That results in 0.8 arcsec per pixel. The DEC was +20 degrees  and the
estimated periodic error time is 240 seconds (see the plot above). The load curve button will
load a text file, with two columns, the first is  time and the second one is the  position of the
star along the X axis in the image expressed in pixels.
A least 5 periods are advised to get a good analysis, this is in this case 240*5 = 1200 sec of
data. Exposure time should be 2 to 5 sec to cancel out seeing effects.
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On load, data analysis is performed and some plots are created.
The first plot is the raw data minus the drift due to sidereal rate error with the resulting curve
showing the periodic error 
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The next plot shows a red curve, that is a model that best fits  the data and a green plot that
shows the residuals from the model.
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The next plot is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the first raw plot (minus sidereal tracking
error if checked), showing all the periods of the worm. In this case it is simple, only having a
frequency component at the  1/240 seconds.  No other harmonics are present. 
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Below  is the phase plot.
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And this is  the log of the analysis :

X axis must be expressed in arcsec as absolute encoder positions or as seconds of time

Y Axis must be expressed as arcsec or pixels

Of this form :

26420.06075 15.54834

26406.04072 16.74280

26391.13054 15.83652

Sample number : 308

Linear regression (y=ax+b) where a=0.011950, b=-5.40 and correlation = 0.92

3.77 Periods

 

Mean = 0.00, Std dev = 1.34  (sec)

 

245 points, of complete period.

X step : 2.95 sec

Harmonic amplitude (0) = 240.00 sec, Amplitude = 1.76 arcsec

Harmonic phase (0) = 240.00 sec, Phase = 154.01 sec, or -124.90°

Harmonic amplitude (1) = 120.00 sec, Amplitude = 0.03 arcsec

Harmonic phase (1) = 120.00 sec, Phase = 75.74 sec, or -124.63°

Harmonic amplitude (2) = 80.00 sec, Amplitude = 0.13 arcsec

Harmonic phase (2) = 80.00 sec, Phase = 45.09 sec, or -144.87°
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Harmonic amplitude (3) = 60.00 sec, Amplitude = 0.08 arcsec

Harmonic phase (3) = 60.00 arcsec, Phase = 33.21 sec, or -144.41°

Harmonic amplitude (4) = 48.00 sec, Amplitude = 0.09 arcsec

Harmonic phase (4) = 48.00 sec, Phase = 41.92 sec, or -25.19°

That summarizes as follows :

 Period  Amplitude (arcsec)  Phase (°)

 240 sec  1.76  -125

 120 sec  0.03  -125

 60 sec  0.08  -145

 48 sec  0.09  -144

This analysis shows that the periodic error is +/- 1.76 arcsec each 240 seconds, with
negligible harmonics. This is a quite good mount. 

Simulator

This command also can a simulator function built in. The simulator can create a PE test data
set which can be used to play with the analysis functions.
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Calculations

The last tab is the final analysis function. Here we can enter the number of teeth in the worm
wheel and the computed period in arc-seconds per turn of the worm will be calculated (also
regular time per rotation, warning not sidereal time). 
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Finally, pressing the Model the curve button will produce a graph that best fits the data  along
with the residuals.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.15.3 Polar Alignment - King Method

This function provides the user with a powerful tool to assist in polar aligning their telescope
mount. It is based on the King method and requires a connected  CCD camera.
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Orientation of the camera

The camera must be oriented to obtain the CCD camera image as shown on a chart with
normal orientation i.e.  North Up, South down, East and West on the left and right
respectively. This orientation is called "base" orientation. King's method can also handle
images that are rotated a positive or negative angle with respect to the base orientation, for
example a 90 ° counter clockwise rotation, resulting with North to the left of the image, West
at the top, South on the right side and East at the bottom. This orientation is equally valid.
What is unacceptable  is an  X or Y mirror  with respect to the base orientation. This method
can be used also in the Southern Hemisphere. 

The sky chart can help to figure out image orientation as follows, here is where the telescope
is (you can use Astrometry.Net to figure out where you are on the sky) The Sky chart is North
South (Top-Down) and East West (Left-Right) oriented.

Hereafter is the corresponding image of the location, this is a 1982 mm focal length RC 10''
telescope, with an ATIK ONE 6.0 camera. 
By comparing visually the field and the sky chart, both are matching well, also the camera
CCD orientation, or applied mirrors on acquisition panel (here a Y mirror) has to be set
properly to get such matching. 
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The mount is a simple Losmandy G11 mount.

Utilization

Point to a field between the +80° and the celestial pole (or -80° and -90° for southern
hemisphere) as shown in the following map the sky:
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The binning of the camera does not affect the method, except for a potential reduction in
accuracy accuracy. While we can point several degrees off the line between the Zenith and
the pole the celestial pole as shown above,  it is easier to make corrections to the mount and 
interpret the results by picking a star close to the line. For example, the mount elevation axis
adjustment  will move up and down the selected  star  an azimuthal adjustment will move
horizontally to star in the image by the X-axis If the telescope is pointed in another direction
movements of the frame will be on independent directions of the X and Y axis, and therefore
difficult to estimate. Typically meridian angle of +5h30 or -5h30 can help to get the camera
oriented parallel to the ground.

Upon starting this function the following screen is displayed.
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Workflow

After slewing the telescope make sure the mount is tracking at the sidereal rate. Take an
image of less than 60  seconds. Clicking on "Add Meas." button that  will provide a  cursor to
select a star. 
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The selected star is shown inside a red square. We are going to work with this star

After 2m30 another exposure was taken, and click on "Add Meas." button, and click on the
same star as previously. 
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Prism calculates the required vector to polar align the mount (here the polar alignment error is
2.1 arcmin).

The time from the first exposure was 2m30s and seems not to be enough to get accurate
measurement, please wait again, and do another measurement.
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After 7m30, the 4th measurement indicates that "Measurement is OK", indeed 4 pixels motion
is the threshold to get good measurement, and when close to the pole, it can lead to some
amount of time to get such displacement. 

Using only the mount polar alignment knobs, adjust the azimuth and elevation to move the
mount and match the indicated vector denoted by the yellow+red square. 
Short sequential exposures are used to allow the selected star in the green square. Be very
gentle doing that, several arcmin is very few.
If the arrow is outside the image, it means you are far away form the pole (depending on the
field of view of your CCD camera), and you can move the star to the end of the line, near the
CCD's edge, then you will have to reset and select another star later on.
This will improve the mount alignment, and after some iteration the arrow will be inside the
CCD image.
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The green arrow show the result of the mount been moved (and star to be moved and the end
of the arrow) and very close to the red+yellow square.

To verify successful alignment, use the "Reset to zero"  button to restart the process. Multiple
iterations can be used to further improve the alignment.
Note : always press "Reset to zero"  button after the mount has been moved using
latitude and azimuth knobs !

The next measurements iteration shows how the polar alignment has improved, from 2.0
arcmin to 39 arcsec. 
Even with 13min, it is not sufficient to see 
At that stage an 1/2h time span is necessary to confirm such result.
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Mount Polar alignment less than 1 arcmin from the polar axis is a very good result. Keep in
mind that tightening the mount knobs to clamp azimuth and elevation axis can make move a
bit the polar axis and jeopardize the mount alignment by some arcmin.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.15.4 Polar Alignment - Drift Method

This feature helps mount polar alignment using the drift method. You need to aim the
telescope at a star located at meridian and celestial equator (DEC=0), 
then once the star drift is minimized, another star at +/-6h from the meridian and more than
20° above the horizon needs to be used.
First, grab an exposure of say 5s to 10s, then go to the menu to use this feature, a red cursor
will be shown so that you can select the star to be used.  

Important : please orientate your CCD camera so that the image displays North top
and South down.
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Then the next window will show up. The position of the star is computed (accuracy is 1/100 of
a pixel), and the vertical drift is computed. Since the focal length and the pixel size is known,
the angle to move the polar shaft is also known.
Be sure to select the right mount position in the radiobox below.

 If the previous image used to spot the star has 2x2 binning, 2x2 binning will be used by the
feature.  Beware not to use a star that is saturated !
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Then stop the function, move the polar shaft, and redo it.
The king method is more powerful because it indicates where to move the star in the field. 

2.11.15.5 Find Telescope Position

This command allows the user to find the coordinates of an image by searching over a sky
area of several degrees. It can be very useful to locate where a telescope is pointing when the
mount is not properly synchronized with the sky. This can be especially helpful for remote
telescope users.
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If the position of the images is unknown by more than  a few degrees  and an Internet
connection is available then the Find Telescope position with ASTROMETRY.NET command
is a better choice.

In both cases an image must be open to start the process of finding the center coordinates.

After starting this command, the following window is displayed.

In this case, the image header provided the rough image center coordinates, telescope focal
length and image pixel size. If these values were not in the image header, the user must enter
them manually. Note that the telescope focal length is critical and errors in focal length are the
reason most searches fail.

Catalog selection can be tailored to the field of view of the image with GSC-ACT being more
suitable for wide field images while UCAC 4 being better for narrow fields of view.
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After clicking the OK button, Prism will search for a match to the active image up to the radius
specified. If successful the following window is displayed.

It is recommended that the user do a 'sanity' check on the results by verifying the computed

focal length is close to that used to capture the image.

2.11.15.6 Find Telescope Position with ASTROMETRY.NET

Astrometry.net is a powerful internet service that will search the entire sky to try to determine
the coordinates of the active image. An Internet connection is required to use this service.

Also the user must first register at  nova.astrometry.net to obtain an API key. This key must
be first loaded into the Astrometry.NET tab of the Software Settings function.

Upon selecting this function, the active image is sent to the astrometry.net server. The
following window is then displayed showing progress and the final outcome.
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With a successful match, a annotated jpg of the image with recognized objects is returned
and displayed by Prism. A sample is shown below.
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Finding the image coordinates using Astrometry.net can take some time so local plate solving
is prefered if the user has a rough idea of the coordinates of the image center. 

2.11.16 Automatic Observations

This command allows the user to setup an automatic observation sequence which will
capture images of  selected targets. It will also open and close the observatory, take care of
focusing and capture flats if required. The Targets/Objects tab form is displayed on initiation.

Targets/Objects
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On this tab the user can specify the objects that are to be imaged. When the Add Object
button is selected, the following form appears.
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It allows the user to enter an object designation ( M51 in the example above) and then look up
the coordinates or enter the target coordinates directly. The user then enters the exposure
time, binning factors, numbers of images and filter selection. Autoguiding  can then be
selected along with the desired guider exposure time. If a rotator is present it can also be
specified and focusing can be done prior to the start of this object.

After pressing OK the object is added to the main window. If desired , this object entry can be
duplicated using the Duplicate button and by changing the filter selection using the Edit button,
an LRGB series is easily created. Additional objects can be added to the window and an
object list (OBJL) can also be imported.

Focusing

This tab offers the user a wide range of focusing options. Under Focusing Conditions,
focusing can be initiated every 'x' minutes, after a slew of 'y' degrees and after a temperature
change of 'z'  degrees. The values x, y and z are user specified in the appropriate boxes.

The Focusing Setup area allows the user to specify focusing parameters. The Auto button
can be used to select the Focusing Range limits. In most cases the default values in the rest
of the entries will give satisfactory results.
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Dome/Shelter

This tab specifies an .exe or .bat program to initiate in order to open or close the dome/
shelter. A periodic reset of the dome can also be specified.

Image Grab Options

In this tab the user can specify a number of image acquisition and storage options. The
Options area allows the folder and file names defined for the ccd images being saved. There
are also options to save portions of the images as well as computing the sharpness of each
image acquired.

Weather Management allows the system to monitor an attached cloud sensor and pause
observations when clouds develop as well as resuming observations when clear.

The Autoguiding area selects various guiding parameters and the Camera area can specify
image x/y mirroring, rotation and frame size.
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Telescope

This tab allows to user to select how the telescope mount will slew to objects and handle
meridian flips.

The Slews area of the form specifies slew limits and whether plate solving will be used to
improve slew accuracy. Exposures can be dithered if the appropriate check-box is selected.
In addition, a specific unpark slew can be selected to avoid obstructions.

The General are of the form sets up Plate solving parameters and how the mount will transit
the meridian. 
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Flats Recording

Here the user can detail how flats, if desired, are acquired. After selecting the available
options, the number, binning factor and selected filter for each group of flats can be added
buy means of the Add button. A predefined list of flats can be loaded and the current list
saved.
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Observations Startup

This tab gives the user the ability to select how the observation process will start-up and what
actions will be taken. This includes executing a program or Prism script, opening the dome,
unparking the scope, cooling the camera, parking the scope, finding the scope position and
focusing on the first object. The user can also specify when the run starts and what start up
order to use. An error program can also be selected to run in the event of an error occurring.
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Oberservation Ending

This tab gives the user the ability to select how the observation process will terminate and
what actions will be taken. This includes warming up the camera, parking the scope, closing
the dome, notifying the user and transferring the images.
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Execute

The Automatic Observations are initiated by clicking on the RUN button on this tab. The tab
also has a button to delete the log file created by the observation run.
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At the bottom of the form, the buttons allow the saving of the Automatic Observation setup as
well as an ability to load a previously saved setup.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.

2.11.17 [OBJL] List

This command gives the user access to the list of target objects to be observed. This list is
called the [OBJL] list. Upon initiating this function the following window opens.
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The menu items on the top of this window provide the following options:

· File -  Allows the user to save the list, load an existing stored list or to create a new list/
mosaic ( see more information below).

· Erase - Gives the user the option to delete the entire list of objects

· Sort - Enables the user to sort the list by RA, DEC, Magnitude, Elevation, Hour Angle, etc.

· Hide - The [OBJL] list is not visible on the screen

The controls at the bottom of the list offer the following functions:

· Delete - Will delete the highlighted item on the list - deleting more than one object at a time
is not supported

· Move Up - Moves the highlighted list item up one position on the list

· Edit - Allows editing the objects' information RA, DEC, Magnitude, Comments

· Move Down - Will move the highlighted object one position down the list of target objects

· Add - Allows the addition of an additional item to the list

· Sky Chart - Centers the Sky Chart on the highlighted object

· Slew To - Will point the telescope to the highlighted object
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New List Mosaic/Random

This option in the File menu allows the user to easily add multiple images to the [OBJL] list.
Selecting this option opens the following window.

In the above example, we have selected mosaic mode and M51 as the mosaic center point.
Hitting the Go button retrieved the coordinates for M51.

CCD fields is a very convenient method to create the mosaic targets and an overlap of 15-
20% usually works well. In the above case we are using a 2x2 mosaic pattern.

After hitting OK we get the following mosaic list.
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Opening up a Sky Chart we can see how the mosaic targets are arranged.
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 To capture the images in order to create this mosaic, we then use the Automatic
Observations command. the Import Object List [OBJL] will copy the target coordinates and
allow the user to specify all the CCD camera parameters: exposure time, number of
exposures, filter, and binning.

Note: This function is only available in the Pro and Advanced versions of Prism.
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2.12 Settings

2.12.1 Hardware Settings

This menu items allows the user to specify all the hardware components of the system that
Prism will be interfacing with. 

Observatory/Telescope

Here we select the type of mount ( or encoders) being used. Once the type is selected, the
next step is to use the Setup button to provide detailed information of the mount. 

Pointing Model

Next, we can select whether a pointing model will be used. If so then the location of the
correction files created by the Compute Pointing Model function must be specified.
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Pointing Limits

This section allows the user to specify slew limits in terms of both elevation angle as well as
Declination.
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Autoguiding Device

If an autoguiding interface device is going to be used, it must be specified here.
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Focusers

Next the type of  focusers (#1 and #2) are specified and again the Setup button is used to
provide detailed information.
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Important : PRISM uses mm as focuser position, and not focuser steps. Most of the focuser
returns the scale in microns of one encoder step. if not, you can ask it to the manufacturer, or
simply move the focuser by 1000 encoder steps and measure the gap in mm. The scale will
be simply the gap in microns. For instance the focuser moves 2 mm for 1000 encoders
steps, the scale will be 2µm. Use the focuser software from the manufacturer to do this
experiment. Also, set the focuser so that when then focuser steps increase as the distance
from the mirror or the lens of the telescope also increases

Filter Wheels

This section allows the filter wheels to be specified as to type and hardware employed. The
lower section allows each filter name to be edited and its optical shift specified.
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The Reference filter defines the filter index that has the reference focuser position (if any).
When system is connected to PRISM, the filter wheel will move to the Reference filter position
and will set focuser position accordingly.
The optical shift  for each of the other filters can be entered later after doing a careful
autofocus with each filter.

Dome/Shelter

The type of shelter is specified in this section. Once again, the Setup button must be used to
provides the necessary hardware details.
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Dome geometry can be set,  to overcome a situation when the pier not at the center of the
dome. It addition, it can compensate for the alignment of a German mount  with respect to the
slit of the dome.

GPS

Prism supports an attached GPS unit. Usually this ia via a serial port or a USB to serial
converter. 

The Serial port number must be specified. Optionally, the baud rate can also be specified.
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Place

This section details the location which Prism will use in all its slewing/ Sky Chart calculations.
As it is read only, should the user wish to make a change, it must be made using the Default
Observing Site function.
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Weather Station

Prism can also support a weather station that uses the Lacrosse protocol. If no weather
station data is available, default values for temperature, pressure and relative humidity can be
specified.
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Cloud Sensor

Support for a cloud sensor is also provided. In this section, the user can specify the type and
hardware details for their cloud sensor.
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Field Derotator

If a rotator is available it can be specified here. The rotator serial port number  and rotation
direction also must be detailed.
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Switches

Most observatories utilize some type of remote switches to control power to various devices.
This section allows the user to switch management by Prism.

If switches are to be controlled then the Setup button will allow an switch interface device to
be added. 

Supported switches include IP9258, Vellmann and IPX-800.
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Cameras

This section allows the cameras used by Prism to be specified. The number of cameras
which may be connected depends on the version of Prism being used.
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Pressing the Setup button will open the panel in the next section.

Camera Acquisition Properties

The brand of CCD camera is detailed along with any specific camera options such as
download speed.

Details that will be stored in the CCD image header section can also be specified. Note: the
telescope focal length is  a key parameter since it is used extensively in Prism
functions.
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If camera has an embedded filter wheel, set-up the filter within this panel, using the available
option.

For users of German equatorial mounts that support returning the side of pier, it is
recommended that the auto mirror setting be checked off. 
This will automatically rotate images by 180 degrees after a pier flip.

The direct orientation and angle RA-CCD is explained in the next image :
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This angle is between the North direction and the Y axis of the camera The Y axis of the
camera is defined as being perpendicular to the CCD serial readout register. The position
(1,1) is the first pixel read out from the camera.
Direct orientation is true, when the axis defining the North and the axis defining the East is at
the left of the North axis.

Since it can be somewhat confusing to figure out these parameters, the button "Get data
from plate solved image" will set these two parameters from a plate solved image.
So first plate solve an image, and use this button, it will fill out these two parameters for you
automatically.  
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2.12.2 Software Settings

There is a large number of Prism software  parameters that can be set by means of the
different tabs in this menu function. The following sections will outline the available
parameters.

Note: In most cases the default values will met the users' needs.

Interface

Here the user can set a number of display related options. Note that this window can be
scrolled down to reveal an additional two options.
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Scripts

This tab species the path used by Prism to find scripts.

CCD Camera Recording
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This tab presents various options related to saving CCD camera images. It is strongly
recommended that users do not select Getting pixel data as 16 bit signed integers as this
has the effect of reducing the ccd camera range to 0-32,768 rather than the full available
range of 65,536.

Telescope

Here the user has access to a variety of telescope mount options. Once again, the default
values will usually suffice.
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Images (JPEG/TIFF)

The first section in this tab allows the user to specify how much jpeg compression to be used
when when Prism saves  images in .jpg format. 

The next section gives the user the option to convert 16 bit unsigned  TIFF files to 15 bit
signed images. It is recommended the user not do this unless there is a very specific reason.
Floating point data is always the preferred format for image processing.

Finally, there is an option to display a warning message on the loading of a BMP or JPG
image if they cannot be processed.
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Astrometry.NET

Here the user can setup the parameters to use the Astrometry.NET service. Information can
be found at nova.astrometry.net.
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Messages

This tab controls the amount of detail information that is written to the Prism log file. Unless
there is a specific need, a setting of 0 or 1 is recommended.
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Image Display

This tab sets values for the three image display presets. The high display cut value maps all
image pixels greater than or equal to the specified histogram level to 255 ( white).

 Similarly, the low display cut value maps all image pixels less than or equal to the specified
histogram level to 0 (black).
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Computations

The amount of CPU computational power devoted can be adjusted in this tab. The
default setting is recommended for most users.
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Looks/skins

Prism has the ability to utilize different looks or skins as commonly known. The user is
encouraged to try out different looks to find the one most appealing.
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Internet

This section allows the user to setup the required email and internet parameters to met a
wide range of needs.
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Prism Web Site

If desired, Prism can record the telescope status on a user defined web page. This tab
provides the parameters to setup the specified web page.
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Menus

This tab provides the user  with the option of a warning message exiting Prism or closing a
file that has been modified. 
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Pre-processing

This tab gives the user the option to have Prism automatically correct mirror image (X /Y)
when using the image calibration functions.
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Command Server

Prism has the ability to operate under the control another program. The TCP/IP port for
control is specified in this tab.
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2.12.3 FITS/CPA and DSLR Files

This function allows the user to select a variety of file preferences. First, the user can choose
whether the default image type will be FITS or CPA. CPA is the loss-less compressed format
that Prism uses to save disk space and bandwidth when remote observatory files are
uploaded. FITS has the advantage of being a more universal standard image file format. 

Three plane FITS files can also be recognized by Prism as color images.
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The next tab allows the user is automatically convert 16 bit unsigned data into floating point
data values upon being loaded and/ or saved. This option is highly recommended.

The auto best display can also be selected.
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The last tab allows Bayer color files to be auto converted upon loading into color images.
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2.12.4 FITS Keyword Management

This command enables the user to view and change the keywords used in the header portion
of FITS format image files.

.For users unaccustomed to modifying these words, it is advisable not to make any change in
any word because by default, existing keywords need kept identical.
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2.12.5 Default Observing Site

Here the user sets their geographic location which is used by Prism in a number of functions.
It can be selected using one of the indicated databases or interactively by using the Place
using GOOGLE MAPS.

Specific places can be added, modified or deleted using the available buttons.

2.12.6 Star Catalog Path Settings

This command allow the user to specify the local PC file locations of all available star
catalogs and the DSS atlas of images.
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Where available, links are provided to allow the user the download the respective catalogs.

2.12.7 Sky Chart Startup Options

The window shown below enables the user to set the size and location of a new Sky Chart.

The option Link slewing points creates a 'trail' on the sky chart  as the telescope slews from
one location to another.
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2.12.8 Log File

This function is used to various key actions of Prism in order to identify any bugs. The window
below is opened upon starting this function.

In normal operation, the user will not need to use this function.

2.12.9 Plate Solving

2.12.9.1 Auto Parameter Options

This function allows the user to the parameters used in automatic plate solving. The following
window displays the parameters that can be adjusted.

Most of these parameters are best left to their default values with the possible exception of the
Magnitude Min/Max values. These can be adjusted to optimized plate solving speed and
success.
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2.12.9.2 Telescope Position Centering

The command sets the parameters for finding the telescope position using the command - 
Find Telescope Position.

In most cases the default values will provide excellent results.

2.12.10 Software Setup Management

This command has several Prism utility functions which are not normally used by users.
These should only be used when directed by Prism support as caution should be excised in
using these functions.
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2.13 Windows

2.13.1 Reset Magnifier Window Position

This command will reset the position of the magnifier window in the center of the screen.

2.13.2 Reset Camera/Telescope Window Position

This command will arrange the telescope  and camera windows at the bottom of the screen.

The screen below shows the screen before the use of this command.

After use of this function, the camera and telescope windows are arranged at the bottom of
the screen, starting from the left hand side.
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2.14 Help

2.14.1 About Prism

This function opens up the 'splash screen' for the user's version of Prism.

2.14.2 Local Help

This enables the user to access the local Prism help file.

2.14.3 Web Help

This command provides a link to web based help file for Prism.

2.14.4 Go to Prism Forum

This link takes the user to the Prism User Forum.
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2.14.5 Prism Website

This command will take the user to the Prism website  www.prism-america.com

2.14.6 Check for Updates

This command will have Prism check to see if any software updates are currently available.

2.14.7 Web Upgrade

This function takes the user to the Prism store where Prism upgrades may be purchased.
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